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ABSTRACT
The objective of this research is to analyze which functions make up web-based as well as mobile social media services and
messengers. Services are clustered by their functionality. A total of 640 individual functions were identified, while investigating
altogether 44 selected services in their web and mobile versions. Applying content analysis, functions were assigned to the
services. The services were ranked by the number of implemented functions, and the functions were ranked by their occurrence
in the services. Cluster analysis was applied to classify the services according to their functionality. Facebook and VKontakte were
found to be the ones with the most functions; the most frequently implemented functions are support, profile, and accountrelated. Cluster analysis revealed six classes for mobile and seven classes for web applications. There is a noteworthy difference
regarding the functionality scope between web and mobile applications of the same services. An example for this is Mendeley
with 38 functions in the mobile and 91 functions in the web version. This is the first empirical attempt at clustering social media
services based on their functionality.
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Clustering Social Media Services and Messengers

1. INTRODUCTION

services, provide platforms for people to connect and share
content. However, they differ in the fact that content shared via
instant messengers is “intended to be private, or at least directed
towards a specific group” (IPG Media Lab, 2014, p. 6), whereas
social media services implement a “many-to-many broadcast
mechanism” (IPG Media Lab, 2014, p. 6), which makes content
essentially public.
To our knowledge, there is no generally accepted classification
of social media services and messengers in the relevant literature.
This circumstance stems from the fact that categorization in
previous research happens intuitively without an empirical basis
and that all mentioned approaches differ with respect to their
granularity. Hence, the aim of the present study is to empirically
classify social media services and messengers.
The Information Service Evaluation (ISE) Model by
Schumann and Stock (2014) serves as the basis for the research
model presented in this paper. The ISE model offers a holistic
approach to evaluating a wide variety of information services.
It consists of five dimensions comprising the service quality, the
user, the acceptance of an information system, the information
environment, and time. As the ISE Model “offers a wide choice
of aspects that can be evaluated [...] it is also possible to apply
only some of the characteristics shown in the model” (Schumann
& Stock, 2014, p. 15). In the present study the first dimension
of the model is applied, evaluating the information service
quality by focusing on the aspect of the objective information
service’s quality: “‘Objective’ in this context means that the
measurement results are not based […] on user’s perceptions”
(Schumann & Stock, 2014, p. 11). Furthermore, Schumann and
Stock (2014) name different aspects which can be considered in
order to evaluate the objective quality of an information system.
Besides the system’s usability, effectiveness, and efficiency, the
objective quality of an information system includes “the range
of functions it offers” (Stock & Stock, 2013, p. 482). Therefore,
the functionality scope was chosen as a measurement unit to
compare the selected social media services and messengers.
The functionality of an information system is defined as
“the extent of its functions for information production and
information searching (measured independently from the
factual application by the users)” (Schumann & Stock, 2014,
p. 11). A function, in turn, is considered to be an objective or
characteristic of a system, a “part of an application that provides
facilities for users to carry out their tasks” (International
Organization for Standardization, 2017, para. 3.1677). Clustering
the services based on these fundamental building blocks
ensures that only those applications which show similarities
with respect to their functionality will form one class. This way,
a classification model for social media services and messengers

In recent years, social media has unquestionably become an
integral part of social interaction and information sharing in
everyday life (Wenniger, Cheung, & Krasnova, 2019). The term
social media describes “a group of Internet-based applications
which are built on the ideological and technological foundations
of Web 2.0 and enable the creation and exchange of usergenerated content” (Kaplan & Haenlein, 2010, p. 61). In line
with this definition, Obar and Wildman (2015, p. 3) mention
two further important characteristics which apply to all social
media services, namely the creation of “user-specific profiles for
a site or app designed and maintained by a social media service”
and the facilitation of “the development of social networks
online by connecting a profile with those of other individuals
and/or groups.”
Relevant literature provides different approaches to classify
social media services (Aichner & Jacob, 2015; Bruhn, Schäfer,
Schwarz, & Lauber, 2011; Kaplan & Haenlein, 2010; Kietzmann,
Hermkens, McCarthy, & Silvestre, 2011; Linde & Stock, 2011;
Schmidt, 2018). Linde and Stock (2011) mention four subclasses
of social media, namely social networks, sharing services, social
bookmarking services, and knowledge bases. While social
networks focus on users and their connections to others, as
well as on professional self-presentation (Sander, Teh, & Sloka,
2017), sharing services revolve around content. These platforms
focus on uploading, sharing, commenting, and liking, mainly
of photos and videos (Schmidt, 2018). Social bookmarking
services enable users to manage their bookmarks detached
from local storage and collect them in one single service (Peters,
2009). Knowledge bases can be further subdivided into wikis
and blogs. A wiki, similar to an encyclopedia, collects entries for
terms and allows them to be edited constantly. Since different
authors work together to build up a wiki, they are considered
collaborative social media services (Linde & Stock, 2011).
On the other hand, blogs consist of entries which are sorted
backwards in chronological order. This category also includes
microblogs. The most prominent example of this class is Twitter,
where, with a limitation of 280 characters, short tweets can be
shared (Linde & Stock, 2011).
Finally, there are also instant messaging services which
enable “near-synchronous computer-based one-on-one
communication” (Nardi, Whittaker, & Bradner, 2000, p. 80).
In addition to the transmission of text messages, there are
also offers that provide video calling functions (Schmidt,
2018). These services exist outside the scope of the previously
mentioned definition of social media as they cannot be sorted
into the four categories. Instant messengers, like social media
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is created, based on empirical evidence. Analysis of functions
will not only reveal which services consist of the highest number
of functions, but also which functions are most frequently
implemented in different services.

Apart from focusing on the user, past research has accentuated
the main features of specific platforms like hashtags on Twitter as
well as likes on Facebook (Weller, 2015). Additionally, Weninger,
Zhu, and Han (2013) concentrated on Reddit and its core
functions, investigating subreddits, posts, comments, and votes
as well as the karma function. Similarly, Zimmer et al. (2018)
evaluated the functionality of Reddit. Cases like these raise the
problem that many functions have been ignored by researchers,
for example the support functions of various services. However,
the present study takes all functions into account, which creates
the opportunity to explore the vast field of the functionalities
of different social media services and messengers. In this way,
important functions which have not yet gotten the necessary
scientific attention are moved into the spotlight.
Moreover, functionality-based research has crossed the
boundaries of the classification topic, as demonstrated by
Kietzmann et al. (2011, p. 243) who define “seven functional
building blocks of social media,” containing identity, exchange,
conversations, groups, reputation, relationships, and presence.
These blocks are intended to help companies to classify and
evaluate social media services such as Facebook. Kietzmann et
al. (2011) use their seven blocks to explain what effects social
media have on a company and make recommendations on how
to deal with them.
Stock and Stock (2013, pp. 486 ff.) give a comprehensive list
of functions of information retrieval systems. In contrast to our
study, they concentrate on information systems for professional
users, for instance, DIALOG, STN International, or Questel. In
this list, there are six groups of functions, namely selection of
databases, looking for search arguments, search options, display
and output, push services, and, finally, informetric analysis. For
every group of functions they have identified dozens of single
functions on a very low granularity level. For the information
suppliers, such a list works as a checklist of the completeness
of their retrieval functionality; for evaluators of information
services, it is a list of quality criteria for professional search
engines (Stock, 2000).
As mentioned above, there is no generally accepted
classification model for social media services and messengers.
Some attempts have been made to categorize social media
services, all of which yield different results. While some
approaches classify them into four subclasses (Linde & Stock,
2011), there are other sources that differentiate between six
(Kaplan & Haenlein, 2010; Schmidt, 2018) or ten subtypes
(Bruhn et al., 2011). Aichner and Jacob (2015) even subdivide
so precisely that they identify 13 classes of social media services.
These different results originate in an intuitive categorization
of the services without empirical basis. The phenomenon of

1.1. Previous Research
Taking a look at the research landscape, various approaches
can be found to investigate social media services. While some
articles focus on the user’s motivation for using social media or
on the functions the services comprise, others try to establish
a classification of social media. In terms of usage motivations,
a branch of research has directed attention towards linking
social media with the uses and gratifications theory. Originally,
uses and gratifications theory research has been described as
an approach seeking to depict “(1) the social and psychological
origins of (2) needs, which generate (3) expectations of (4)
the mass media or other sources, which lead to (5) differential
patterns of media exposure (or engagement in other activities),
resulting in (6) need gratifications and (7) other consequences”
(Katz, Blumler, & Gurevitch, 1973, pp. 5-6). In line with this,
Whiting and Williams (2013) present “social interaction,”
“information seeking,” “pass time,” “entertainment,” “relaxation,”
“communicatory utility,” “expression of opinions,” “convenience
utility,” “information sharing,” and “surveillance and watching
of others” as key themes in the context of applying uses and
gratifications theory onto social media. Information seeking,
information sharing, or social interaction are directly reflected
in the previously mentioned instances, like social networks,
sharing services, and knowledge bases. This assumption is
proven by a recent study on social live streaming services in
which a direct relation between in-service content categories,
such as chatting or sharing information, and motivations like
social interaction or self-presentation, was identified (Zimmer
& Scheibe, 2019). As the gratifications aspect itself is treated
as a means to differentiate between types of media (McQuail,
1984), the gratifications named in general theory can be
directly applied to the conception of social media services.
Consequently, entertainment can be used to label services which
provide easily and, thus, efficiently consumable entertainment
with a possible impact on the consumer’s mood (Shao, 2009).
Similarly, another application can be found in Goffman’s (1959)
“information game” in which an individual assumes control
of the information disclosed about him or herself in order to
shape the perception of others. This kind of self-presentation
is considered as one of the main reasons for using Facebook
(Nadkarni & Hofmann, 2012). The mentioned examples
showcase the viability of the idea of using uses and gratifications
theory terminology to label social media services.
8
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various numbers of classes could also be connected to the
fact that the subjective views of different people may result in
different groupings – the classification is influenced by human
bias (Shah & Oppenheimer, 2011).
Hence, the present study aims at developing an empirically
based classification model for social media services and
messengers. In order to achieve this, content analysis is applied
to analyze which individual functions make up the investigated
services that are clustered according to their functionality. The
study explores a new area of empirical research on functions and
their distribution among social media services and messengers
and, thus, provides theoretical added value for information
science and system science.

of the elements which make it possible to answer the RQs
mentioned in Section 1.2. Investigating the functionalities of
social media services requires taking into account that many
services appear in two different forms – as a web service that
can be directly accessed in a web browser or as a downloadable
mobile application. On that note, as distinguished from web
applications, mobile applications are mostly used in completely
different situations as on the go, focusing on functions which
provide a better user experience in the given situation (Benyon,
2019). Thus, the investigation of their similarities should be
divided into these environments. As an information system’s
functionality consists of its individual functions, these need to
be drawn from the same pool of functions f1 to fn. This makes it
possible to empirically compare the same types of services based
on their functionality rather than creating intuitive classes as it
is done in previous research. In order to accomplish this, it is
noted whether functions exist or do not exist in a service’s web
or mobile version.
Since there is no basic assumption on which social media
services show similarities, an empirical approach is taken
based on the methods used in empirical information science
to create concepts with words and tags. On the basis of
observation, similarity calculations can be employed which
are combined with cluster-analytical consolidation of the
similarity relations (Stock & Stock, 2013, pp. 777 ff.). However,
the present study does not cluster by words or tags. Instead, it
compares the identified functions f1 to fn of the investigated
services. Consequently, applications which exhibit certain
similarities create their own classes, each of which represents the
functionality of a service.
Based on these elements, a research model was created
which follows the procedure of extracting functions from social

1.2. Research Questions
Following this empirical approach, altogether 640 functions
of the selected social media services and messengers were
identified. Based on these functions, the applications are
classified according to similarities in their functionality scope.
This way, it is possible to establish rankings of the investigated
services as well as of the functions they consist of. This approach
entails the definition of three research questions (RQs) which
need to be answered:
•	(RQ1) Which investigated services implement the highest
number of functions?
•	(RQ2) Which functions are the most frequently occurring
ones in mobile and web-based applications of social media
services and messengers?
•	(RQ3) To what extent is it possible to empirically classify
social media and instant messaging services according to
their functionality?
1.3. Research Model
The research model of the present study is based on the first
dimension of the ISE Model by Schumann and Stock (2014).
They emphasize that “[t]he quality of an information service
depends not only on the perception of its quality by the users,
but also upon objective (user-independent) measures” (p. 7).
According to the ISE Model, one possible aspect for evaluating
the objective quality of an information system is to analyze
the variety of functions it offers (Schumann & Stock, 2014).
Therefore, in the present study a research model is introduced
that measures objective information service quality by analyzing
the functionality scope of the selected services. Based on the
identified functions, a hierarchical cluster analysis is performed,
yielding an empirical classification model of social media
services and messengers.
The research model depicted in Fig. 1 shows the interplay

Social media services
& messengers
Web services

Apps
Functions (f1… fn)

Clustering process

Cluster X

f5, f6

f3, f4
f1, f2

f7, f8

Rankings

Cluster Y

Services

f11, f12

f9, f10
f13, f14… fn

Cluster Z

Functions

Fig. 1. Research model.
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media services and messengers, determining their existence
over all investigated services, and clustering the services by the
appearance of these functions. Additionally, rankings of the
services are established based on their individual functions. The
used approach makes it not only possible to determine which
information systems have the highest number of implemented
functions, but also which ones are particularly often represented
in different social media services and messengers. Furthermore,
it appears logical that more important functions are present
in many services. This way, indirect conclusions about their
importance can be drawn.

WeChat, QQ, QZone, Sina Weibo, Douban, and Baidu Tieba)
were systematically excluded. Although TikTok is Chinese, it
was taken into consideration, as there is a special English-based
version of the service for non-Chinese countries (Shutsko,
2020). To increase the number of cases for cluster analysis,
some further services were added. VKontakte in its Englishlanguage version was appended to the list as a counterpart of
Facebook (Baran & Stock, 2015). ResearchGate and Mendeley
were included as professional-oriented services. Furthermore,
the list was extended by some very popular systems beyond the
world of social networking services, e.g., the knowledge base
Wikipedia and the social live streaming service Twitch. Finally,
YouNow and Periscope were included as information systems
analogous to Twitch (Zimmer & Scheibe, 2019).
The research consisted of four stages. In the first stage, all
services were evenly distributed among the seven coders. All
coders then systematically wrote down all features they found in
their assigned service, paired with a matching description.
Following this, all identified functions were inductively
assembled into a single unified code book. One of the main
problems in determining whether functions were duplicate
entries or not was due to the fact that many provided functions
mean the same but are named differently from service to
service. Furthermore, it was deemed to be insensible to create
an over-particular list, as this could lead to inflation in functions
without any greater impact. Such an instance is represented by
the case of notification settings, where there exist individual
ones for even the smallest features. Depending on the type of
functions in question, they can be summarized in an upper class
function, since their contribution to the general functionality of
a system is too minuscule. Consequently, each function had to
be reviewed by each coder and if similar or identical ones with
different names were found, these were either merged into a
class based on their granularity or were removed. This process
resulted in the final codebook, eventually comprising 640
identified functions from all investigated services.
Following the standard procedure of content analysis
(Krippendorff, 2018), each service was coded independently
by two coders, using the codebook as a reference point. Here,
a binary approach was taken to mark whether or not a given
function was present in the respective service. Since a single
coder’s judgement is not entirely reliable, it is common practice to
rely on a basic measure to check unanimity among the coders.
The inter-rater reliability score used in the present study was
Krippendorff’s alpha (Krippendorff, 2011). If a resulting alpha
value between two coders of the same service is below 0.8, the
coding is considered to be unreliable, as either the coders or the
codebook constitute a problem (Raupp & Vogelsang, 2009).

2. METHODS
2.1. Data Collection
The data set was collected between April 16 and May 22,
2019. The individual functions of social media services and
messengers were collected from mobile and web applications by
means of the analysis of functions. Only the most recent version
of each application was taken into account, with no further
updates within the set timeframe. The web applications were
all investigated from a desktop web browser, while the mobile
applications were examined with smartphones using Android
OS as their operating system. As the market share of Android
devices in 2018 was 88.1% (Statista Research Department,
2018), the research team decided to focus only on Android
smartphone applications, excluding other operating systems
with possibly different specifications, such as iOS. Furthermore,
desktop applications showed less traffic compared to mobile
applications (Enge, 2019) and were therefore excluded from
the research sample. Web browser applications, on the other
hand, are taken into consideration as the majority of the chosen
mobile apps have an appropriate counterpart.
In total, 44 different social media services and messengers were
examined, 25 of which were mobile applications and 19 were
web applications (see Table 1). Finally, altogether 640 functions
were identified while analyzing these information systems. Due
to the high effort to describe all functions, the research team
had to limit the number of investigated services. For that, it was
decided to include those services with the highest number of
monthly active users. In order to identify these, several statistics
about social media use in 2019 were considered (Influencer
MarketingHub, 2020; Kemp, 2019; Sharma, 2018; Spencer, 2019).
On account of the authors’ language skills, mainly Englishlanguage services were investigated, which are complemented
by one service in German (Jodel) (Nowak, Jüttner, & Baran,
2018). The services in Chinese language (such as WEIXN/
10
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conversation between the two coders. They agreed on whether
the respective function exists in the social media service or not.
After this step, the coding of all functions was identical and
accordingly the new alpha value was 1. A small excerpt of the
final coding table can be found in Fig. 2.

Table 1.	List of investigated social media services and messengers and the
initial Krippendorff’s alpha values for each coded service
No.

Mobile applications

α

No.

Web applications

α

1

Discord

0.884

1

Discord

0.978

2

Facebook

0.865

2

Facebook

0.882

3

Facebook Messenger

0.817

3

Flickr

0.931

4

Flickr

0.984

4

Instagram

0.993

5

Instagram

0.969

5

LinkedIn

0.911

6

Jodel

0.937

6

Mendeley

0.905

7

Line

0.857

7

Pinterest

0.866

8

LinkedIn

0.888

8

Reddit

0.853

9

Mendeley

0.809

9

ResearchGate

0.861

10 Periscope

0.941

10 Skype

0.892

11 Pinterest

0.994

11 Telegram

0.943

12 Reddit

0.846

12 Tumblr

0.968

13 Skype

0.915

13 Twitch

0.883

14 Snapchat

0.891

14 Twitter

0.856

15 Telegram

0.951

15 VKontakte

0.973

16 TikTok

0.809

16 WhatsApp

0.972

17 Tumblr

0.901

17 Wikipedia

0.858

18 Twitch

0.939

18 YouNow

0.841

19 Twitter

0.818

19 YouTube

0.938

20 Viber

0.912

21 VKontakte

0.908

22 WhatsApp

0.819

23 Wikipedia

0.844

24 YouNow

0.939

25 YouTube

0.855

2.2. Data Analysis
After the coding process, the number of functions for each
social media service and the occurrence of the individual
functions in the services were calculated. For this purpose, the
data set was divided into mobile and web applications. Based
on the calculated data, two different rankings of the investigated
social media services and their functionalities were compiled.
The first one gives an indication of which function is available
in how many services. The number of occurrences of the
respective function in the various services was summed up. The
functions were then assigned to the corresponding ranks based
on the descending order of their occurrences in the different
social media services. Similar to the described procedure, the
second ranking gives information about which services provide
the widest range of functions from a number’s perspective.
Furthermore, a cluster analysis using IBM SPSS Statistics
25 (SPSS) was performed. The approach used is a hierarchical
cluster analysis which is particularly suitable for small sample
sizes (Verma, 2013). The cluster method applied is Ward’s
method (Ward, 1963), frequently used in cluster analysis as
it achieves the greatest possible cohesion within clusters and
the maximum separation between clusters (Giudici & Figini,
2009; Murtagh & Legendre, 2014). The Squared Euclidean
distance was chosen as the distance measure in line with the
recommendations for SPSS (Murtagh & Legendre, 2014). 641
variables were included in the clustering process – one variable
that stores the names of the investigated services and 640
ordinally scaled variables, named after the identified functions,
storing whether the function is available in a service or not. Due
to the relatively small sample size, the resulting dendrograms
were especially useful for the analysis and interpretation of the
results, which is in line with Řezanková (2009).
One of the biggest challenges of clustering ordinal data is the
assumption of equal intervals (Řezanková, 2009). There is no
certain way to represent the difference between functions through
numbers alone – at least not if the functions are not assigned with
a distance value beforehand. Nevertheless, the data in this paper
still meets the requirement for a hierarchical cluster analysis since
it is represented by a binary matrix (Řezanková, 2009).
Another challenge when performing a cluster analysis is to
ensure that the resulting clusters are not just randomly assigned,
but indeed possess an internal validity. This is the reason why

Fig. 2. Excerpt of the coding table.

In the present research, the results of the coding step were
sufficient as the initial Krippendorff’s alpha values were found
to be in an acceptable range (see Table 1). The few remaining
inconsistencies in the coding results were clarified in a personal
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3. RESULTS

the data set had to be pre-tested before running it through the
final clustering process (Bacher, Pöge, & Wenzig, 2010). For
that, the multidimensional scaling (MDS) was applied as this
method is also based on the analysis of the dissimilarity matrix
(Borg, Groenen, & Mair, 2018; Timm, 2002). To generate the
MDS solution, the distance matrix calculated earlier for the
cluster analysis was passed to the PROXSCAL module of the
SPSS. In line with Borg et al. (2018), the initial configuration of
the SPSS was adjusted to Torgerson’s metric model with 1,000
iterations and 0.0000001 stress value. The resulting distribution
of data points resembled clusters produced with Ward’s method
(compare Fig. 3 with Fig. 5, and Fig. 4 with Fig. 6) confirming
that the clusters were not formed randomly.

3.1.	Ranking of the Services with Respect to Their
Functions (RQ 1)
The findings reveal that VKontakte is the mobile application
with the most functions (see Table 2), comprising a total of
228 functions. These already make up 35.6% of all functions
investigated in this paper. Similar to this, Facebook stands atop
the ranking of the web applications, comprising 261 functions
(see Table 2), which account for 40.8% of the total. Moreover, the
results show that the range of investigated functions can strongly
vary in both mobile and web applications in context of the same
service. This can be exemplified by direct comparison between
the mobile application of Mendeley, having 38 functions, and its
corresponding web version comprising a total of 91 functions.

1.0
Periscope
Twitch

0.5

Skype

Dimension 2

Mendeley
Flickr

Tumblr

0.0

Mobile applications

Facebook Messenger

Jodel

Viber

Pinterest
YouTube

Table 2.	Ranking of mobile and web applications of social media and
instant messaging services by number of functions
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Fig. 3.	Results of the multidimensional scaling for the mobile applications
of social media services and messengers.
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Fig. 4.	Results of the multidimensional scaling for the web applications of
social media services and messengers.

Rank

Rank

Number of
functions

VKontakte

1

228

2

233

Facebook

2

213

1

261

Line

3

181

-

-

LinkedIn

4

165

6

154

Telegram

5

162

15

92

Twitter

6

153

4

173

Discord

7

150

7

151

Instagram

8

148

18

86

YouTube

9

147

8

147

WhatsApp

10

146

19

79

Skype

11

144

9

138

Reddit

12

136

5

164

Tumblr

13

129

10

124

Viber

14

128

-

-

Snapchat

15

120

-

-

TikTok

16

118

-

-

Pinterest

17

106

11

122

Facebook Messenger

18

101

-

-

Twitch

19

87

3

188

YouNow

20

78

17

87

Flickr

21

72

12

114

Periscope

22

68

-

-

Jodel

23

61

-

-

Wikipedia

24

40

14

94

Mendeley

25

38

16

91

-

-

13

103

ResearchGate

12

Web applications

Number of
functions

Telegram

WhatsApp

Snapchat

Reddit

Service
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Mendeley’s mobile version lacks, among others, large numbers
of functions belonging to the account, communication,
content, and profile categories. Furthermore, functions serving
notification and privacy purposes are missing entirely. Another
example for the discrepancy of functions between mobile and
web versions is Wikipedia. Here, the mobile version only offers
40 functions, while the web version provides 94 ones. The
differences mostly concern the notification settings as well as the
content posting aspect of the service – the latter being basically
non-existent in the mobile application but ubiquitously present
in the web counterpart. In general, it can be stated that the
investigated web services have a higher number of individual
functions with an average of 139.9 functions, as compared to
an average of 124.7 functions for the corresponding mobile
versions.

in different social media services and messengers. Here, a clear
distinction can be made between the coverage rates for web and
mobile applications. The top five functions in web applications
reach a coverage of at least 94.7% (see Table 3). In contrast, the
percentage of services that include the five most frequently
occurring functions regarding mobile applications reaches a
value of 84.0% (see Table 4). Also, the top 14 ranked functions
are covered by at least 84.2% of all investigated web applications,
while rank 12 of the functions occurring in mobile applications
only has a ratio of 76.0%. The most frequently occurring
function for both mobile and web applications is “Support:
help page/FAQ/terms and conditions” which unites all support
pages, granting access to information on the application usage
and its restrictions to a user. By nature, this was found in nearly
all applications analyzed – except for Facebook Messenger.
Generally, many support functions appear rather frequently,
as they are part of the majority of all services investigated.
Moreover, account-related functions, such as the ability to
change one’s username or password recovery functions, are also
present in the top of the ranking for the occurrence of functions
in the investigated services.

3.2.	Ranking of the Most Implemented Functions
(RQ 2)
A distinct set of the most present functions in contemporary
relevant social media services was discovered. Many functions
share the top spots in a ranking as they occur similarly often

Table 3. Ranking of functions present in mobile applications of social media and instant messaging servicesa)

a)

Rank

Function

Function description

Number of
applicationsb)

Percentage of
applicationsc)

1

Support: help page/FAQ/terms and
conditions

The ability for user to find pages with helpful information on functions
of the service in question and/or pages with answers to frequently asked
questions and/or pages with terms and conditions of the respective
service

24

96.0%

1

Support: report

The ability to report any kind of problems. Users can be reported as well
as inappropriate content or policy infringements

24

96.0%

3

Account: Automatic Device Login

The ability to automatically log into the service when using a specific
device

23

92.0%

4

Block: users

The ability to block other users. This means that the blocked users can
no longer access blocking user’s profile or interact in any other way with
him or her

22

88.0%

5

Account: Login/Logout: platform
account

The ability to use an in-service account to log into the service as well as
to log out

21

84.0%

5

The ability to sign up to a service by providing a password for login
This means that the registration demands the act of setting
Account: Sign Up: sign up password purposes.
an in-service password and no login can be done automatically through
the device

21

84.0%

5

Profile: Upload: avatar/profile picture The ability to upload an avatar/a profile picture

21

84.0%

8

About: service information

There is an about section, explaining version number of the services, etc.

20

80.0%

8

Profile: change display name

The ability to change display name (not username)

20

80.0%

10

Account: change username

The ability to change the username

19

76.0%

10

Communication: Chat: emojis

The ability to send emojis in chat

19

76.0%

10

Upload: Photo/Video: from local
storage

The ability to upload a photo or video from a local storage (smartphone
or PC)

19

b)

76.0%
c)

Number of listed functions: 12; Total number of mobile applications with the given function (maximum number of mobile applications: 25); Percentage of mobile
applications with the given function.
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Table 4. Ranking of functions present in web applications of social media and instant messaging servicesa)

a)

Rank

Function

Function description

Number of
applicationsb)

Percentage of
applicationsc)

1

Support: help page/FAQ/terms and
conditions

The ability for user to find pages with helpful information on functions
of the service in question and/or pages with answers to frequently asked
questions and/or pages with terms and conditions of the respective
service

19

100.0%

2

Profile: change display name

The ability to change display name (not username)

18

94.7%

2

Profile: Upload: avatar/profile picture The ability to upload an avatar/a profile picture

18

94.7%

2

Support: help page: search

The ability to search through the help page of a service

18

94.7%

2

Support: report

The ability to report any kind of problems. Users can be reported as well
as inappropriate content or policy infringements

18

94.7%

6

Account: Login/Logout: platform
account

The ability to use an in-service account to log into the service as well as
to log out

17

89.5%

6

Account: set/change password

The ability to set and/or change the password

17

89.5%

6

Block: users

The ability to block other users. This means that the blocked users can
no longer access blocking user's profile or interact in any other way with
him or her

17

89.5%

9

Account: change contact
information

The ability to change contact information, such as email-address or
phone number

16

84.2%

9

Account: Password lost function

The ability to retrieve the lost password or set a new password, if the
user forgot the password

16

84.2%

9

Account: Sign Up: email

The ability to register an account using an e-mail address. This can come
hand in hand with an e-mail verification process

16

84.2%

9

The ability to sign up to a service by providing a password for login
This means that the registration demands the act of setting
Account: Sign Up: sign up password purposes.
an in-service password and no login can be done automatically through
the device

16

84.2%

9

Communication: mention with
@addressing

The ability to address another user in the chat by mentioning. This
action of mentioning is performed by typing a "@" symbol followed by
the username

16

84.2%

9

Support: contact us

The ability to use contact form to write a complaint to or to demand
help from support team of the service

16

84.2%

b)

c)

Number of listed functions: 14; Total number of web applications with the given function (maximum number of web applications: 19); Percentage of web applications with
the given function.

The cluster of Social Media Services is then divided into
services with limited functionalities and those not matching
that category. In the limited functionality class, there are
only services that have less than 100 functions to offer. The
complementary class is formed of all services offering more
than 100 functions and, thus, also a larger functionality scope.
Besides this, the limited functionality class involves the classes
of single purpose services and live streaming services. Single
purpose services have such a limited range of functionalities
that they are mostly focused on one general main feature, ideally
not offering anything else on the sidelines. Such a main feature
can be seen in Jodel’s case, where users can only share short text
messages with other users in their immediate surroundings and
nothing beyond. Apart from Jodel, this category contains Flickr,
Mendeley, and Wikipedia. Similarly, the class of live streaming
services solely consists of applications with a distinct focus on live
streaming activities, comprising Periscope, Twitch, and YouNow.

3.3.	Classification of Social Media and Instant
Messaging Services according to Functions (RQ 3)
The generated clusters are named after the unique
characteristics of the services within them and their most
prominent functionalities. Moreover, the chosen names are
either drawn from the uses and gratifications theory, from
general functionality definitions present in the social media
research landscape, or directly derive from the investigated
functions.
Beginning with the cluster analysis for the mobile applications
(see Fig. 5), six clusters were found. On the highest layer the
services are divided into Social Media Services and Messengers.
The cluster of Social Media Services contains all services that are
typically associated with the definition of the term. Messengers,
on the other hand, are true to the original group of instant
messengers. They comprise Discord, Facebook Messenger, Line,
Skype, Telegram, Viber, and WhatsApp.
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The class containing services that do not hold limited
functionalities is divided into the clusters of sharing services
and socialization services. The first one is characterized by
services with an explicit focus on sharing content by uploading
it publicly or semi-publicly, while the second cluster follows
the general goal of pursuing the gratification of socialization.
In this context, such socialization-focused applications include
Facebook, LinkedIn, and VKontakte. The superclass of sharing
services is further subdivided into self-presentation services
and information and entertainment services. In this case, selfpresentation services are defined in accordance with the finding
that all services in this cluster pursue the idea of granting control
over which information users want to reveal about themselves
– enabling a full-on self-representation strategy. These services
include Instagram, Snapchat, and TikTok.
On the other hand, the information and entertainment
services cluster consists of sharing services with less accentuation
of the act of self-presentation and more of the ideas of
consuming information or entertainment contents. Following
the uses and gratifications theory, this class is labeled this way, as
information sharing and entertainment are the main goals users
pursue when using the services the class consists of. Uniting
these terms builds a class of services that pursues either of those
characteristics or both at the same time. The services contained
herein are Pinterest, Reddit, Tumblr, Twitter, and YouTube.
Even though the functionality scopes of web and mobile
applications are different with respect to their numbers
of functions, the clusters formed by the investigated web
applications (see Fig. 6) take quite a similar shape compared to
the ones built by mobile services. Uniquely, the top layer shows
a distinction between general social services and contacting
services. In this context, social services are defined as social
media services with an emphasis on the act of socializing instead
of actually contacting other users.
The contacting services class contains applications with a
clearly visible main aspect of directly contacting other users. This
is furthered by the fact that these contacting services are divided
into the previously defined messengers and socialization services.
In this case, the messengers comprise Discord, Telegram,
Skype, and WhatsApp, while the socialization services contain
Facebook and VKontakte.
The superclass of social services is built on the foundation of
sharing services and a single service class represented by Twitch.
Unlike before, the sharing services contain two subclasses
consisting of information services and their complement.
Information services are considered to be services with a general
purpose of acquiring and sharing information in all shapes,
based on the fact that they only contain Reddit and Twitter.

The complement is further divided into Wikipedia as its own
class, representing the category of knowledge bases, and the
remaining sharing services. On the other hand, these services
are discerned by entertainment services and professional selfpresentation services. The class of entertainment services in this
case contains services to which are attributed a clear focus on
user entertainment as defined previously. The web applications
sorted into this category are Flickr, Instagram, Tumblr, YouNow,
and YouTube.
The professional self-presentation services are primarily all
services with a focus on self-presentation in a business context.
This can be exemplified by the class members LinkedIn,
Mendeley, and ResearchGate, whose primary focus is on creating
Mendeley
Wikipedia
Jodel
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Periscope
YouNow
Twitch
Instagram
TikTok
Snapchat
Pinterest
Reddit
Tumblr
Twitter
YouTube
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LinkedIn
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Fig. 5.	Dendrogram representing cluster analysis results regarding the
mobile applications of social media services and messengers.
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Fig. 6.	Dendrogram representing cluster analysis results regarding the web
applications of social media services and messengers.
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profiles for self-presentation in one’s own specific field of work.
However, Pinterest is also clustered into this class, although it does
not match the general conditions showcased by the other services.

with the purpose of connecting them to others (Schmidt, 2018).
Furthermore, it is possible to distinguish between professional
self-presentation services like LinkedIn and networks which
mainly focus on the creation of private profiles such as Facebook
(Sander et al., 2017). This is also reflected in the introduced
clusters as the web applications explicitly build a cluster of
professional self-presentation services, as opposed to social
networks which are labelled with socialization in this approach.
As sharing services concentrate on content per definition, they
focus on uploading, sharing, commenting, and liking, mainly of
photos and videos. Clustering these functions proves the focus
correct as the most popular representatives of this group are
currently YouTube, Instagram, and Snapchat (Schmidt, 2018),
resulting in a cluster of their own.
Knowledge bases can be further subdivided into collaborative
ones as well as blogs and microblogs. The most prominent
representative collaborative knowledge base is Wikipedia,
which is one of the investigated services in this research (Linde
& Stock, 2011). As Wikipedia forms its own subcluster in the
dendrogram of the services’ web versions and belongs to a
different cluster than Twitter with respect to the mobile versions,
it becomes apparent that collaborative knowledge bases and
blogs are quite different types of social media.
Only one of the four main classes does not appear in the results
of the clustering: bookmarking services. Although Mendeley and
Pinterest were taken into account in this study, they were sorted
into different clusters. After all, the scope of functions unique
to bookmarking services is rather slim, especially if compared
to the amount of other functionalities held by the respective
services. For example, Mendeley in its mobile version did not
show any proper bookmarking functions, while the web version’s
function scope matched that of a fully elaborated social network.
Therefore, the validity of the fourth class cannot be confirmed
while focusing on cluster analysis only.
Clustering mobile applications revealed a clear distinction
between social media services and messengers. While
messengers overlap in functionality, they were separated from
the social media services.
Looking at Kietzmann et al.’s (2011) seven functional blocks
of social media, reputation and presence can be combined to
create the self-presentation cluster, while sharing is mostly part
of the entertainment and information clusters. Relationships, on
the other hand, are frequently built in socialization services.
There are two services forming their own clusters: the web
versions of Twitch and Wikipedia. This can be explained by
looking at the ranking positions where Twitch ranks third place
among all investigated web applications. With 188 out of 640
functions, it has a larger functionality scope than the only other

4. DISCUSSION
The purpose of this research was to empirically classify social
media services and messengers according to similarities in
their functionality scope. Moreover, rankings were established,
providing information on which services comprise the highest
number of functions and which functions are particularly often
implemented in different services.
Regarding clustering, this paper introduces a new functionalitybased classification system for social media services and
messengers. While previous classification models categorize social
media services intuitively (Aichner & Jacob, 2015; Bruhn et al.,
2011; Kaplan & Haenlein, 2010; Linde & Stock, 2010; Schmidt,
2018), the present research is the first attempt of clustering them
empirically by their functionality. Therefore, this approach
investigates whether the existing theoretical classification models
are reasonable with respect to practice.
As mentioned by Weller (2015), most social media studies
focus on popularity which means that less popular services
like Tumblr are ignored. In contrast, this research inspected
the whole scope of functionalities of social media services, also
taking some of the less popular web and mobile applications
into consideration. Here, six clusters for the mobile and five for
the web versions of the applications were introduced based on
the overlapping functions of the different services.
Previous social media classification models and theories are
applicable to these findings. One of these theories is the uses and
gratifications theory introduced by Katz et al. (1973). It is used
to label the clusters by providing four labels which are frequently
recurring in research regarding the purpose of social media
usage: Socialization, Information, Entertainment, and SelfPresentation/Self-Expression (Shao, 2009; Whiting & Williams,
2013). All these aspects are found in the classification created by
the clusters at hand. Additionally, the labels live streaming, single
purpose services, and messenger were introduced on the lowest
hierarchical level and strayed from the labels taken from the
uses and gratifications theory.
The four main classes intuitively defined by Linde and Stock
(2011) are social networks, sharing services, knowledge bases, and
bookmarking services. By investigating the functionality scope
of different services empirically, it is possible to confirm the
validity of these types of social media – though with limitations.
Social networks like Facebook focus on users and their profiles
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pure web live streaming service YouNow. On the other hand,
Wikipedia’s web version separates itself from the other web
services by many wiki-exclusive functions like wiki-creation,
inserting specific symbols such as hieroglyphics or musical
notations. Consequently, there is no comparable service in the
sample, rendering Wikipedia non-clusterable with other web
applications.
The comparison between the clusters of web and mobile
applications shows that two applications of the same service do
not necessarily get assigned to a similar cluster. One reason for
this phenomenon can be found in the different sample sizes
of 25 mobile applications versus 19 web applications, which
leads to more clusters for the mobile applications. Moreover,
the purposes and user needs of some services can be crucially
differing. One example is Mendeley, which is mainly used
in the web version in order to save and manage literature
bookmarks. However, the mobile version’s core functionality is
exclusively limited to serve as a PDF reader for the bookmarked
literature. Similarly, Instagram’s mobile version satisfied its
core functionalities by being mainly used to share and present
information about oneself and self-presentation in the form of
photos, while the web version is reduced to the consumption
of other users’ contents. Consequently, this focus on different
functionalities in mobile and web applications results in two
different cluster assignments for both versions.
Another goal of this research is the evaluation of social media
services regarding their functionality scope. While there are
many other aspects of importance in a qualified evaluation of
an information service, functionalities serve as an indicator
for the quality of each service and can therefore be used for a
simple objective ranking. Facebook (Baran & Ghaffari, 2017)
and VKontakte (Baran & Stock, 2015) take the top spots in the
web and mobile rankings. Both services basically serve the same
purpose, but VKontakte is mainly used in Russia. In addition,
both services are the only ones exceeding 200 functions in both
versions, covering almost every functionality area like chatting,
streaming, videos, pictures, profile options, and account settings.
The third places are assigned to Line for mobile and Twitch for
web applications. These services, with their large quantities of
functions, showcase that single purpose driven services do not
need to be limited in their functions. Focusing on Twitch, there
is a notable gap of 101 functions between the web and mobile
version. Such gaps also occur in other services like Wikipedia,
Twitter, or Mendeley and lead to the conclusion that web and
mobile applications focus on different kinds and amounts of
functions. This makes sense given that the derivation of mobile
applications from existing web services is not a mere copying
process (Barroca Filho & Aquino Júnior, 2016).

The rating indicates that the most important social media
functions are help, support, and profile, as well as account setting.
These functions are substantial for every kind of social media
and build the base of the applications with the former being
implemented in all but one of the inspected services.
Summing up the results of the cluster analysis, it becomes
clear that empirical approaches can be combined with existing
theoretical research by substantiating them. Moreover,
investigated functions mostly cover the purposes of classes in
previous classification approaches. Consequently, the introduced
research model with functionality-based clustering is a
reasonable complement for existing social media classifications.
It provides a successful new way of empirically classifying social
media services and messengers. Furthermore, rankings of the
services as well as their functions were created.
The study has theoretical implications for information
science and system sciences as it enters the new research area
of empirical investigations on functions and their distribution
among social media and messaging services. It has practical
implications for companies offering social media or messaging
services in order to check their amounts of functions in
comparison to other services and to optimize their own services.
Furthermore, the study can find practical implications among
social media services developers, as it demonstrates which
functions need special attention in order to ensure their usability
and, therefore, the users’ satisfaction with a service.

4.1. Limitations
Although the research shows reasonable results, there are
some limitations connected to the presented approach. Firstly,
it was impossible to investigate all existing social media services
and messengers currently on the market, as not all necessary
languages are known well enough by the research team for
such a detailed analysis. This means that some services like the
Chinese Weibo were not available for the present functionality
analysis. Hence, only services available in English or German
were compared. Furthermore, due to the extensive landscape
of social media, not all types could be considered as part of this
study. One prominent example is dating apps. Lastly, while
the resulting clusters were not formed randomly, an automatic
clustering approach does not guarantee a perfect result. This
becomes evident in the case of Pinterest, which is clustered
alongside LinkedIn, Mendeley, and ResearchGate. While the
cluster was coined after the key concept of professional selfrepresentation, Pinterest itself does not offer any function
suiting this classification. Additionally, Pinterest does not have
many similarities to LinkedIn or ResearchGate, leading to
the assumption that it was solely sorted into this cluster due
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to its shared main functionality of social bookmarking with
Mendeley.

4.2. Further Research
The introduced cluster analysis can serve as the foundation for
further research regarding the evaluation or classification of social
media services and messengers. As services in Chinese, Japanese,
Korean, and other Asian languages were not investigated, the
study should be replicated for Asian languages. With such a study,
an inter-cultural comparison between services in Asia and in the
English-speaking world becomes possible. On another note, as
not all types of services, such as dating apps or review sites, have
been investigated in this study, they could be included in future
research to further enhance the scope. It is also possible to take
a look at the results of the functionality ranking to investigate
– for example, by means of a usability test – which of the top
ranked functions are commonly used by social media users and
are therefore important for the services. This would improve the
quantitative analysis and the ranking process even further, as it
would bring the concrete usage of the implemented functions
into focus and allow an even more advanced evaluation of the
social media services. Moreover, with respect to these findings,
users could be asked to name the most important functions for
different types of social media services. Such user interviews
could also reveal which information systems subjectively provide
the most advanced functionality scope and are thus considered
to be the most user-friendly ones.
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ABSTRACT
In this study, the RDA DMP Common Standard (RDCS), a data model for implementing a machine actionable Data Management
Plan (maDMP), was analyzed in four aspects. First, the twelve class models proposed by RDCS were analyzed. Second,
whether the DMP attribute was included in the class attribute was analyzed. Third, we analyzed the namespace used for RDCS
properties. Fourth, the values and
 identifiers used in RDCS properties were analyzed. As a result of the analysis, four directions
for improvement were derived. First, it is necessary to add an academic record class to describe information such as papers
and reports, which are representative academic documents. Second, the primary research institution, responsibility, resources,
option attribute, and additional attributes are needed to describe the researcher’s affiliation information. Third, it is necessary to
additionally use a namespace such as Friend of a Friend that can be used universally. Fourth, the use of digital object identifier
should be considered to identify academic literature.
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1. INTRODUCTION

with the standardization and spread of good data management
practices across domains—or be tailored for specific audiences,
e.g., to facilitate discovery in a given area or education about
research in the domain, including associated data management
practices (Miksa, Simms, Mietchen, & Jones, 2019). maDMPs
can also provide a variety of benefits to funding institutions.
According to Noh, Kwon, and Moon (2018), it is important for
funding institutions to understand the impact of research and
investment support programs in funding strategies, program
design, and mission coordination. Funding institutions continue
to challenge the performance of R&D investment programs and
measure their impact.
To enjoy the various expected effects described above, a data
model commonly used by various stakeholders surrounding
DMP is required. Therefore, this study analyzes the RDA DMP
Common Standard (RDCS) presented in the DMP Common
Standard WG of the Research Data Alliance (RDA) held in
March 2019, from the aspect of the common data model, and
aims to propose an improvement direction.

Data are fundamental to the research lifecycle in all subject
areas, both as an essential raw material and as a reusable output
of research (Hodson & Molloy, 2014). So, more research
funding agencies, institutions, journals, and publishers are
introducing policies that encourage or require the sharing
of research data that support publications (Colavizza,
Hrynaszkiewicz, Staden, Whitaker, & McGillivray, 2020).
With the spread of awareness that research data is a national
asset, the above activities are continuously expanding. Data
Management Plans (DMPs) were born in this context. DMPs
are generally short, high-level descriptive plans that prescribe
the data to be generated by a research project, how that data
will be stored (securely, as required), who will have access,
what documentation and metadata will be created with the
data, and preservation intentions if the data are to be preserved
long-term (Burnette, Williams, & Imker, 2016). According
to the Regulation on the Management of National Research
and Development Projects in Korea, DMP refers to the plan
for production, preservation, management, and joint use
of research data. The method defines the research data as
data necessary for the verification of research results as fact
data calculated through various experiments, observations,
investigations, and analysis conducted in the course of
conducting research and development tasks.
DMP is a tool that helps researchers manage data and increase
the quality, accessibility, and reusability of data after the project is
over. DMPs are created by researchers using checklists or online
tools. However, static DMP created before the start of the project
cannot be effectively used for actual data management activities.
It is also common to recognize that DMP have only the function
of a document for a document. In recognition of these problems,
much attention is being paid to machine actionable DMPs
(maDMPs) that can be recognized by machines and humans.
Researchers, funders, repository managers, research managers,
and data librarians are particularly interested in maDMPs
as various stakeholders related to research data. Various
information related to research data can be automatically
generated through maDMPs. The generated information
can be automatically shared systematically, reducing various
management costs. It also has the advantage of improving the
quality of DMP information.
In addition, various effects can be expected when maDMPs
are common. If maDMPs are shared in public and under an
open license, anyone can aggregate them, re-slice the corpora,
use, and re-share the resulting information. Such front-ends
to maDMP collections could be generic—which would help

2. PREVIOUS STUDIES
Koo and Kim (2019) proposed a research records
management plan that applied DMP in recognition of the
importance of managing relational information between R&D
development projects and research records. Kim (2020) derived
the functional requirements of the research data repository
by analyzing the items required in DMP and CoreTrustSeal.
For reference, the ICSU World Data System and Data Seal of
Approval create a CoreTrustSeal organization that certifies data
repositories. Deposit, Ethics, License, Discovery, Identification,
Reuse, Security, Preservation, Accessibility, Availability, and
(Meta) Data Quality, commonly required by DMP and
CoreTrustSeal, were derived as functional requirements that
should be implemented first in implementing data repositories
(Kim, 2020).
Meanwhile in Korea, various research activities of public
institutions are being conducted in relation to identifiers. The
National Library of Korea (2016) aims to upgrade its KOLISNET system to solve the problem that author identification
metadata used by domestic organizations are different from
each other. To manage and ultimately increase the efficiency
of public information services, a model was developed for the
interconnection of International Standard Name Identifier
(ISNI) and domestic and international identifiers for integrated
management of standard identification systems. The National
Assembly Library is also promoting ISNI issuance of researchers
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or creators as a domestic ISNI registrar by issuing individual
author authority IDs (Byeon & Oh, 2018). The National
Research Foundation of Korea (NRF) issues Researcher
Registration Numbers to researchers, and the NTIS system
operated by the Korea Institute of Science and Technology
Information (KISTI) issues Researcher Numbers. The
Researcher Registration Number and Researcher Number are
identical identifiers that differ only in their names. In addition,
KISTI is currently conducting research to identify researchers,
articles, reports, and research institutions belonging to articles
and reports written by Korean researchers.
The above previous studies are limited to suggesting concepts
for maDMPs and principles for becoming maDMPs. However,
practical studies have been conducted to implement maDMPs,
and are specifically discussed through the RDA WG. At
the RDA held in March 2019 there was the activity of DMP
Common Standard WG, a working group on maDMP(RDA
DMP Common Standard WG, 2020a, 2020b). A review of
the metadata structure in JSON format based on the model
being released and reviewed by the Lucidchart platform was
conducted. According to working group members Miksa, Walk,
and Neish (2019), this model (application profile) does not
prescribe how information must be presented to the end user
and does not enforce any specific logic on how this information
must be collected or used. The application profile is an
information carrier and full machine-actionability can only be
achieved when systems using the application profile implement
appropriate logic. The results of this study are practical examples
of the common data model proposed by Miksa, Simms, et al.
(2019) as the sixth of the ten principles for maDMPs.

RDCS model analysis

DMP property analysis
RDCS

Namespace analysis

Identifier analysis

Fig. 1.	Concept diagram of research method. RDCS, RDA DMP Common
Standard; DMP, Data Management Plan.

Third, the namespace used in RDCS properties was analyzed.
Fourth, the values and identifiers used in RDCS attributes were
analyzed.
On the other hand, it can be pointed out that only RDCS was
considered in this study. However, since various countries and
stakeholder groups participate in RDA activities, it is considered
that the results of this study can be used as meaningful basic
data for subsequent studies related to maDMPs.

4. THEORETICAL BACKGROUND
4.1. maDMPs
The purpose of DMP is to consider various aspects such
as data management, metadata creation, data preservation,
and data analysis before the project starts. With DMP, current
data can be well-managed and be ready for data retention in
the future. Preparing a data management plan before data are
collected ensures that data are in the correct format, organized
well, and better annotated. There is now widespread recognition
that the DMP can have more thematic, machine-actionable
richness with added value for all stakeholders: researchers,
funders, repository managers, research administrators, data
librarians, and others (Miksa, Simms, et al., 2019). Further,
maDMPs are DMPs written in a machine-readable format as
well as for humans.

3. RESEARCH METHODS AND LIMITATIONS
The purpose of this study is to analyze a practical data
model that can implement maDMPs and to propose a model
improvement direction. The RDCS proposed by RDA’s DMP
Common Standard WG was selected as the data model selected
for analysis. RDA conducts various academic activities related
to research data, and major funders, research institutes, and
researchers from each country participate. Therefore, it was
judged that the probability of spreading RDCS could be greater
than any other data model.
Fig. 1 shows the research method used in this study. In this
study, the RDCS data model was analyzed in four aspects. First,
twelve class models suggested by RDCS were analyzed. Second,
the comprehensiveness of RDCS properties was analyzed using
DMP properties which were derived from previous studies.

4.2. Persistent Identifiers
A persistent identifier (PID) is an ongoing, long-lasting
digital reference to a resource. An identifier is a label which
gives a unique name to an entity: a person, place, or thing. It is
designed to always point towards the intended object and does
so more reliably compared to URLs. Digital object identifiers
(DOIs) are PIDs for entities such as journal articles, books, and
datasets (CrossRef, 2020). maDMPs have emerged due to the
need for free-form DMPs to be machine-readable to address
the needs of various stakeholder groups related to research
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data. Therefore, the use of standardized properties that describe
the values of maDMPs is recommended, and the use of PIDs
should be actively considered for describing related resources.
Target resources that need to be identified include researchers,
institutions, and content. At the time of this study, studies on
global identifiers have been actively conducted, and the results
are used in the academic ecosystem. Typical global identifiers
include ISNI identifiers that identify people and institutions,
Open Researcher and Contributor IDs (ORCIDs) that identify
researchers, and DOIs that identify content.
ISNI is a 16-digit international standard name identifier that
is assigned to identify individuals and organizations related
to research and creative activities, such as writers, researchers,
performers, and video producers. ISNI was established as an
international standard in March 2012 by the International
Organization for Standardization (ISO) TC46 (literature
information technology committee) SC9 in March 2012.
In Korea, it was established as the KS X ISO 27729 national
standard in May 2018 (National Library of Korea, 2020).
ORCID issues an identifier that is identified by 16 digits for the
researcher. In addition, ORCIDs are issued to organizations,
and they are supported to register their research results. ISNI
and ORCID operate differently, and they operate a separate
identification system. However, cooperation between the two
organizations began in 2013. According to ORCID (2013),
ORCID and ISNI have already taken a first collaborative step in
defining system interoperability. The ORCID ID is compatible
in format with the ISNI ISO Standard (ISO 27729). The ORCID
registry randomly assigns ORCID IDs from a block of numbers
set aside for them by the ISNI International Agency, which

avoids having the same number assigned to different people.
The DOI® system provides an infrastructure for persistent
unique identification of objects of any type. DOI is an acronym
for “digital object identifier,” meaning a “digital identifier
of an object” rather than an “identifier of a digital object”
(International DOI Foundation [IDF], 2019). DataCite, one
of the IDF agencies that support the academic ecosystem to
assign DOI to digital data objects, is undertaking significant
activity in the data age where data is used as a key tool in
research. DataCite is a leading global non-profit organization
that provides PIDs (DOIs) for research data and other research
outputs.

5. maDMPS PROPERTY ANALYSIS
In this study, twelve classes of RDCS examined in previous
studies were analyzed. In addition, the comprehensiveness of
RDCS properties was analyzed by using the DMP property
derived from Kim’s (2020) study. Next, the namespace used
in the RDCS attribute was analyzed, and finally, the property’s
value and identifier used in the RDCS attribute were analyzed.

5.1. RDCS Model Analysis
The working group for maDMP, DMP Common Standard
WG, presented twelve classes related to maDMP as shown
in Fig. 1. Classes suggested in the model are composed of
DMP, Project, Funding, Cost, Contact, Contributor, Dataset,
Distribution, Host, License, Security and Privacy, Technical
Resource, and Metadata as shown in Fig. 2. DMP information

Contact

Funding

0 ..*

Project

0 ..*

Contributor

1

0 ..*

DMP

0 ..*

Cost

1 ..*

Host

0..1

Distribution
0 ..*

0 ..*

Security and
privacy

Dataset

0 ..*

0 ..*

Technical
resource

Metadata

0 ..*

License

Fig. 2.	Machine actionable Data Management Plan (maDMP)-diagram. Adapted from https://github.com/RDA-DMP-Common/RDA-DMP-CommonStandard/blob/master/docs/diagrams/maDMP-diagram.png.
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can relate to zero or more project information, and one project
can relate to zero or more funding information. DMP can be
related to zero or more contributor information and has one
contact information. DMP can relate to zero or more cost
information. DMP can be associated with more than one
dataset. A dataset can be related to zero or more distribution
information. Distribution information can be related to zero or
more single host information and can have zero or more license
information. A dataset can be related to zero or more Security
& Privacy information, Technical Resource information, and
Metadata information.
Colavizza et al. (2020) conducted a study to automatically
tag Data Availability Statements to provide other researchers
with data to verify the content of the published paper. Detailed

descriptions of the data are available through literature such
as papers and reports. In other words, the most detailed
description of the data is possible through relevant academic
literature. Viewers can see examples of global publishers such as
Elsevier (https://www.sciencedirect.com) and data repositories
like Pangaea (https://www.pangaea.de) already linked to each
other. Fig. 3 shows an example where academic and data
services are intertwined. This means that the researcher obtains
the paper of interest from Elsevier and additionally obtains
research data related to the paper from a data service such as
Pangaea. Of course, the reverse process is the same. Therefore,
the scenario is possible to search for DMP, and acquire dataset
described in DMP. Next, we obtain papers and reports, which
are academic literature related to the dataset.

Fig. 3. Data repository (Pangaea) and academic thesis (Elsevier) link service case.

Contact

Funding

0 ..*

Project

0 ..*

1

0 ..*

DMP

0 ..*

0..1

Distribution
0 ..*

License

0 ..*

Report
0 ..*

0 ..*

Scholarly
record

Cost

1 ..*

Host

Paper

Contributor

0 ..*

Security and
privacy

Dataset

0 ..*

0 ..*

Technical
resource

0 ..*

Integrated model as a single academic record class
Individual class model consisting of papers and reports

Fig. 4. Machine actionable Data Management Plan (maDMP)-diagram which is extended for the bibliography.
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As described earlier, DMPs record various information about
research data generated during the research process. maDMPs
are developed by systems of various stakeholder groups
related to research data in order to exchange understandable
information with each other in a promised format. Therefore,
it is necessary to exchange information on academic literature
that contains abundant information on data among the
information exchanged. Through this, the reuse of data
described in DMPs can be ensured, and the availability of data
can be ensured.
To enable the above scenario, it is necessary to add papers
and reports, which are representative academic literature, to the
maDMP diagram presented by RDCS.
Fig. 4 shows the addition of papers and reports to the
maDMP diagram presented by RDCS. It is considered that
the necessary sub-elements for the Paper and Report elements
basically require identifier information to identify the resource.

objects, and research trends by using precisely identified data.
Through this work, more valued content can be produced, and
new services can be provided to researchers. ORCID, ISNI,
Author Identifier, Researcher ID, etc. may be used to identify the
researcher. However, if there is no such identifier, the researcher’s
email address or organization may be used as a key element to
identify the researcher. Therefore, RDCS needs a property to
describe the information of a researcher’s affiliated organization
participating in the project. Researchers can belong to multiple
institutions at any given time. Therefore, it is considered
that the design of the organization entity connected to the
contributor entity needs to be further reviewed. In addition,
the organization entity needs an attribute to describe primary
research organization information and an identifier attribute
to identify the institution. The DMP attributes Responsibilities,
Resources, and Selection derived from the Kim (2020) study are
also required.

5.2. DMP Property Analysis
Table 1 below shows the crosswalk mapping the RDCS
attribute, the DMP attribute suggested in Kim (2020), and DC
terms. DC terms refer to metadata terms defined in DCMI
(Dublin Core Metadata Initiatives). The RDCS property
column shows the properties of twelve classes suggested by
DMP Common Standard WG, a working group for maDMP.
The “Kim (2020) property” column shows DMP properties
derived from Kim’s research process. The “DC terms” column
shows terms suggested by DCMI (https://www.dublincore.org/
specifications/dublin-core/dcmi-terms).
To derive the functional requirements of the research data
repository, Kim (2020) analyzed the DMP of research fund
support organizations registered in DMP Online, which is
provided by the Digital Curation Centre, to derive the DMP
attributes. As a result of comparing the derived attributes, most
of the attributes were mapped to the RDCS attribute. However,
the “Primary research organization” attribute in the project
information did not exist to be mapped among the RDCS
attributes. In addition, in the Responsibilities and Resources
information, the Responsibilities attribute and the Resources
attribute were not mapped among RDCS attributes. In addition,
among the properties for describing Selection and Preservation
information, there was no object to which the Selection
property is mapped. Meanwhile, in the academic information
distribution environment, identification of people, institutions,
and contents is very important. It is possible to develop a service
that links resources through identifiers for identifying each
resource. In addition, it is possible to analyze the researcher’s
relationship, the relationship between two distinct content

5.3. Namespace Analysis
To become a maDMP, it is necessary to develop properties
that can be understood by machines. However, it is
advantageous to secure interoperability by using terms that are
already developed and used universally, rather than developing
new properties. In this study, the namespace used in the
properties of twelve classes suggested in the RDCS model was
investigated. Among the properties presented as properties of
the Project class and the Host class, the <title> and <descript>
properties are indicated using the ‘dct’ namespace. Also, the class
containing the <identifier> attribute uses the ‘dct’ namespace.
Also, among the RDCS properties, the <contact> property and
the <DMStaff> property use <mail> and <name> properties as
sub-properties. In this case, it was judged that the meaning of
the property can be clarified by using the universally used FOAF
(http://www.foaf-project.org) namespace. As a result of analysis,
it was determined that the language, created, and modified
attributes of the DMP class and the type, subject, and issued
attributes of the Dataset class can use the ‘dct’ namespace. Also,
among the RDCS properties, the <contact> property and the
<DMStaff> property use <mail> and <name> properties as subproperties. In this case, it was judged that the meaning of the
property can be clarified by using the universally used Friend of
a Friend namespace.
On the other hand, regarding metadata of academic
documents such as papers and reports, the schema used by
CrossRef (http://crossref.org) can be applied to include metadata
in maDMPs. To publish DOI in CrossRef, it is considered
appropriate to include necessary metadata elements as basic
elements.
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Table 1. RDCS property and Kim (2020)’s property & DC terms mapping
RDCS property

Kim (2020) property

DC terms

RDCS property

Kim (2020) property

DC terms

DMP > title

Plan name

title

Dataset > title

n/a

title

DMP > description

Description

description

Dataset > description

n/a

description

DMP > dmp_id > identifier

ID

identifier

Dataset > type

Data Type

type

DMP > language

n/a

language

Dataset > keyword

n/a

subject

DMP > created

n/a

created

Dataset > issued

n/a

issued

DMP > modified

n/a

modified

Dataset > Metadata > metadata_id Metadata
> identifier

identifier

Project > dct:title

Project title

title

Dataset > Metadata > description

Documentation

description

Project > dct:descripton

n/a

description

Dataset > Distribution

Data Sharing Method

-

Project > projectStart

n/a

date

Dataset > Distribution > title

n/a

title

Project > projectEnd

n/a

date

Dataset > Distribution > description n/a

description

Project > funding > funder_id >
identifier

Funding organisation

identifier

Dataset > Distribution > format

Data Format

format

Project > funding > grant_id >
identifier

Grant number

identifier

Dataset > Distribution > byteSize

Data Volume

extent

Contact > contact_id > identifier

Principal Investigator/
Researcher

identifier

Dataset > Distribution > access_url Access and Security

n/a

Contact > mail

Plan data contact

n/a

Dataset > Distribution > download_ Access and Security
url

n/a

Contact > name

Plan data contact

n/a

Dataset > Distribution > data_access Access and Security

accessRights

DMStaff (= contributor) > staff_id > n/a
identifier

identifier

Dataset > Distribution > available_
till

Access and Security

n/a

ethical_issues_description

n/a

description

Dataset > Distribution > Host

Data Sharing Method

n/a

Cost > title

n/a

title

Dataset > Distribution > Host > title n/a

title

Cost > description

n/a

description

Dataset > Distribution > Host >
description

n/a

description

Dataset > dataset_id > identifier

n/a

identifier

Dataset > Distribution > Host >
host_id

n/a

identifier

Dataset > language

n/a

language

Dataset > Distribution > Host >
supports_versioning

Storage and Backup

n/a

Dataset > personal_data

protect the identity of
participants

n/a

Dataset > Distribution > Host >
backup_type

Storage and Backup

n/a

Dataset > sensitive_data

sensitive data

n/a

Dataset > Distribution > Host >
backup_frequency

Storage and Backup

n/a

Dataset > preservation_statement

consent for data
preservation and sharing n/a
/ Preservation

Dataset > Distribution > Host >
storage_type

Storage and Backup

n/a

Dataset > Security and Privacy >
title

n/a

title

Dataset > Distribution > Host >
availability

Access and Security

n/a

Dataset > Security and Privacy >
description

protect the identity of
participants

description

Dataset > Distribution > Host >
geo_location

n/a

location

Dataset > TechnicalResource >
technical_resource_id

n/a

identifier

Dataset > Distribution > License >
license_ref

copyright/Intellectual
Property Rights (IPR)

accessRights

Dataset > TechnicalResource >
description

n/a

description

Dataset > Distribution > License >
start_date

copyright/Intellectual
Property Rights (IPR)

date

Dataset > Metadata

Metadata

RDCS, RDA DMP Common Standard; DC, Dublin Core; n/a, not available.
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namespaces used in RDCS properties; and the fourth, to analyze
values and identifiers used in RDCS properties, were carried
out.
As a result of analyzing the classes of the model suggested
by RDCS, the classes presented in the model are composed
of DMP, project, funding, cost, contact, contributor, dataset,
distribution, host, license, security and privacy, technical
resource, and metadata. The main purpose of the DMP is to
systematically manage the research data collected and generated
during the research process and to verify the research results.
This is achieved through the reuse of research data. For reuse,
various context information related to research data is required,
and this information is described in detail in academic literature
such as papers and reports. Therefore, in this study paper and
report classes, which are representative academic literature,
were added to the RDCS model. In actual implementation, one
scholarly record class can also be implemented.
As a result of analyzing whether the RDCS properties include
DMP properties, most of the properties suggested by Kim (2020)
by examining the DMP registered in DMP Online were mapped
to the RDCS properties. However, among the properties for
describing the information of “Primary research organization,”
Responsibilities, Resources, and Selection and Preservation,
the Selection property was not mapped. Therefore, DMP
attributes for describing unmapped information were proposed.
In addition, since the researcher’s email address or affiliated
organization can be used as a key element to identify the
researcher, RDCS needs properties to describe the researcher’s
affiliated organization information participating in the project.
As a result of analyzing the namespace used in the RDCS
property, the properties of the class including the Project, Host
class, and Identifier properties use the ‘dct’ namespace. The
language, created, and modified attributes of the DMP class
and the type, subject, and issued attributes of the Dataset class
can also use the ‘dct’ namespace. Also, it was judged that mail
and name, which are sub-attributes of Contact and DMStaff
classes, can be described by applying the universally used FOAF
namespace.
As a result of analyzing the values and identifiers used
in RDCS properties, RDCS uses PID properties to identify
resources such as people and organizations, content, systems,
DMP, grant, metadata, dataset, technical resources, and hosting
system. As a result of analyzing the RDCS model in the first
analysis step of this study, it was proposed to add information
of academic literature related to the dataset to the model.
Accordingly, it was proposed to use DOIs, which are used
universally as an identifier for identifying academic documents
such as papers and reports.

Table 2. Identifiers used in RDCS
RDCS property

Entity
type

Entity
type

RDCS property

dmp_id > identifier

doc.

technical_resource_id

funder_id > identifier

org.

metadata_id > identifier metadata

grant_id > identifier

doc.

host_id > identifier

contact_id > identifier

person

Paper_id > identifiera)

staff_id > identifier

person

dataset_id > identifier

data

material
org.

a)

Report_id > identifier

paper
report

RDCS, RDA DMP Common Standard.
a)
Thesis and report identifiers required to identify academic literature required for
RDCS.

5.4. Identifier Analysis
PIDs used in RDCS are shown in Table 2. PIDs are used to
identify people and organizations. In addition, PID properties
are used to identify resources such as content, system, DMP,
grant, metadata, dataset, technical resource, and hosting system.
The dmp_id property is used to reference the DMP, and the
funder_id property is used to reference the research fund
support institution. The grant_id property is used to reference
research fund information, and contact_id is used to reference
DMP-related contact information. The staff_id property is
used to reference the staff related to the research data, and
the dataset_id is used to reference the dataset. The technical_
resource_id property is used to reference the technical resource,
and the metadata_id property is used to reference the metadata.
The host_id property is used to identify the system storing the
research data.
On the other hand, regarding metadata of academic
documents such as papers and reports, the schema used by
CrossRef can be applied to include metadata in maDMPs. To
publish DOI in CrossRef, it is considered appropriate to include
necessary metadata elements as basic elements.

6. CONCLUSIONS AND SUGGESTIONS
In this study, we analyzed RDCS being developed as
a practical data model that can be used as a reference for
implementing maDMPs. RDA conducts various academic
activities related to research data, and major funders, research
institutes, and researchers from each country participate in
RDA activities. Therefore, it was judged that the probability of
spread of RDCS is very high. In this study, the RDCS model
was analyzed in four aspects. The first, to analyze twelve class
models suggested by RDCS; the second, to analyze whether
RDCS properties include DMP properties; the third, to analyze
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As a follow-up to this study, additional research on the
organization entity connected to the contributor entity is
required to contain the researcher’s plural organization
information in maDMPs. In addition, in this study namespaces
were searched for terms suggested by DCMI, but in the future it
is necessary to further investigate and analyze terms presented
by Shema.org and FAOF.
This study analyzed the RDCS model for maDMPs to
improve the convenience of various interest groups surrounding
the study data and suggested an improvement direction. It is
expected that the content proposed in this study will be of great
help in the development of maDMPs to be implemented in the
future.
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ABSTRACT
The diverse set of phenomena, concepts, and activities existing in academic disciplines could be studied from multiple
perspectives. One of the promising approaches to explore phenomena is hermeneutics, especially in the form of hermeneutic
phenomenology, which has been formed as a consequence of postmodern movements. Hermeneutic phenomenology has
taken root in the original ideas of philosophers like Husserl, Heidegger, and Gadamer, and has become one of the fruitful research
methodologies over time. After a brief review of the foundations of hermeneutic and phenomenological methodologies, the role
of the hermeneutic phenomenology approach in supporting research and information services is discussed. The present article
seeks to describe narratively the use of hermeneutic phenomenology in such issues as information technology, information
behavior, knowledge organization, and librarians’ roles as related to Information Science.
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1. INTRODUCTION

researcher and the subject under research, and the researcher
is described separately from the research object and apart from
the values and assumptions existing. The positivist standpoint
strives to eliminate the influence of the researcher and prejudices
through the reliability and validity of the research (Denzin &
Lincoln, 2000; Furner, 2010). In contrast, in interpretivism, there
is not just one fact. In other words, the researcher can change
multiple facts and the facts are not easily recognizable (Talja et
al., 2005).
Specifically, positivism is an objective approach that is the
philosophical basis of quantitative, survey, and experimental
methods in natural sciences (von Herrmann, 2013). By
contrast, interpretive paradigms like phenomenology and
hermeneutics are subjective, which are the philosophical
roots of some qualitative methods in social sciences. The
positivism approach includes quantitative methods, whereas
the interpretive approach includes qualitative research methods.
As a methodology, hermeneutics falls under the interpretive
paradigm that has been formed in opposition to the application
of positivist approaches in the humanities and social sciences
(Benediktsson, 1989).
Hermeneutics is the ‘‘classical discipline concerned with
the art of interpreting texts” (Gadamer, 1983, p. 146). Broadly
speaking, hermeneutics is related to the theory and practice of
interpretation, the meaning of interpretation, understanding and
interpretation (meanings behind everything), and the meaning
hidden in everything. We can mention the most important
hermeneutic principles here: the historicity of language and
comprehension; understanding past works by translating
content in new expressions; understanding the text as a form of
cognition; the signification of the text on meaning (semantics)
and the effectiveness of linguistic signification (interpretation);
critical attitudes on interpretation; correct understanding of
each text with interpretation; multiple interpretations for each
text; and selecting and justifying the correct meaning from each
text (Budd, 1995, 2005).
The hermeneutic methodology was a reaction to an empiricist
trend that had previously been common in the humanities
(Day, 1996). Historically, the increasing advancement of the
natural sciences after the Renaissance formed a new thought
school called positivism, postulating that the humanities and
social sciences should also abandon storytelling and mental
colloquialism to accomplish the same objective, testable, and
explicable science as natural sciences. Specifically, hermeneutic
methodologists believe that due to the differences in research
topics, a distinction should be made between the methods used
in the natural sciences and the humanities and social sciences
(Hansson, 2005). They believed that it is possible to know

Information Science deals with a multitude of concepts,
activities, and tools in its areas of research and practice. For
example, qualitative phenomena like language, knowledge,
meaning, and information search and evaluation are all regarded
as basic in the field, which can be studied from different
approaches. This bulk of significant concepts in Information
Science has been among the concerns of many other sciences
from philosophy and psychology to computer and information
technology. Despite their significance, they have not been given
adequate attention in research efforts and information services
as discussed in Information Science.
Two important approaches in the study of phenomena are
phenomenology and hermeneutics, considered by experts in
numerous sciences for more than half a century. Hermeneutic
phenomenology, which is the association of these two
methodologies, is one of the promising approaches that can
overcome some of the research and service challenges in many
fields, including Information Science. Although there have
been efforts to make hermeneutics meaningful in informationrelated professions like digital hermeneutics (Romele, Severo,
& Furia, 2020) or information hermeneutics (Capurro, 2000),
little attention has been given to hermeneutic phenomenology
in Information Science. Among the few efforts made (e.g.,
Budd, 2005; Gorichanaz, 2017), the present article strives to
introduce concisely the use of hermeneutic phenomenology in
actual services under discussion in Information Science. In the
sections below, a brief history is initially put forth for describing
hermeneutics and phenomenology as two separately developed
methods. Subsequently, hermeneutic phenomenology is
discussed as a unifying method including two methods of
hermeneutics and phenomenology, with an emphasis on
issues related to Information Science, especially in supporting
information and research services.

2.	HERMENEUTICS AND PHENOMENOLOGY: A
BRIEF HISTORY
2.1.	Hermeneutic Methodology as a Research
Practice
Many scholars believe that most research in the humanities is
based on two paradigms, namely positivism and interpretivism
(e.g., Koch, 1995; Madison, 1988; Talja, Tuominen, &
Savolainen, 2005), which can be distinguished in terms of
ontological, epistemological, and methodological points of
view. In the positivist tradition, a dualism is created between the
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natural knowledge through external experience and objectivism,
but human knowledge is realized by introspection and putting
the researcher in place of the humans under study to guess their
intentions and motivations (Hjørland, 2003). In other words, we
explain nature, but we understand the human. Understanding is
intended to immerse oneself in inner spirits and emotions while
the explanation is causal and deals with objective issues.
Methodologists with a hermeneutic approach believe that
knowledge of human phenomena is not possible except through
considering the context, text, environment, and time in which
those phenomena are formed (Benediktsson, 1989; Koch, 1995).
In this way, the historical dimension of each phenomenon
must be considered so that the sequence of phenomena shows
a kind of continuum from the past to the time of the study. On
the other hand, the researcher instead of the subject must meet
the intentions, motivations, and desires that shape human and
social phenomena.

that the object and the mind are both acquired in experience
and not outside of it leaving the duality of body-mind.
Husserl invoked the basic premise of phenomenology to
things. Husserl sought to de-presuppose the mind, which
he calls phenomenological reduction. It means that we must
put all our presuppositions in parentheses and return to the
phenomena themselves in their original experience (Sokolowski,
2000). According to Heidegger (1962), phenomenology can not
be a method of discovering essences in the sense of Husserl, but
is an existential method and therefore an ontology. It must be
noted that ontology is possible only as phenomenology would
be the original meaning of the word hermeneutics (Belkin
& Robertson, 1976). Understanding is the key to Heidegger’s
hermeneutical discussions. For him, understanding does not
mean a stage of cognition or a method, but a kind of living and
an existential way of having a world. Understanding is Dasein’s
opening to the universe and the relationships one establishes
with other beings in the realm of existence (Koch, 1995).
According to Husserl, phenomenology is a method that
makes it possible to see the essence, truth, or meaning of
any thing, event, or subject (Savolainen, 2008). Thus, in this
sense, the essence is the sum of the properties according to
which one thing is what it is, and with the change of those
properties, the thing also changes. He believes that subjects
should be trimmed and reduced to intrinsic features in the
aforementioned sense. In other words, it is typical to put
aside any judgments, opinions, and assumptions about the
subject under study and describe away from any explanation
and interpretation to reveal the essence of the subject (Boon,
Johnston, & Webber, 2007). Therefore, all the previous teachings
should be discarded and only the manifestations that have been
revealed should be described. The steps that must be taken in
the phenomenological research are as follows:
•	identifying a subject;
•	reduction;
•	determining the intrinsic features against extrinsic ones; and
finally
•	describing intrinsic features (Bruce, 1998).

2.2. Phenomenology in Research Methodology
Husserl has been called the father of phenomenology (Giorgi,
1985; Klein & Westcott, 1994). He shifted his formal education
from philosophy to phenomenology as equality of objectivity
and subjectivity, and ultimately the dominance of subjectivity.
Principally, Husserl’s phenomenology is the study of lived
experience or the life world (Vamanu, 2012). Phenomenology
is concerned with the world as it is lived and experienced by
one person, not with the world or reality as something separate
from the man (Valle, King, & Halling, 1989). Specifically, it
raises the question of what is the lived experience of a person. As
emphasized by Budd (2005), phenomenology is not a method,
but an attitude that is extra-methodological.
Phenomenology seeks to reveal meanings as they are lived
in everyday life. Polkinghorne (1983) paid attention to lived
experiences as an attempt to understand the meanings of
human experience as it is lived. The lifeworld is the experience
that is obtained without voluntary thinking and without
resorting to classification or conceptualization (Husserl, 1970, p.
9). The purpose of studying the life world or lived experience is
to review these experiences taken for granted and to reveal new
or neglected meanings.
For Husserl, the appeal of the phenomenological method lies
in its promise as a science of being. Husserl saw this method as
a means of access in the true sense of the word, through deeper
penetration into the reality (VanScoy & Evenstad, 2015). In this
sense, phenomenology is seen as moving away from Cartesian
dualism about the reality that is completely separate from
human beings (Koch, 1995, p. 828). Husserl’s focus was on the
study of phenomena as they appear in consciousness. He argued

3.	HERMENEUTIC PHENOMENOLOGY AND
INFORMATION SCIENCE
As a qualitative research approach, hermeneutic
phenomenology was first used by Heidegger (1962), who
tried to describe human existence. To this end, he combined
Husserl’s and Dilthey’s as well as phenomenological ideas
about understanding, thus transforming both phenomenology
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and hermeneutics. Heidegger believed that Husserl’s ideal,
i.e. to abandon any context or doctrine is not possible.
Accordingly, hermeneutic phenomenology is a modification
of Husserl’s transcendental phenomenology. In hermeneutic
phenomenology, the presuppositions and preconceptions
of the researcher are considered the starting point and also
the backgrounds and horizons of the research. Hermeneutic
phenomenology is a common method of analyzing human
social issues because it seeks to discover the meaning that cannot
be described immediately.
Based on historical evidence, phenomenology became
hermeneutic when it came to interpretation. This is why it
has always been claimed that on the one hand, hermeneutics
was based on phenomenology, where on the other hand,
phenomenology was the essential presupposition of
hermeneutics. However, phenomenology could not be
established without hermeneutic presuppositions (Ihde,
1971). von Herrmann (2013) stated that phenomenology has
two schools of thought: the Husserlian school of reflective
phenomenology and the Heideggerian school of hermeneutic
phenomenology. While both phenomenological approaches
return “to the things themselves” (von Herrmann, 2013, p.
5), reflective phenomenology involves the analytical isolation
of phenomena, while hermeneutic phenomenology involves
analysis in situ, emphasizing the role of interpretation.
Hjørland (2003) argued that since “hermeneutics is about
the interpretation of texts, it is in a way an obvious method
for [library and information science] LIS.” Moreover, Budd
(1995, 2005) believes that Library and Information Science
would benefit most from hermeneutic phenomenology as an
epistemological and ontological foundation: “[a]ny serious
examination of informing should take into account the
interpretive ontology of Heidegger” (Budd, 2005, p. 49). In
Budd’s view, the interpretative nature of hermeneutics is ideal for
Information Science because it is holistic, contextualized, and
iterative, and essentially based on multiple interpretations.
In order to set a scene to fully understand the contributions of
hermeneutic phenomenology in Information Science, there will
be a need for a theoretical foundation of Information Science. As
many scholars like Vakkari (1994) have said, it is of significance
to consider Library Science and Information Science as a whole
to avoid possible misconceptions. From the first definitions of
Information Science suggested by pioneer scholars like Roberts
(1976) and new ones mentioned by researchers like Robinson
(2009) or Filbert and Ryan (2016), there has been a consensus
regarding potential services in Information Science in general
and in libraries in particular.
Zins (2007) explored 50 definitions of Information Science

from which he highlighted the definition mentioned by
Hjørland (2003). Therefore, we consider Hjørland’s conception
of Information Science as
a field that aims at providing better library, documentation,
and information service to various groups of people.
Historically, IS developed out of special librarianship and
documentation. People in the field were originally subject
specialists who worked to improve scientific and scholarly
communication in their respective fields, or in general. In
schools of IS, many attempts have been made to construe
a theoretical framework for practical-oriented information
activities. (Zins, 2007, p. 338)
As could be seen, the emphasis has been put on serviceoriented approaches to define Information Science more
broadly.
Importantly, research support services in libraries are of high
importance in the related literature (e.g., Mamtora, 2013; Nickels
& Davis, 2020), which show the significance of reference and
instructional services that librarians could deliver to researchers.
As professionals in Information Science try to facilitate the
research processes for researchers whether in the library or other
research environments, there could be potentials for considering
hermeneutic phenomenology as an underlying background
for providing research and information services. In the sections
below, some practical areas of hermeneutic phenomenology
are discussed as related to research and information services
supported by professionals in Information Science.

3.1. Supporting Research Services
3.1.1. Data collection
In the hermeneutic phenomenological approach, data can
encompass the researcher’s feedback on a topic, collecting
information from research participants, and identifying
external and textual effects on the research project (Heller,
1989). Hermeneutic phenomenology recognizes the effect of
the researcher on the direction and representation of the study
(Hjørland, 2003). Although approaches such as ethnography
have shown this effect, hermeneutic phenomenological research
can describe and interpret these experiences as an integral part
of the research process. Researchers cannot eliminate these
experiences but interpret them.
The researcher should be aware of the potential impact of his/
her individual and social personality on data collection. In the
hermeneutic phenomenological approach, different methods
for data collection might be chosen. This process involves
reconstructing the data in which the participants are involved.
Gadamer (1976) also believes that the act of understanding
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is integrating horizons to establish a dialectical interaction
between the researcher tradition and the meaning of the text.
The horizons or preconceptions of each researcher are brought
to the research and affect the research process. The horizon
includes preconceptions and prejudices that enable us to make
sense of events and people.
The researcher’s horizon cannot be marginalized. Gadamer
(1976) emphasizes that we must have a present horizon with
which to look at the horizon of the past, and that understanding
is constantly influenced by the semantic horizon and the
hermeneutic position of the interpreter. The integration of
horizons is the mutual questioning between the author and
the work. The author converses with his/her horizon with the
text horizon. The integration of horizons is based on the logic
of dialogue in which the mutual questions and answers of
the author affect and are affected by one another. For a better
understanding, three horizons are described below:
•	Interpreter (agent) horizon: In this perspective, the
researcher recognizes his/her preconceptions and
understanding as a perspective with which s/he looks at
the text. The researcher has achieved this horizon with the
studies that s/he lived with and studied before starting the
research and the tradition in which s/he lived;
•	Author (actor) horizon: This horizon consists of the desired
text, which can be written or include research participants
so that the participants’ understanding regarding a text is
explored;
•	Reader (spectator-commentator) horizon: This horizon
includes the study approach and research perspective, which
can include theories of psychotherapy or various research
interpretations of the topic (Gadamer, 1983, 1998).

lived experience historically. He believes that understanding
is a basic form of human existence in which understanding is
not our way of knowing the world, but our way of being. Being
historical, individual history or even background refers to what
a culture conveys to a person from birth, which also includes the
presentation of ways of understanding the world (Koch, 1995, p.
831).
For Heidegger (1962/1927), interpretation is an integral part
of the process of understanding. By claiming that being human
is an interpretation and that man is a hermeneutic being, he
emphasizes that any encounter requires an interpretation that
will be influenced by the historical or human background.
Annells (1996) describes hermeneutic phenomenology as
an interpretive process that seeks to understand and reveal
the phenomenon through language. Annells believes that
hermeneutic phenomenology is the study of human cultural
activities (texts or what can be translated into text, even human
behavior) with a view to interpretation in order to find intended
or expressed meanings.
While Husserl focuses more on epistemological questions
about the relationship between the perceiver and the subject
under study, Heidegger (1962) moved on to the ontological
question of the nature of reality and “being in the world.” As
noted earlier, both Husserl and Heidegger objected to the
Cartesian gap between mind and body. Husserl (1970) believed
that there is no such definite distinction between object and
mind, that humans are able to obtain information directly,
and that its basis could be seen in attention and parentheses
(Polkinghorne, 1983). Heidegger further bridged the gap
between the individual and experience, interpreting the two as
building blocks of each other that could not exist without each
other (Koch, 1995).
Phenomenological research is a descriptive study that relies
not only on empirical evidence or logical reasoning (Laverty,
2003) but also on the structure of experience and organizing
principles that give the life-world form and meaning (Van
Manen, 1997). Such research seeks to elucidate the nature of
these structures as they appear in consciousness. On the other
hand, hermeneutic phenomenological research is interpretive
and focuses on the historical meaning of experience and its
cumulative effects on the individual and social levels. Allen
(1995) argues that there is no clear distinction between a
phenomenological and a hermeneutic approach, but he
considers phenomenology as fundamentalist because it seeks
to find a correct answer or a valid interpretation of the text that
is not based on the interpreter’s historical or social position.
Conversely, the hermeneutic approach has been described as
non-fundamentalist because it emphasizes the meaning that

3.1.2. Data interpretation
Like phenomenology, hermeneutic phenomenology deals
with the life world or experience of humans as it is lived (Annells,
1996). In this view, the emphasis is on clarifying the details and
seemingly obvious aspects of experience, which we may take for
granted in order to create meaning and understanding. Husserl
(1980/1952), on the other hand, focuses on the understanding
of beings or phenomena, which is translated as “the way man
came into being” or Heidegger’s concept of the “human being”
or the “Dasein” of the world. Husserl is interested in actions
such as attending, perceiving, remembering, and thinking about
the world and human beings as a preceptor. Heidegger, on
the other hand, views man as being primarily concerned with
creatures and emphasizes his realism in the world. According
to Heidegger (1927/1962), consciousness and the world are
not two separate things, but consciousness is the formation of
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results from the interpretive interaction between historical texts
and the text reader (Allen, 1995, p. 175).

hermeneutical or phenomenological introspection, this process
is typically part of the introductory phase of the research and
can involve writing and recording these thoughts for reference
during the analytical process. In phenomenological research,
the purpose of thinking is to be aware of one’s biases and
assumptions in parentheses or to put them aside so that one
can enter the experience without having a prior idea of what
is being achieved (Laverty, 2003). This awareness prevents the
researcher from being influenced by assumptions or biases in
the study. In the hermeneutic approach, the researcher is also
expected to enter the process of introspection, but here the goal
of the hermeneutic approach is completely different from that
of the phenomenological approach (Van Manen, 1997). In this
approach, not only are the researcher’s biases and assumptions
not bracketed or discarded, but they are part of the interpretive
process. Here, the researcher is expected to reflect on his/her
own experience and then clearly state the various gaps that
the experience has with the subject matter (Furner, 2010).
Therefore, the final result of the research process contains the
personal assumptions of the researcher and the philosophical
foundations from which the interpretation is derived.
In hermeneutic phenomenological research, information
and data can include the researcher’s thoughts on the subject
under study, information obtained from research participants,
and even descriptive descriptions such as poetry and textual
experiences (Polkinghorne, 1989). In such studies, the criterion
for selecting research participants is generally different from
the criterion for selecting participants in studies that aim to
access statistical data. The purpose of selecting a participant in
phenomenological and hermeneutic research is to select the
participants who have lived experiences that are the focus of
a particular study, and these participants should want to talk
about their experiences and be as different from each other
as possible in order to have access to unique narratives (Van
Manen, 1997). The number of participants required for such
studies will vary depending on the nature of the study and the
information gathered. For example, researchers may continue to
interview participants until they believe that they have reached
a point where they do not have any clearer an understanding of
the experience in subsequent interviews.
The interview process in hermeneutic phenomenological
research takes place in an environment of trust and security,
which must be established from the beginning and maintained
throughout the research (Giorgi, 1985). The interaction that
occurs between the researcher and the participant during
the research process has a profound effect on the results
(Polkinghorne 1983). Participants are generally asked to
describe their experiences in detail in the subject matter. The

3.1.3. Data analysis
The hermeneutic methodology has a different approach to
data analysis. In this process, the researcher creates information
with the help of the participant in the research while entering
the hermeneutic cycle of understanding (Laverty, 2003).
The researcher and the participant try to create the desired
experience together by using imagination, the hermeneutic cycle,
and attention to language and writing. In this methodology,
understanding occurs through the integration of horizons,
which is a dialectic between preconceptions and sources of
information (Koch, 1995, p. 835). The result of this process
involves structures that have been interpreted by the researcher
and each of the participants, thus reflecting multiple structures
or facts. Interpretation arises from pre-understandings and the
dialectical movement between the components and the whole
of the texts involved in the interpretation process, for which any
method helpful can be used (Day, 1996). What is needed here
is to understand the context in which the text or dialogue has
been created and given rise to different interpretations. These
interpretations are created by integrating the text, its context, the
participants’ horizons, the researcher’s horizons, and the context
in which they are located. The key aspects of the interpretive
process are the use of thinking, the hermeneutic cycle, and
attention to language and writing-related processes (Laverty,
2003). This requires attention to how language is used. Thinking
about a phenomenon in new ways means seeing it in ways other
than how it has been seen before.
One of the commonalities of hermeneutic and
phenomenological methodologies is the use of the personal
experience of the participants in research and acquiring
information about the individual’s lived experience through
introspection, which completely differentiates them from
quantitative methodologies (Budd, 2005). However, in
phenomenological research, it is an attempt to put aside
these biases in order to obtain a correct description of the
phenomenon in question, while from the hermeneutic
methodological point of view, it is important to pay attention to
one’s biases because without them, it is impossible to understand
them (Denzin & Lincoln, 2000). Since an individual’s biases
change with the change of his/her historical position, in
hermeneutic research, unlike in phenomenological research, it
is not possible to achieve the final knowledge.
3.1.4. Research procedure
When research on a particular experience is to begin from a
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specific question that is asked is usually open-ended, and the
discussion that arises as a result of answering the question is led
not by the researcher but by the participant. The reason behind
this is that as far as this process is concerned, the research
process may be close to the individual’s lived experience (Koch,
1995; Van Manen, 1997).

Heidegger’s idea of the intrinsic properties of new technologies.
Specifically, he believes that it is the intrinsic properties of new
technologies that transform mankind into the subject and the
world into the image before him/her, thus distancing him/her
and the world around him/her.
In the use of information technology, due to easy and wide
access to information, one of the bottlenecks can be equality
of information and knowledge. Knowledge can be divided
into different ways so that these forms are not just a collection
of information. Knowledge is the result of a complex method
of human perceptual experience. The role of information
technology in Information Science is facilitative, not productive.
Access to a wealth of information through information
technology may be equated with access to knowledge. However,
as noted, the different form of knowledge is more than just a set
of information, and the production of knowledge involves the
application of complex methods of perceptual experience.

3.2. Supporting Information Services
3.2.1. Information technology
Technology has been the subject of many philosophical
questions in recent decades, and one of the famous
philosophers in this regard is Heidegger with his book entitled
The question concerning technology (1949, trans. 1977). In
clarifying the relationship between science and technology,
he considered technological insight into the world as the basis
for the emergence of new sciences, which in turn brings new
technologies. According to him, it is a kind of philosophical
insight that has led to the emergence of new science and
technologies. Heidegger (1977) believes that throughout history,
in response to what technology is, two definitions of technology
have been proposed: the instrumental definition and the
anthropological definition. In this sense, technology can be
interpreted as pieces of equipment and tools or human activity
and strategies to meet goals (Diamante, 2014). Inspired by
Aristotle, he believes that how technology was manifested in the
old is different from the new. At that time, how technology was
revealed was the same as invention or procreation. However,
in the modern era, how new technology is manifested is an
invasion of nature, and this is the most fundamental difference
between new technology and the archetype.
Heidegger believes that in the current technological
conditions, certain values and criteria that are in line with the
development of technology have been legitimized. Therefore,
anything that goes against these values is suppressed. From
Heidegger’s point of view, new technology is, on the one
hand, the last stage of the West’s understanding of being, as
if the Western man had consciously created and expanded it
(Diamante, 2014). According to Heidegger (1977), with the
establishment of the essence of new technologies, man has
become the subject and the world has become the object.
According to him, the way out of this situation is to be aware of
the realm and limits of science and technology and to limit the
technology to such a realm.
Along with the development of information technology,
being is forgotten more and more, and instead, representation
is expanded. By fixing events, a person produces a product that
enables him/her to measure and master what s/he is (Capurro,
2000). Such insight into information technology is in line with

3.2.2. Information behavior
The hermeneutic phenomenological approach also affects
information search (Keilty & Leazer, 2018). In the positivist view,
searching may be regarded as technical and algorithmic, based
on which information is related to which keyword without bias
in the search, assuming that the behavior is based on evidence
and experience (Fisher, Erdelez, & McKechnie, 2006). The
hermeneutic approach is based on the assumption that there is
a continuous reinterpretation of related texts and refers to the
need for great flexibility in search criteria and a high level of
repetition in the search process, and most importantly, expresses
the understanding that is found during the searches (Hjørland,
2004).
In the digital environment, users with different levels of
understanding and temporal, spatial, and cultural situations
apply for a document in online databases. If Information Science
specialists have categorized and organized the information close
to the users’ understanding and horizons, the users will be able
to achieve the desired data. The closer the scientific, cultural,
and social position of information professionals and users, the
greater the possibility of complete and comprehensive retrieval
of information for the users. For example, nowadays, when
various interdisciplinary topics and issues are being developed
in various branches of knowledge, categorizing a given text
should be done in proportion to this growth so that it can be
more horizontal with users (Keilty & Leazer, 2018).
Information producers and users are not separate individuals
but belong to professional communities. They have common
theoretical and practical interests that shape their horizons. This
belongs to the human communication network in the specific
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context of the professional community. Hence, the dilemma and
the questions are interrelated in various ways within the whole
existential structure and within the concrete personality system
of the users, that is, the social, cultural, political, geographical,
or linguistic reference system (Benediktsson, 1989). The
primary objective of Information Science is to study users, not
as individuals, but as members of the public or professional
dynamic community.
The perception of utterances, for example, of someone who
has formed the information or uses a database, requires the
combination of horizons (Day, 1996). Each horizon is limited
and based on a diverse set of assumptions and values at the
same time. The combination of horizons through which other
horizons have been expanded has been achieved through the
playful movement of the hermeneutic circle. The historical
awareness gained is a concrete recognition of the effective role
of history in constructing the horizons from which we look
at events. In effective historical awareness and cognition, we
become aware of an object from a perspective that we have
achieved as a result of our history; but this is not mere relativism.
Rather, Gadamer (1976) states that the task of effective historical
awareness is to clarify the knowledge of the historical proximity
between the object under study and the researcher.

dialogue while producing meaning and text. Those who pursue
a hermeneutic approach use conceptual frameworks, like
heuristic patterns. However, this is not necessarily hierarchical
and may instead be interdisciplinary, highlighting different
structures simultaneously (Savolainen, 2008). The hermeneutic
approach to knowledge organization includes practical forms
of knowledge classification, textual aspects of application areas,
new experiences of software engineering, an open system
with active user participation, and a desire for an interactive
knowledge structure (Hjørland, 2015). Contemporary
hermeneutics perceives knowledge as something that has always
taken place from within, that is, from a particular horizon.
Therefore, the meaning is not considered as a fixed but as a
social and cultural structure that can be interpreted and changed
based on various texts.
When skilled users use online information retrieval systems
consistently, the components of a given system are not images of
this world (Vamanu, 2012). Rather, they are tools through which
the user becomes aware of the intentions of those who formed
the computing tools. They are useful tools that accurately leave
the realm of theoretical representations and transmit through
regular use. In a way, they make people see a certain aspect of
the world, not something that is just like that aspect of the world.
In this way, the system and the database become a kind of tool
through which communications that represent it are seen.
For example, in designing an online ontology with a
hermeneutic phenomenological approach, texts would also be
ontological. All concepts and relations are first placed in a text
and then extracted from the text, and then transferred from
the concepts and relations between them to an ontology. In
the first step, this process is performed by ontology engineers.
However, studies are also underway to automate this transition.
This interaction is obtained through the application of
questions. As soon as a copy of the text is published, potential
ontology users read the text and ask questions to clarify the
text. Answering these questions will make a difference in the
text (Budd, 1995). These changes, in turn, will lead to changes
in concepts and relationships in ontology. Changes in the text
and subsequent changes in an ontology may occur to varying
degrees. Sometimes texts experience slight changes in ontology,
and sometimes changes may be larger and involve adding or
subtracting concepts.
A hermeneutic conceptualization of the structure of a
given classification scheme and its use may create a space for
communication between users with different conceptions in
mind (Hjørland, 2004). The supply of different systems may
be set among users with different conceptual structures, who
can teach each other their understandings. If we design on

3.2.3. Knowledge organization
Knowledge organization has strongly been influenced by
empiricism and rational positivism, although other theoretical
approaches like hermeneutics may be found in the related
fields. Based on the basic notion of the situational nature of
understanding, contemporary hermeneutics is potentially
the theoretical basis on which a new form of knowledge
organization systems would be perceived (Hjørland, 2015).
Information systems have been adapted from the frameworks
of subject headings, classification schemes, thesauri, and the like
from the very beginning of the heuristic model of organization,
which has been profoundly influenced by rational positivism.
This includes efforts to formulate reality in the form of formal
definitions. Accordingly, current information systems seek to
provide information as a fixed phenomenon and outside the
display of text and individual situations. Besides this, moving
from one language to another requires not only differences in
the relationship between concepts and lexical expression, but
also differences at the conceptual level, because the structures of
concepts and meanings are always developed based on a specific
culture-based language (VanScoy & Evenstad, 2015).
The information presented in the information systems with
a hermeneutic approach does not merely contain data and
information but reveals the truth through interpretation and
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hermeneutic grounds, we achieve a space for users to learn from
each other more fundamentally, beyond simply exchanging
information within accepted dual patterns (Hansson, 2005).
However, for doing so, we must first have a clear diagnosis of the
hermeneutic context that is always present. When there is no
disagreement about ontologies, it is mostly covered. Hence, it is
in this context that opposition to judgment must be judged.
The ontology of the information system is the result of
innovations gained in the face of suspension. The ontology
of the information system should be predicted in the light
of the suspension and designed to enable the user to avoid
the suspension as much as possible (Hjørland, 2004). This
framework of requirements and assumptions is called a horizon.
The ontology should not be considered static and closed to
issues that arise with new suspensions, but on the contrary,
ontologies should be fundamentally flexible and open to
progress.

If this notion that communication in the library is a
discourse and has a dialogue aspect is accepted, it will reduce
the likelihood that we will treat the user as a person and give
stereotyped answers to their questions in the design of systems
(Hjørland, 2004). The most important element is interpretation,
which is a process consisting of three elements: the interpreter,
the creator of the text, and the text itself, and is consistent with
the communication role of the discipline in which the librarian
is the interpreter and is the link between the text and the user
(Wersig, 1993).
The user may not be able to fully understand what s/
he is referring to when referring to a librarian unless there
is communication between him/her and the librarian. The
fundamental issue in hermeneutics is how the librarian’s horizon
can be aligned with the user’s horizon (Pollock, 2002). It is
necessary to have some kind of intuition of basic information
and reference work. Otherwise, no understanding will occur.
In this sense, reference knowledge is not just a collection of
discriminated facts. Rather, it is a kind of knowledge that is
closely related to the truth. The method that the librarian
considers for answering involves a qualitative concept and
cognition that is different from theoretical knowledge. This
qualitative knowledge requires librarians to enter the world of
the user in order to succeed in guiding the user and meeting
his/her needs, and to know that this mutual relationship
is completely two-way and close during the response and
reference work (Savolainen, 2008). As a result, in addition to
knowledge of librarianship and reference work, they must also
apply the knowledge they have gained empirically in their daily
experiences.

3.2.4. Librarian’s roles
Hermeneutic phenomenology places interpretation at
the center of the five elements including existence, nature,
perception, intention, and self (Belkin & Robertson, 1976;
Bruce, 1998). These elements could provide the basis for
fundamental reflection in services delivered at libraries and by
librarians. In fact, hermeneutic phenomenology considers the
ontology of the library as before the study of its functions and
seeks to understand all the presuppositions that have been taken
for granted in the work of the library. Library ontology means
recognizing its inner nature and existential philosophy. When
being in the world, according to Heidegger, is participating
in the world, being a user of information will not be a passive
phenomenon, but an experience of a part of the world.
Information, on the other hand, is essentially manmade and not
merely a material package, and facts cannot be judged as fixed,
determinable, and testable events. We should pay more attention
to the nature and specificity of users’ responses than to the tools
that are instrumental in information retrieval.
Also, perception is not an objective phenomenon and should
be considered in the design of library systems. Another element
is intentionality, which means the user’s intention and awareness
of something. Once we recognize this awareness deeply, we will
not only avoid user intentionality, but we will see information
retrieval as a dynamic process, not an action that has a
beginning and an end. To think of human beings as intentional
beings is related to another element of phenomenology, the
relationship between oneself and another. Specifically, in the
information environment of the library, the user, the librarian,
and the library each find meaning concerning the other.

4. CONCLUSION
Hermeneutic phenomenology tries to provide a
comprehensive view of the subjects under study by describing
and interpreting differences. Furthermore, by counting and
understanding phenomena from the perspective of specific
groups of users, this method can provide a deeper, clearer, and
more complete understanding of many questions raised in the
field of Information Science. While describing users’ perceptions
of their experience in searching and retrieving information,
hermeneutic phenomenology introduces an interesting
approach to the field of end-user studies and introduces those
involved in this field to a new approach to the subject, and
creates a more accurate context for their activities and practices.
Unique user experiences include ideas that have the potential
to change the way information retrieval systems are designed.
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Importantly, in this context, methods such as the qualitative
method of hermeneutic phenomenology would reveal the
experiences of users in understanding their needs, searches, and
use patterns for information scientists.
Given that research on information retrieval and enduser behavior is extensive and complex, it is suggested that
researchers try to consider interpretive and qualitative
paradigms such as hermeneutic phenomenology to explore
deep aspects as well as differences in unique user experiences.
Subsequently, conducting studies with this approach could
provide new results to the related research community, which
can provide ideas specifically for training users as well as
shaping the design of knowledge organization systems tailored
to different needs and behaviors of the prospective users.
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ABSTRACT
This proposed work aims to understand the Korean Academic Circle (KAC)’s research trend on the “One Belt One Road” (OBOR)
by employing a quantitative analysis of the recent research articles published by the KAC. To do so, this proposed research has
used the well-known network analysis software, Ucinet 6, by which the papers on related topics are collected and filtered from
Korea Citation Index. To perform the analytical selection, the proposed work has chosen ‘keywords’ as the core research object
and performed analysis from transverse to longitudinal aspects, and from holistic to individual aspects, respectively; and from this,
the KAC’s research trend on OBOR is derived. The present work has established that the KAC’s attention is continuously increasing
on OBOR and has sustainability. Centered on the OBOR, Korean researchers have spread their studies in various dimensions
ranging from the issues like China’s political economy to Sino-Korea economic and trade exchanges, and so on. The KAC has even
combined OBOR with Korea’s international development initiatives, which can help Korea benefit from active and sustainable
cooperation with China. Moreover, the proposed work has found that Korean researchers have also actively expressed their
growing attention, highlighted Korea’s interest, and showed concern about China hegemony and Sinocentrism in their recent
documented research works.
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Research Trends of OBOR in Korean Academic Circles

1. INTRODUCTION

proposed a renewable and sustainable energy and development
strategy in the Silk Road Economic Belt (Xu et al., 2017). Studies
addressing the designed sustainable cold chains for long-range
food distribution to build energy-effective corridors are also
published (Gallo, Accorsi, Baruffaldi, & Manzini, 2017). Most
of the papers on the Web of Science mainly focus on problems
related to ecological and environmental protection and resource
utilization, as well as problems of sustainable development in
relevant industries which are involved in the construction of
the OBOR in China and surrounding partnered countries.
However, there is a void in terms of understanding the academic
communities’ interest in OROB. Thus, to fill the gap, unlike
the documented literature, the proposed work aims to explore
recent trends established by China’s immediate neighbor in
East Asia, the Republic of Korea (ROK) in terms of academic
research on the OBOR.
It is well known that the ROK is an advocator of free trade
in Asia and is actively devoted to globalization in terms of
academic research and policy building. On one hand, Korea
maintains a close relationship with China in economy and
trade, and China has been the largest trade partner of Korea for
a long time; on the other hand, Korea is an important strategic
US ally in Asia, and the alliance between Korea and the US has
been the footstone of Korea’s foreign policies for ages. Thus,
Korea occupies the strategic central position in the Sino-US
game in Asia and has made good use of its position to gain not
only national security but also important development space.
Regarding the OBOR, although both Chinese and Korean
governments pay high attention to it, they have not been able to
realize consensus on formal cooperation. Such a hurdle is the
result of complicated factors such as the US-Korea alliance, the
persistent concern over North Korea, and setbacks in the SinoKorea relationship caused by the THAAD issue in recent years.
However, Korea is an important neighbor of China. Subjectively,
both China and Korea have been actively working to grow
further cooperation in various possible fields. Objectively,
both countries have demands of enhancing mutual economy
and trade relationships. For this reason, Korean society, so as
the Korean Academic Circle (KAC), has been paying active
attention to China’s OBOR. In recent years, a good amount
of relevant literature has been published in this field, some
successful academic seminars were conducted, and under the
supervision of government and private agencies, active research
is conducted in the relevant field. It can be expected that KAC’s
literature achievements have their research trends. In this
research, the KAC’s research trend on OBOR will be discussed
extensively, and by doing so the proposed work aims to
understand how the KAC’s relevant research efforts on OBOR

In recent years, the United States (US) has realized that
China’s rise has become its major geostrategic challenge in Asia
(Bader, 2012). To expand its influences in North-East Asia, the
Obama administration shifted its strategic center to Asia-Pacific
and adopted some strategies to contain China, such as the AsiaPacific rebalancing strategy, the New Silk Road, and the TransPacific Partnership (TPP) Agreement. Although the outgoing
Trump administration has canceled TPP, it instead proposed
the Indo-Pacific strategy with Japan, India, and Australia and
initiated the ‘trade war’ against China in 2018. On the other
side, the Xi Jinping government proposed the “One Belt One
Road” (OBOR) initiative which aimed to drive and expand
international economic cooperation along with cultural and
educational exchanges, to lead the development of free trade in
surrounding countries, and to ‘West Out’ to break the strategic
blockade of the US. OBOR attracted increasing attention from
international society after it was proposed in 2013, and China
gradually expanded cooperation with surrounding countries. By
September 18, 2018, China signed 150 cooperation documents
with 106 countries and 29 international organizations (Liu,
2018). Foreign countries’ media and netizens’ attention are
increasing on the OBOR based on the media’s volume of
published articles, reprinting articles as well as the volume
of netizens’ posts, reprinting, and comments. Regionally, the
Europe, America, and Asia regions show relatively higher
attention to the OBOR. While considering individual countries,
the US, the United Kingdom, Russia, India, Japan, and Korea
show the highest attention on the OBOR (Zhu, 2017). As media
and netizens’ attention to OBOR is continuously increasing,
a simultaneous increase in attention about OBOR among
academic circles has also been observed in recent years. Since
foreign media and netizen attention mostly reflect their interest
groups’ subjective will, the papers of foreign academic platforms
(such as Web of Science) are generally based on the analysis of
different fields of the OBOR from the perspective of scientific
research. For example, one paper suggested building a new
and sustainable Silk Road Economic Belt from international
collaboration and enhancing education (Li, Qian, Howard, &
Wu, 2015). On the contrary, one paper pointed out that the
new Silk Road Economic Belt is a threat to the sustainable
management of Central Asia’s transboundary water resources
(Howard & Howard, 2016). Some researchers propose
sustainable groundwater management in an agricultural plain
(Chen, Wu, Qian, & Li, 2018) as well as the solutions of water
and ecological security—dealing with hydroclimatic challenges
(Chen, Li, Li, Deng, & Shen, 2016). Moreover, some studies have
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Fig. 1.	Flowchart showing research flow. RISS, Research Information Sharing Service; NDSL, National Digital Science Library, WOS, Web of Science; JCR,
Journal Citation Reports; KCI, Korea Citation Index.

are performed, and what kind of observation perspectives
and interest demands these researchers have. Moreover, this
research aims to academically deepen mutual understanding
among Korea and China and other countries on the OBOR,
and provide a practical guide to finding the academic factors to
establish regional cooperation among these countries.
By classifying and organizing currently available literature,
we have understood the availability of various statistical analysis
methods of researching a specific academic circle or a specific
academic platform. We found that the documented literature
was mainly involved in performing steps such as the selection
of data platforms, and the selection of research methods and
of core research objects, which gave us important reference
value. First, for the selection of data platforms, most papers
chose databases like SCI (SCIE) and SSCI, or comprehensive
search platforms like Web of Science as the research scope
(Glänzel & Schoepflin, 1999; Hou, Mao, Zhao, Du, & Zuo,
2015; Larsen & vons Ins, 2010; Liao & Huang, 2014; Lou
& Lin, 2012; Osca-Lluch, Velasco, López, & Haba, 2009).
Moreover, some researchers applied Scopus, AHCI, or China
National Knowledge Infrastructure (CNKI) as the research
scope (Liang & Liu, 2018; Zhao & Zhang, 2011). Second, for
the selection of research methods, most researchers adopted
bibliometric analysis like Social Network Analysis (SNA) and
CiteSpace (Chen, Liu, Luo, Webber, & Chen, 2016; Jiang, Hou,
Shi, & Gui, 2017; Kim & Jang, 2018; Liang et al., 2017; Zhao
& Zhang, 2011), while some other researchers comparatively
adopted CiteSpace, HistcITE, and VOSviewer to examine the
usage, citation, and diffusion patterns of bibliometric mapping

software (Pan, Yan, Cui, & Hua, 2018). Other than these
methods, Refviz and Histcite were used for clustering analysis
and time series analysis, respectively. Third, for the selection of
the core research objectives, many researchers generally made
concentrated analysis by choosing some specific factors rather
than the whole objectives. After collecting raw data, most
researchers chose keyword extraction, text mining, citation
analysis or co-authorship, etc. as the core research objectives,
and then applied bibliometric analysis (e.g., CiteSpace, HistCite,
BibExcel, VOSviewer) to them. Furthermore, they implemented
visualization to recognize correlations of these factors, in order
to derive the common features of these raw data, such as the
research trend, the new development, and other relevant features
(Ding, Chowdhury, & Foo, 2001; Wang, He, Liu, Zhuang, &
Hong, 2012; Wang, Wang, & Xu, 2013).
Current research has successfully addressed many unknown
and unanswered questions, and also has provided important
clues to subsequent research. In particular, the selection of data
platforms, the selection of research methods, and core research
objectives of the currently available literature have largely
inspired the proposed research. However, related research on
this current topic still has some shortcomings. First, the OBOR
was proposed only about five years back, thus the documented
research efforts to date on OBOR are still in the initial stage,
which means a lack of ample amount of data in terms of the
proper research achievements, and which still demands a bigger
research scale. Second, the available documents lack research
on the OBOR from the point of view of some academic circles
as a whole. Finally, the existing researchers have not addressed
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the KAC’s uniqueness and the importance of the sustainable
research performed by KAC on the OBOR. By observing the
shortcomings of the current literature and the significance of
studying the KAC’s research trend on the OBOR, this research
aims to solve the following essential questions:
1.	How did the KAC researchers perform OBOR related
research?
2.	What kind of research trends do these papers have?
3.	What are their main focused attentions and what appealing
interests do they express?

Korea Citation Index (KCI) and Korean Scopus and SSCI
journals. As it is well known that KCI is one of the important
indices in the KAC, it represents the highest academic research
level in Korea. Korean universities and relevant organizations
all consider the number and quality of KCI papers as one
of the important research ability evaluation indexes. KCI is
also collected by the Web of Science because of its important
position in the KAC. Foreign scholars can get access to KCI
through the Web of Science to acquire various academic
literature and recent research progress in the KAC. After
listening to the valuable opinions of the relevant scholars on the
OROB, the proposed study set the KCI database in the Web of
Science as the study domain for the proposed research. Here,
the relevant scholars include scholars and researchers from
Korean higher education institutions such as from universities,
government laboratories, and self-financed institutions. One of
the main reasons for selection of the Web of Science is the fact
that for foreign scholars, the Web of Science provides easy and
comprehensive access to KCI indexed works. It is important to
note that the Web of Science includes KCI indexed papers, and
Korean SSCI and Scopus papers; however, it excludes KAC’s
dissertations, public lectures, and books, and for the study
domain of the proposed research, these are considered as of
lesser academic importance. By choosing the journal articles as
the study domain of the proposed research, all the authoritative
journal articles about the OBOR in KAC will be downloaded,
while other low academic level literatures will be avoided in the
later sections.

2.	RESEARCH METHODOLOGY AND DATA
ACQUISITION
The flowchart showing different stages of the proposed
research flow is shown in Fig. 1. Detailed descriptions of each
subsection of the flowchart are mentioned below.

2.1. Study Domain
As shown in Fig. 1, the initial blocks for the research flow are
the study domain. The main study domain of this proposed
research is set as the most representative academic platform,
widely used by the KAC. When selecting the proposed study
domain, the authors found that in addition to the widely used
Research Information Sharing Service (RISS), the National
Digital Science Library (NDSL) of Korea, National Assembly
Library of Korea, National Library of Korea, Rinfo of Korea, and
other databases/platforms can be well used for the valuable data
extraction for the relevant topic.
Meanwhile, by connecting with the electronic library
homepages of universities or other scientific research
organizations, scholars can easily search and download papers
from the Web of Science, JCR Incites, Refworks, JoVE, PQ
Central, and other databases, as well as Science Direct, Wiley
online, IEEE Xplore, DBpia and other electronic journals.
Moreover, scholars can choose appropriate databases of other
countries and languages.
For example, the CNKI and China Academic Journals (CAJ)
are in the database lists of many Korean universities’ electronic
libraries. Therefore, Korean scholars can conveniently search
Chinese literature and relevant works by Chinese scholars on
the OROB. However, among all the available research databases,
RISS is the most widely used and appreciated by Korean
scholars. It has the largest numbers of academic dissertations,
academic research articles, public lecture notes, overseas
academic journal articles, reports, and books. One of the RISS’s
outstanding features is that it covers all the journals from the

2.2. Research Methodology
Once the study domain is selected, it is important to extract
the relevant data from the study domain. As shown in Fig. 1, the
methodology to extract the data using the literature available in
the study domain is discussed in this section. After referring to
various statistical analysis methods from related literature, some
experimental operations were performed by using CiteSpace
and Ucinet (SNA). The authors have found that although
CiteSpace can extract English keywords from KCI, the derived
results suffer from many language errors.
This is predominantly because most KCI papers are written
in Korean accompanied by some Chinese and English articles,
which implies that some of these papers do not have any English
keywords at all. Furthermore, CiteSpace cannot automatically
translate them into English, thus it may ultimately result in
numerous visualization errors and poor aesthetic quality. The
authors have also found that if one adopts Ucinet to extract the
relevant data in KCI directly, keyword matrixes can be produced
automatically by BibExcel; however, it cannot recognize Korean
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or Chinese and thereby will lead to missing keywords from the
collected data. To protect the comprehensiveness and accuracy
of this research, initially the basic data is extracted using
Microsoft Office (MS) Excel; after data extraction and filtering,
co-word pairs and non-binarization co-word matrixes were
created. On the other hand, focusing on keyword extraction,
Ucinet 6 is used to extract core-keywords, co-word networks,
and keyword maps, etc. By doing so an intuitive display of the
results in the way of network maps can be obtained to support
deriving the research trend of the OBOR among KAC.

Investment Bank, the Silk Road Economic Belt, the 21st
Century Maritime Silk Road, the Silk Road Fund, 일대일로, 一
带一路, AIIB, 아시아인프라투자은행, and OBOR).
After that, the selected papers were filtered further. For data
filtering the following steps have been adopted in the proposed
research:
1.	First, the initial timespan selected from 2013 to 2018 is reselected according to the date of OBOR, and 266 results
were obtained.
2.	Second, according to language characteristics we performed
selection. For example, OBOR’s Korean translation is 일대일
로, which can also mean 1VS1. So we filtered out these 1VS1
related results. To be specific, that is, ‘the Belt and Road’ also
has the meaning of ‘one to one’ in Korean, so some papers
containing ‘one to one’ keywords appear.

2.3. Data Filtering
As mentioned in the previous section the prime aim of the
proposed research is to analyze the research trend of the OBOR
in the KAC. If all the extracted data is analyzed, it will only be
time and labor-consuming and will lead to complicated and
divergent conclusions. Thus, as shown in Fig. 1, it is necessary to
filter the data and extract factors that predominantly influence
the conclusions. By referring to the relevant literature, and
considering that Ucinet 6 can output intuitional and concise
network maps, the proposed research will select article name,
authors, journal name, affiliation, and publication information,
etc. as the basic information, and will select ‘keywords’ as the key
analysis factor.
On June 30, 2018, after establishing KCI database access
through Web of Science, the authors entered ‘One Belt One
Road’ and other relevant keywords as the search topic, and
received 342 papers. For comprehensiveness of searching,
Chinese, English, and Korean versions of relevant keywords
(including abbreviation) were also entered into the online
database. The input keywords and their sequence are as follows:
One Belt One Road, The Belt and Road, Asian Infrastructure

Thus the filtering is done by reshaping the timespan and
considering the expression of the same words with different
names based on language variations. Finally, based on this, 190
effective papers are kept as the final entry. In the process of data
filtering, it was found that language creates many errors in data
acquisition. Most articles in KCI were written in Korean (with
English abstract and keywords), and some articles were written
in English and Chinese (and may not have English abstract and
keywords). However, we chose English as the sole language and
translated non-English data into English. Some papers failed
to show keywords because of the system reasons, and they
were viewed as invalid in the proposed research. The statistical
information (some information omitted) of the final valid 190
papers are listed in Table 1.
It can be seen from Table 1 that among these 190 valid papers,
the number of published papers has been increasing since 2014

Table 1. Statistical information of retrieved literatures from 2014 to 2018a)
Year

Affiliation

Language

Research
method

2014

2015

2016

2017

2018 (Jan–Jun)

Total

41

49

78

17

190

Research center

Government

No

Others

Total

22

114

15

190

5
University
34

5

Korean

English

Chinese

Total

145

32

13

190

Literature research

Empirical research

Other methods

Total

147

11

32

190

a)

(Supplementary data Attachment : raw data (replace).xls).
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(as data in 2018 only covered January to June, we can only
estimate rather than determine that the number of published
papers in 2018 is smaller than that in 2017). From 2014 to 2017,
the number of papers was increasing year by year and there
were 17 papers published from January to June in 2018. In terms
of affiliations, there are 34 papers sponsored by universities,
5 papers by research centers, and 22 papers by government
agencies. Interestingly, there were still more than 50% of
papers (114) without any sponsorship. In terms of language,
145 papers are written in Korean, 32 in English, and 13 in
Chinese. Based on the research methods, most papers (147) are
literature research and 11 papers are of the empirical research
type.

development. There are many ways to obtain the core-keywords,
such as the keywords’ frequency, the centrality of network nodes,
and H index and secondary contribution intensity. Moreover,
the core-keywords can be obtained by the frequencies of highfrequency words (Wei, 2006), core marginal structure (Borgatti
& Everett, 2000), and degree centrality (Choi, Yi, & Lee, 2011).
With reference to other scholars’ methods and as shown in Fig.
2, the present research work obtained the core-keywords by
overall consideration of the keywords’ frequency, coreness, and
centrality.

3.1.1. Keyword Frequency Statistics
The keyword frequency analysis can be explained using the
following steps:
Step 1: First, a statistical analysis of high-frequency keywords
in the selected 190 papers was performed, through which 749
keywords were obtained.
Step 2: Second, the synonyms of these keywords were
integrated, leaving 601 keywords. Among them, 83 keywords’
frequency was 2 or more, while the remaining 518 keywords
only occurred once. (Supplementary file attachments: replace.
xls; keyword analysis (replace before and after).xls).
Step 3: Some researchers have proposed the concept of highfrequency words/keywords for the selection of keywords
(Wei, 2006; Zhong & Li, 2008). However, the concept of
high-frequency keywords is less significant because this
research has only a small number of keywords. Therefore,
the calculation method of the high-frequency words is
rejected (Wei, 2006) (according to the calculation method
n = -1 + 21 + 8I The boundary frequency of the high-frequency
words in this research is 32). Since the keywords which only
occurred once were almost useless to the research question
in this research, more attention was paid to keywords with
the frequency of 2 or more. After referring to other relevant
literature (Chu & Guo, 2011), keywords with a frequency of
2 or higher were considered as high-frequency keywords and
were finally chosen to perform further analysis.

3. RESULTS CENTERED ON KEYWORDS
This section adopted Ucinet 6 to analyze keywords from the
transverse to longitudinal and from the holistic to individual
aspects, aiming to recognize the research trend of OBOR
in KAC. To be more specific, the first step was holistic and
transverse research on core-keywords and co-word network
maps; the second step was holistic and longitudinal research on
the annual keyword maps; the final step was based on doing
some specific core-keywords analysis. For better understanding,
the whole process has been expressed using the flowchart shown
in Fig. 2 with a detailed explanation in the following subsections.

3.1. The Establishment of Core-Keywords
As mentioned above and shown in Fig. 2, the first step is to
establish the core-keywords. The core-keywords refer to the
keywords which occur most frequently and have the highest
centrality in the papers. They are not only the concentrated
reflections of research directions on the OBOR but also the
major force to acquire the recent research trend. Determining
and analyzing the core-keywords are conducive to grasping
the research rules in KAC, and to promote further research

Establishment of
core keywords

Keywords
frequency
statistics

Coreness and
centrality of core
keywords

1

Co-work network
map

Annual keywords
map analysis

Determination
of core
keywords

Fig. 2. Flowchart showing research flow.
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an 81×81 matrix was produced. The binarized co-word
matrix and symmetrized co-word matrix were constructed
by Ucinet 6, and were realized through the path: TransformDichotomize and Transform-Symmetrize. Then the co-word
pairs, non-binarization co-word matrix, binarization co-word
matrix, symmetric co-word matrix, and binary symmetric coword matrix were produced, in which the non-binarization
co-word matrix is listed as follows in Table 2.

3.1.2. Coreness and Centrality of Core-Keywords
To find the coreness and the centrality of the core-keywords
the proposed research adopted the following steps:
Step 1: First, the coreness of the keywords was quantified
based on statistical analysis of the frequency of the keywords.
The co-word pairs and the non-binarization co-word matrixes
were constructed using MS Excel (Chu & Guo, 2011). Since
the Border Area and Export failed to form co-word pairs,

Table 2. Non-binarization co-word matrix of keywords (partial)
1

2

1 21st-Century Maritime Silk Road

3

4

5

6

7

8

9

10

11

12

13

14

15

1

2 ADB

1

3 AHP
4 AIIB

4

3

5 Arctic

1

6 Asia

1

7 Balance Diplomacy
8 Balancing

1

9 Bandwagoning

1

10 Border Trade
11 Central Asia
12 China

1
1

1

6

1

2

1
1

3

13 China Rising
14 China-Russia Relations

1

15 China-South Korea Relations
……

1

1

1

2

ADB, Asia Development Bank; AHP, Analytic Hierarchy Process; AIIB, Asian Infrastructure Investment Bank.
(Supplementary file attachments: co-word pair+matrix.xls, 1 binaryzation.txt, 2 binarization symmetrization.txt, 3 non binarization symmetrization.txt).

Table 3. Keywords’ frequency, coreness, and centrality
Keyword

Frequency

Coreness

OBOR

106

0.840

China

45

0.340

AIIB

33

Silk Road Economic Belt

11

Xi Jinping

Centrality
Degree

Closeness

Betweeness

157

90

1,755.290

81

113

620.672

0.246

61

128

372.761

0.127

26

146

40.050

10

0.065

17

149

21.105

21st Century Maritime Silk Road

9

0.077

15

151

87.794

Eurasia Initiative

9

0.088

8

164

1.667

TCR

2

0.034

6

160

3.926

Tourism Resource

2

0.001

1

230

0.000

Unification

2

0.000

1

284

0.000

OBOR, One Belt One Road; AIIB, Asian Infrastructure Investment Bank; TCR, Trans-China Railway.
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S tep 2: Second, core-keywords were further quantified by
core-periphery structural analysis (Zou & Liu, 2016). The best
representative work on core-periphery analysis was proposed
by Borgatti and Everett (2000). In this work, the aim was to
formalize the intuitive notion of a core-periphery structure
and it suggests algorithms for detecting this structure, along
with statistical tests for testing a priori hypotheses. Since the
co-word matrix data of keywords are quantitative ones, the
continuous model was chosen. In this model, each point has a
certain ‘coreness’ value, which is decided as follows:
i)	If two points have relatively high coreness, they have high
values in the matrix, and then they are cores;
ii)	If the coreness of one point is high, whereas the coreness
of the other one is low, they have moderate values in the
matrix, and then they are semi-periphery.
iii)	If corenesses of both points are low, they have low values in
the matrix, and then they are periphery. The realizing path
of core-periphery is the Network-Core/Periphery-Coreness.
Step 3: Third, the centrality of keywords was evaluated.
Centrality is used to depict the point’s core position in the
network, and has three kinds: degree, closeness, and betweenness
(Zhang & Liu, 2011). All of these three types of centrality are
absolute centrality. Based on the above analysis, the keywords’
frequency, coreness, and centrality are listed in Table 3.

and to analyze their relationships, which thus help to extract
the research trend. The authors first ranked these keywords’
frequency, coreness, and centrality, and received three groups of
ordinal numbers. Then, the Kendall correlation was adopted to
analyze the correlation, whose results are as follows:
It can be seen from Table 4 that there are significant
correlations between two of the order of frequency, the order
of coreness, and the order of centrality, indicating that the corekeywords determined by keywords’ frequency, core-periphery
structure, and centrality are generally consistent. To better reflect
the comprehensiveness and the validity of core-keywords, the
first eight high-frequency words are determined to be the corekeywords. They are OBOR, China, AIIB, Silk Road Economic
Belt, Eurasia Initiative, Xi Jinping, Chinese Dream, and 21stCentury Maritime Silk Road.

3.2. Co-Word Network Map
The authors have put the origin non-binarization symmetric
co-word matrix into the Ucinet 6 software, and then adopted
Netdraw to draw the co-word network map and corekeywords network map as shown in Fig. 3 (core-keywords were
highlighted as red nodes in the figure).
It can be seen from Fig. 3 that papers on the OBOR in the
KAC are centered on the keywords of the OBOR, and used
China, AIIB, Silk Road Economic Belt, Eurasia Initiative, Xi
Jinping and Chinese Dream, and 21st-Century Maritime Silk
Road as core-keywords. The frequency of the OBOR is the
highest at 106, which is absolutely a core-keyword. Moreover,
the frequencies of China and AIIB are higher than 30. The One
Belt (Silk road economic belt)’s frequency is slightly higher than
that of the One Road (21st-century maritime silk road).

3.1.3. Determination of Core-Keyword
The establishment of the core-keyword is conducive to node
coloring, size setting, and relevant processing in the subsequent
mapping process. Meanwhile, the classification of keywords
into the core-keyword and ordinary keyword is beneficial
to distinguish the core nodes (keywords) from other nodes

Table 4. Kendall correlation analysis
Order of frequency
Correlation coefficient
Order of frequency

Significance (twin tails)

1.000
.

N
Kendall
tau_b

Order of coreness

Order of centrality

81

Correlation coefficient

0.656**

Significance (twin tails)

0.000

Order of coreness

Order of degree centrality

0.656**

0.748**

0.000

0.000

81

81

1.000
.

0.693**
0.000

N

81

81

Correlation coefficient

0.748**

0.693**

Significance (twin tails)

0.000

0.000

1.000
.

81

81

81

N

81

A negative sign means the data represents a negative correlation, and there is no sign before the data for a positive correlation. The significance level is reflected by the **
after the correlation coefficient. * reflects significance below 0.05 and ** reflects significance below 0.01. Meanwhile, the significance of 0.000 does not reflect zero; however, it
means that the specific data are lower than 0.001. Data in this table only keep three decimal places.
(Supplementary file attachments: analysis.sav, output of correlation analysis.doc).
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Fig. 3. Co-word network map.

2014

2015

2017

2016

2018

Fig. 4. Co-word network maps of annual keywords.
(Supplementary file attachments: 2014-2018 co-word matrix(longitudinal analysis, core-periphery analysis 2014-2018.txt.)
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According to the classification of the core-keywords and
other high-frequency keywords in Fig. 3, these keywords can
be roughly classified into several groups, which are: OBOR,
territorial scope, state relations, China, Korea, and Sino-Korea.
Among them, the OBOR group focused on AIIB, Silk Road
economic belt, 21st-century maritime silk road, and ChinaMongolia-Russia economic corridor (CMREC). The territorial
scope group covered Central Asia, East Asia, Eurasia, etc. The
state relations group mainly emphasized China-US relations,
China-South Korea relations, and China-Russia relations.
Furthermore, the China group mainly involved Xi Jinping,
the Chinese dream, New type of major power relationship,
Hegemony, RMB internationalization, China rising, Sino
centrism, and Maritime power, whereas the Korea group mainly
involved Eurasia Initiative, International logistics, and Balance
diplomacy. In particular, the Sino-Korea group mainly discussed
Rail, China-South Korea relations, Economic cooperation,
logistics, THAAD, Core-interest, Economic Integration, and
Free Trade Agreement (FTA).

in KAC showed different scales and contents every year. In
2014, there were limited research efforts of the OBOR in KAC,
because the OBOR was just proposed in 2013, as a result of
which keywords were so limited as to form a certain scale
of the social network but dispersed. Moreover, the research
contents were relatively simple. Most of the associated studies
focused on the domestic and foreign affairs of China. However,
Park Geun-hye’s visit to China in 2013 and Xi Jinping’s visit
to Korea in 2014 as well as the foundation of AIIB in 2014
stimulated the enthusiasm of KAC to study China and the
OBOR. Accordingly, the number of relevant papers in 2015
increased significantly. The social network of keywords formed
an evident core-peripheral structure. Relevant papers began to
center around OBOR, AIIB, and China, which showed richer
content compared with those in 2014. Excepting the domestic
and foreign affairs of China, these papers also spread on studies
in middle Asia and East Asia and even involved state relations.
Moreover, research on the correlation between the Eurasia
Initiative and the OBOR came up in the papers. Attention to
international economic cooperation (especially between China
and Korea) and political diplomacy increased. The network map
in 2016 further expanded. Since then more and more papers
have centered on keywords like the OBOR. The core-peripheral
structure became more obvious. On the one hand, research on
international politics and economy deepened continuously;
on the other hand, Sino-Korea cooperation (Eurasia Initiative
became a core-keyword) deepened, and researchers paid
more and more attention to logistics, core-interest, and RMB
internationalization. In 2017, many big issues influenced
relevant papers, including the Korea-China FTA which took
effect in 2015, the Korean national political situation, which had
considerable changes at the end of 2016, and China’s hosting
of the OBOR summit forum in 2017. Hence, the number of
KAC papers on OBOR reached the maximum in 2017, and the
research atmosphere was the most active. It can be seen from the
2017 map that three obvious cores (OBOR, China, and AIIB)
had formed, while peripheral keywords decreased. Related
research works began to discuss deeper contents, covering
CMREC, Rail, China-Pakistan economic corridor (CPEC),
etc. Moreover, many keywords which are weakly related to
the OBOR, such as Asia development bank (ADB), Greater
Mekong subregion (GMS), and TPP, even appeared. However,
from the map of 2018, we can see the total number of studies
on OBOR decreased (although statistical data in this study only
covered 6 months of 2018). The reason was because of factors
such as the THAAD issue, political change by the inauguration
of the President Moon Jae-in administration, and the nuclear
missile tests by North Korea. Therefore, the research enthusiasm

3.3. Annual Keyword Map Analysis
The above sections highlight a holistic lateral analysis of
the OBOR in the KAC. In the following text, the longitudinal
analysis of the OBOR in KAC will be implemented based on
‘year,’ aiming to find out the annual trend changes. Since there
are several methods to analyze the keywords, such as including
frequency, coreness, and centrality, and the results of these
methods are generally close to one another, the authors have
selected the data gained from the core-periphery structural
analysis to perform the annual keyword map analysis. In
practical operation, the authors have found that the correlation
coefficient between the data in the overall co-word matrix and
data in the ideal core-peripheral structure was 0.858, and every
year’s correlation coefficient between the data co-word matrix of
high-frequency words and the corresponding networks ranged
from 0.697 to 0.797. Since these correlation coefficients are large,
it can be recognized that these networks are close to ideal coreperiphery structures. In this section, keywords with a coreness
value higher than 0.1 are set as
core-keywords (red nodes), while keywords with coreness
values between 0.01-0.1 are set as semi-periphery keywords,
and those lower than 0.01 are peripheral keywords. Moreover,
to highlight the effect, 0.2 and 0.02 were used as two boundaries
of the core-periphery for literature in the year 2018 (Liu, 2004;
Zou & Liu, 2016). The corresponding co-word network map of
annual keywords is shown in Fig. 4.
By combining the relevant paper titles and keywords during
these five years, it can be seen from Fig. 4 that the research
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OBOR

China

Silk Road Economic Belt

21st - Century Maritime Silk Road

Eurasis Initiative

China - US Relations

China - South Korea Relations

China - Russia Relations

Fig. 5. Individual core-keywords network maps.
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of KAC on the OBOR and the AIIB decreased. Instead, more
attention was shifted to the THAAD issue, Sino-centrism,
hegemony, and North Korea.
Based on the above analysis, the authors can provide the
following observations:
i)	First, it can be observed clearly from the above five
network maps that the number of nodes and number
of lines increased year by year, accompanied by the
increasing network densities. This reflected that research
works on the OBOR in the KAC from 2014-2018
experienced a sustainable developing process.
ii)	Second, research on the OBOR in the KAC was dispersed
in 2014, without explicit core-peripheral structure in the
network map. However, more research works centered
at core-keywords like the OBOR, China, and AIIB (the
frequency sum of these three core-keywords was in the
interval of 11.5-20%) were reported from 2015, and this
trend sustainably continued. The core-peripheral structure
has become more obvious. In particular, the frequency
sum of semi-peripheral keywords was maintained in the
interval of 78.3-88.5%. This revealed that research topics
on the OBOR became increasingly explicit and the coreperipheral structure became clearer as time passed.
iii)	Third, new keywords were proposed every year. For
example, country (or territorial scope) group keywords
increased from ‘China’ in 2014 to ‘Sino-Korean, Northeast
Asia, Asia and Europe, and America’ (not to say cities of
these countries). Research fields expanded from domestic
political and economic issues to more aspects like
international cooperation, and cultural and educational
exchanges. In other words, sustainably, the research
depth of the OBOR in KAC increased, the research scope
expanded, and the research quality improved.
iv)	Finally, real-time tracking analysis on research works
of the OBOR in KAC was implemented and these
research works are influenced significantly by situation
developments. Many new keywords’ appearance
combined with the OBOR’s development process,
Sino-Korea communication progress, and the two
countries’ political diplomacy changes. The number of
corresponding research works was also influenced by the
Sino-Korea relationship directly.

are keywords with a frequency of 4 or higher, while blue nodes
are lower than 4). Meanwhile, some non-core-keywords were
selected for analysis.
From Fig. 5 we can see first that the OBOR-centered network
map reflects that research works based on the OBOR are the
most extensive and deepest. Other closest keywords to the
‘OBOR’ included ‘Xi Jinping,’ ‘Silk Road economic belt,’ ‘Eurasia
Initiative,’ and ‘Rail.’ This proves that the KAC pays attention
to combine its international development initiatives to seek
ways for common development. Second, the China-centered
network map reflects that the KAC has some expectations of the
economic cooperation with China, such as the cooperation with
China in the Eurasia Initiative. However, scholars still have some
worries about China’s ‘Hegemony.’ Third, by comparing the ‘Silk
Road economic belt’ and the ‘21st-century maritime silk road’
centered network maps, it is found that the ‘Silk Road economic
belt’ centered network map attracted more research attention
compared with the ‘21st-century maritime silk road.’ The KAC
believes that Korea can access East Asian and the Central Asian
countries like Kazakhstan through the Silk Road economic
belt, and to develop infrastructure in a third country (region)
to facilitate economic cooperation and influence the Eurasian
economic union. However, in terms of the 21st-century
maritime silk road, although it can influence fields like tourism
resources, scholars worried about the South China Sea territorial
issue, Sino-centrism, and so on. Fourth, the Eurasia Initiativecentered network map reflects that Korea hopes to realize
economic integration with Northeast Asia and Eurasia through
cooperation in international logistics and rail. Finally, from a
contrast analysis on keyword network maps centered at ChinaUS relations, China-South Korea relations, and China-Russia
relations, the results demonstrated that KAC agreed China-US
relations and China-Korea relations can influence each other.
Both relations are influenced by the OBOR, THAAD, and
TPP. However, these factors did not influence China-Russian
relations.

4. DISCUSSION AND CONCLUSIONS
4.1. Discussion
The “One Belt One Road” is a development strategy
adopted by the Xi Jinping government involving infrastructure
development and investments in Asia, Europe, and other
continents. Subsequently, the Chinese government threw great
efforts into promoting its design and development, which also
attracted extensive attention from international society. Not only
media and netizens in the world began to be concerned about

3.4. Individual Keyword Map Analysis
Despite the above analysis, this research suggested that it
is necessary to analyze individual keyword network maps to
obtain deeper information. In this section, high-frequency
words (frequency≥4) are chosen as core-keywords (red nodes
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the OBOR, however; many countries’ academic circles have also
published various associated papers. Among these countries,
Korea has its features. It is close to China geographically and
is an important neighbor. It has meanwhile not yet reached a
cooperation agreement with China on the OBOR. Nevertheless,
the Korean economy depends highly on the trade relation
with China, and Korea has paid high attention to the OBOR
development. The KAC is relatively difficult for foreign
researchers to access because of language barriers. Few papers
discussed how the OBOR was researched in the KAC, not to
mention the research trend.
To analyze how the KAC researched the OBOR and what
the research trend is, and what kind of concerns and interest
appeals they have, this research performed a SNA on the KAC
by using the Ucinet 6 software, and adopted ‘keywords’ as the
core research object. The research processes are as follows:
i)	First, basic data were collected and filtered, and the
keywords were put in order according to their frequency,
coreness, and centrality, and then the core-keywords were
picked out through the Kendall correlation coefficient.
ii)	Second, the produced non-binarization symmetric coword matrix was inputted into the Ucinet software,
and co-word network maps of keywords were drawn
by Netdraw, which were used in the holistic transverse
analysis.
iii)	Third, a longitudinal contrast analysis on yearly keywords
network maps from 2014-2018 was executed. Finally,
some core-keywords network maps that can express the
research trend were analyzed individually.

and more explicit; with these developments, the coreperiphery structures became clearer. Thus, the quantity of
these papers gradually increased and research depth also
deepened. All of the KAC papers were combined with the
OBOR’s development, and they are not only influenced
by international situation changes but also reflected these
changes.
iii)	Finally, the KAC also paid attention to combine the
OBOR with Korea’s international development initiatives
(e.g., Eurasia Initiative) to search for a way of mutual
development. It hopes to dock with the OBOR to
realize economic cooperation with China in fields like
international logistics and rail; however, it has worries
about China’s ‘Hegemony.’ Through the the Silk Road
economic belt, Korea can get access to East Asia and
countries in Central Asia (e.g., Kazakhstan) and develop
cooperation with third countries (regions) in fields like
infrastructure. For the 21st-century maritime silk road,
although the KAC believes it can influence fields like
tourism resources, Korea worries about the South China
Sea territorial issue and Sinocentrism.
Despite extensive literature reviews and data collection, this
study still has the following limitations:
i)	Because of the language specificity of the KCI papers,
CiteSpace is inapplicable for its visualization analysis,
which resulted in the inadequate visualization effect.
ii)	The SNA mainly depends on keywords; however, it fails
to make full utilization of the references, abstracts, paper
titles, and affiliations of these papers. Making full use of
these data is what authors are planning to perform in
future research.
iii)	B ecause of the limited space, the non-binarization
symmetric co-word matrix was not displayed; also, Tables
1, 2, and 3 were partly displayed.
iv)	Finally, the OBOR so far has a short period since its
proposal (five years), and there are time delays from
writing papers to publishing, resulting in the shorter actual
research period (4 years). Therefore, continuous attention
shall be paid to the KAC’s OBOR papers to gain longer,
objective, and scientific analysis results.

Through the above-mentioned analysis, the authors could
find some results as follows:
i)	First, a total of 190 papers related to OBOR were
published on KCI. These papers are centered on the
OBOR and other core-keywords such as China, AIIB,
Silk Road Economic Belt, Eurasia Initiative, Xi Jinping,
Chinese Dream, and 21st-Century Maritime Silk Road.
The research territorial scope of these papers is mainly
concentrated in Central Asia, East Asia, and Eurasia.
These papers’ OBOR-related topics can be divided into
several groups, including the territorial scope, state
relations, China, Korea, and Sino-Korea.
ii)	Second, the KAC’s research enthusiasm on the OBOR
has sustainably increased. Research efforts were relatively
dispersed in 2014, and could not form an explicit coreperipheral structure map. However, from 2015 relevant
research has focused on keywords like OBOR, China,
and AIIB, and the research directions became more

4.2. Conclusions
One of the main findings of the proposed research is that
research efforts on the OBOR in the KAC are sustainable and
the research enthusiasm is gradually increasing. Centered on
the OBOR, Korean scholars have extended research contents
into China’s politics and economy, and Sino-Korean economic
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analysis method and achieved by Excel. Information
Science, 29, 931-934.
Ding, Y., Chowdhury, G. G., & Foo, S. (2001). Bibliometric
cartography of information retrieval research by using coword analysis. Information Processing & Management,
37(6), 817-842.
Gallo, A., Accorsi, R., Baruffaldi, G., & Manzini, R. (2017).
Designing sustainable cold chains for long-range food
distribution: Energy-effective corridors on the Silk Road
Belt. Sustainability, 9(11), 2044.
Glänzel, W., & Schoepflin, U. (1999). A bibliometric study of
reference literature in the sciences and social sciences.
Information Processing & Management, 35(1), 31-44.
Hou, Q., Mao, G., Zhao, L., Du, H., & Zuo, J. (2015). Mapping
the scientific research on life cycle assessment: A
bibliometric analysis. The International Journal of Life
Cycle Assessment, 20, 541-555.
Howard, K. W. F., & Howard, K. K. (2016). The new “Silk Road
Economic Belt” as a threat to the sustainable management of
Central Asia’s transboundary water resources. Environmental
Earth Sciences, 75, 976.
Jiang, Y., Hou, L., Shi, T., & Gui, Q. (2017). A review of urban
planning research for climate change. Sustainability, 9(12),
2224.
Kim, Y.-J., & Jang, S.-N. (2018). Mapping the knowledge
structure of frailty in journal articles by text network
analysis. PLoS One, 13(4), e0196104.
Larsen, P. O., & von Ins, M. (2010). The rate of growth in
scientific publication and the decline in coverage provided
by Science Citation Index. Scientometrics, 84(3), 575-603.
Li, P., Qian, H., Howard, K. W. F., & Wu, J. (2015). Building
a new and sustainable “Silk Road economic belt”.
Environmental Earth Sciences, 74, 7267-7270.
Liang, T., & Liu, Y. (2018). Research landscape of business
intelligence and big data analytics: A bibliometrics study.
Expert Systems with Applications, 111, 2-10.
Liang, Y. D., Li, Y., Zhao, J., Wang, X. Y., Zhu, H. Z., & Chen, X. H.
(2017). Study of acupuncture for low back pain in recent 20
years: A bibliometric analysis via CiteSpace. Journal of Pain
Research, 10, 951-964.
Liao, J., & Huang, Y. (2014). Global trend in aquatic ecosystem
research from 1992 to 2011. Scientometrics, 98, 1203-1219.
Liu, J. (2004). An introduction to social network analysis. Beijing:
Social Sciences Academic Press.
Liu, M. (2018). One Belt One Road’s fifth year: Public opinion
attitude change, the netizen is full of expectation. Belt and
Road Portal, SL. China. Retrieved October 5, 2018 from
https://www.yidaiyilu.gov.cn/ghsl/slsg/66757.htm.

and trade exchanges. Korean scholars can investigate various
aspects of the OBOR and combine them with international
situation changes. The KAC’s research quality has improved
to a certain level and the research depth has deepened as well.
Another significant finding is that the KAC can combine the
OBOR and Korea’s international development initiatives (e.g.,
Eurasia Initiative) to search for a way of gaining benefits from
the cooperation. The third finding is that Korean scholars
expressed their concerns and benefit appeal as well as worries
about China hegemony, Sinocentrism, etc. The authors believe
that this study can help global scholars to understand the KAC’s
research trend on the OBOR. It is expected to not only lay a
foundation for further studies in relevant research fields but
also provide an analysis method to help scholars and scientific
organizations understand the KAC’s research dynamics and
interest concerns.

SUPPLEMENTAL MATERIALS
Supplemental materials are available from https://osf.io/
by72h/
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ABSTRACT
The purpose of this study is to examine the relationship between collaborative information seeking and users’ learning style
preferences and their experience of information systems. The study investigates the role of four different factors including
learning style, task complexity, and user experience in collaborative information seeking in digital environments. Sixty participants
(30 pairs) were randomly chosen from volunteer graduate students of Kharazmi University (Iran). Participants completed Kolb’s
learning style questionnaire and a user experience questionnaire and then performed two information seeking tasks (one simple
and one difficult) in a lab setting. They could exchange information with their partners or a librarian using Skype. The sessions
were recorded using Camtasia. The results showed that with an increase in task difficulty, collaborative information seeking
activities increased and more interactions with partners and the librarian occurred. The number of executive help-seeking
requests was higher than the number of instrumental help-seeking requests. This research confirms that learning style is related
to the way users interact with the digital library and help seeking. The research showed that in difficult tasks, the differences
among users with different learning styles become more evident, and that generally interactions increase in more difficult tasks.
Among the learning styles, the accommodating style had the highest number of relationships with collaborative information
seeking variables. Most of the statistically significant relationships between users’ prior computer experience and collaborative
information seeking variables were related to the time variable.
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1. INTRODUCTION

& Xie, 2011; Huang et al., 2012; Saleh, 2012) in information
seeking behaviour in the digital environment, there is a lack
of knowledge about how these factors might influence users’
behaviour in CIS activities in a digital environment. Therefore,
this study aims to look at the relationship between users’
experience and learning styles and CIS in a digital library
environment. More specifically, the study aims to answer the
following questions:
•	Is there any relationship between learning styles and CIS?
•	Is there any relationship between users’ experience (of
information systems) and CIS?
•	Does task complexity make a difference in the CIS and its
relationship with learning styles and users’ experience?

Shah (2009, 2014) defined collaborative information seeking
(CIS) as a process of collaboratively seeking information that
is “defined explicitly among the participants, interactive, and
mutually beneficial.” This relationship meets the information
needs of both parties and is therefore profitable. CIS can occur
in any context and as Talja (2002) stated it is as common and
natural as individual information seeking behavior. Academics
might collaborate in their information seeking for various
reasons, including to address a lack of expertise. They usually
find it successful and more useful than individually seeking
information (Spence, Reddy, & Hall, 2005).
While collaboration is a group activity, individual differences
may also play a role in it. There are several individual
characteristics that might influence or have a relationship
with information seeking. One of them is cognitive difference.
Individuals might have preferred ways of processing information
which are their cognitive styles (Sternberg, 2001): “Cognitive
styles are tendencies displayed by individuals consistently to
adopt a particular type of information processing strategy” (Ford,
Wilson, Foster, Ellis, & Spink, 2002, p. 728). Cognitive styles
in learning activities are called ‘learning styles’ (Huang, Joo, &
Xie, 2012). We know from some past studies (e.g., Ford et al.,
2002) that cognitive styles might have a relationship with the
information seeking behavior of users.
Another difference is related to users’ experience. Generally,
two types of prior experience and knowledge can be defined: the
knowledge of the search topic or domain, and the knowledge
of the system used (Palmquist & Kim, 2000). Some past studies
(e.g., Khosrowjerdi & Iranshahi, 2011) have shown a relationship
between a user’s experience and information seeking. In
addition to users’ characteristics, tasks for which people look
for information influences users’ practices. Task complexity is
known to affect information seeking (Byström & Järvelin, 1995)
and is a predictor of satisfaction with a search strategy (Crescenzi,
Capra, & Arguello, 2013). In CIS, task complexity might result
in longer sessions compared to individual information seeking
due to the communication conducted (Na & Lee, 2016).
A considerable part of information seeking in today’s
academic information seeking activities occurs in the digital
environment. While digital libraries were previously designed
mainly to support individual information seeking (Talja, 2002;
Talja & Hansen, 2006), their design nowadays needs to support
CIS as well. Research needs to focus on understanding the
actual practices and preferred ways of academics’ collaboration
in the digital environment. While some of the contextual
factors discussed above have been investigated (e.g., Huang

2. LITERATURE REVIEW
Learning styles have been investigated in various contexts,
including information behaviour. However, the results are not
necessarily aligned and sometimes it is not possible to compare
results as different studies have used different learning styles
inventories. Wood, Ford, Miller, Sobczyk, and Dufﬁn (1996)
found that the learning style of students (field dependent/
field independent) were related to their searching behavior
and the effectiveness of their searches. Chen and Ford (1998)
found a relationship between cognitive styles of students and
their choice of access facilities and navigation patterns in a
hypermedia learning system. Palmquist and Kim (2000)
found that cognitive style (field dependent/field independent)
interacted with experiences of online database searching but
they found no significant cognitive style differences among
experienced searchers. Ford, Miller, and Moss (2001) found no
significant links between retrieval effectiveness and holistic/
analytic cognitive styles. Similarly, Kim and Allen (2002) found
no relationship between holistic/analytic cognitive styles and
search behavior and outcome.
A study by Huang and Xie (2011) on the impact of four
dimensions of the Felder-Silverman Index of Learning Styles
(Active/Reflective, Sensory/Intuitive, Visual/Verbal, and
Sequential/Global) of students’ help-seeking behavior in a
digital library environment found that learning styles influenced
students’ behavior and suggested that digital libraries should
support learning styles by providing different features, formats,
and types of help. Huang et al. (2012) also looked at the influence
of learning styles on search tactics and found that while active
searchers spent more time in accessing forward tactics, sensing
searchers spent more time in visiting previous pages and in
evaluating results, and reflective searchers spent more time in
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evaluating individual items. Another study (Parvin, Kheibar,
Mihanpour, & Rafi, 2019) found no relationship between Kolb’s
learning style and information seeking anxiety of students.
In terms of users’ experience, most past studies have found
some relationship between users’ experience and some aspects
of information seeking. Connell (1995) in a study on librarians
showed that subject searching might require different types
of knowledge, including experiential and process knowledge,
and that librarians who are not familiar enough with the
features and tools of online catalogues might not use its help
effectively. Hölscher and Strube (2000) found that both web
experience and domain knowledge was needed for successful
search performance. Strong computer-related skills are also
correlated with high self-efficacy (Liaw, 2002) and self-efficacy
can itself be influenced by other individual characteristics such
as gender (Durndell & Haag, 2002). Users’ experience with one
system might influence their expectations of and interactions
with another system. For instance, a user’s everyday Internet
experience influences their expectation of other information
systems such as library systems, and when the library system
interface is designed with similarities to the web, users can use it
with minimal help (Sadeh, 2008). Internet experience seems to
influence users’ mental models of information retrieval systems.
For instance, Makri et al. (2007) showed that users use their
knowledge of Internet search engines to infer how searching
might work in digital libraries. They found that users did not
clearly distinguish between different kinds of digital resource,
viewing for instance electronic library catalogues and search
engines as variants on a theme. Khosrowjerdi and Iranshahi
(2011) found positive and strong relationships between a user’s
experience (prior knowledge of a system) and informationseeking behavior. Saleh (2012) in a study on students’
collaborative information behaviour in group learning tasks
found relationships between stages of learning task and task
complexity, and collaborative information behaviour. Perceived
task complexity increased collaborative information behavior
among students.
So far there have been several studies on CIS behavior and
a few reviews of such studies including reviews by Foster
(2006), Hertzum and Hansen (2019), and Shah (2010). Those
that have focused on students’ CIS behavior in the digital
environment have found benefits, such as finding more useful
sources and achieving greater information coverage while
searching (Leeder & Shah, 2016b), improved understanding of
topic, communication, and searching skills (Wu, Liang, & Yu,
2018), but also some challenges such as experiencing higher
cognitive load compared to seeking information individually
(Leeder & Shah, 2016b). However, the success of collaborative

information behavior depends on several factors; for instance,
prior experiences with group work improve the search results in
collaborative information behavior (Leeder & Shah, 2016a).
In some studies)such as Shah, 2010; Spence et al., 2005;
Zerehsaz, 2017) the variables of participatory information
seeking behavior used in our research (duration of interaction,
number of requests, perceived usefulness, number of requests
received, number of requests made, number of interactions
with partner, number of interactions with librarian, number
of executive requests, number of instrumental requests, and
duration of interactions as a giver (seconds)) were studied
incoherently and we used them in this research.
Overall, while there have been studies on learning styles and
user experiences, and CIS of students have also been studied,
few studies have dealt with the relationship of learning styles
and users’ experience in the context of CIS. This study aims to
contribute to bridging this gap.

3. METHOD
To study the relationship of learning styles and users’
experience with CIS, we conducted a user study in which 30
pairs of participants worked on two tasks in a lab setting. A
review of the methodology used in CIS studies showed that lab
experiments were the most common method of data collection
in such studies (Hertzum & Hansen, 2019). Below we present
the details of the methodology.

3.1. Participants
We recruited 60 participants in 30 pairs from graduate
students of Kharazmi University (Iran). Recruitment notes
were posted on the campus bulletin boards and students who
were interested filled in a short form that was used for choosing
the participants. The participant pairs who signed up had to
know each other and they should have done some collaborative
work with each other before. They needed to be familiar with
the use of digital libraries. Fifteen pairs were male and 15 pairs
were female, and participants were between 24 and 27 years
old. The participants were randomly chosen from those who
expressed their interest and met the abovementioned criteria.
The participants chose the day and time convenient to them for
their sessions.
After the participants were briefed about the study and were
given an information sheet, they signed a consent form. They
completed the Kolb’s learning style questionnaire (Kolb, 1985)
and a user experience questionnaire. Then they performed two
information-seeking tasks.
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has been widely used and adapted by numerous researchers
(Sanderson, 2011). The questionnaire consisted of twelve
statements each with four options. The participants needed
to rank the options from one (lowest alignment) to four
(highest alignment) with their learning style. By adding the
values of each option for the twelve statements, a sum value
was obtained for the given learning style of the participant.
Then the value of abstract conceptualization was subtracted
from the value of concrete experience (AC-CE), and the value
of active experimentation was taken away from the value of
reflective observation (AE-RO). In a diagram with two axes of
X (horizontal) and Y (vertical), the result of AC-CE is used for Y
with AC at the bottom and CE at the top, and the result of AERO is used for X with AE on the left end and RO on the right
end. The four quadrants from top right clockwise represent
diverging, assimilating, converging, and accommodating
learning styles. Kolb’s questionnaire has already been subjected
to validity and reliability testing. Kolb originally reported
Cronbach alpha values between 0.73 and 0.83 for the four styles.
Reliability of the Persian translation of the questionnaire has
already been approved in previous studies (Barzegar, 2011). In
this study we found Cronbach alpha values of 0.76 (abstract
conceptualization), 0.68 (concrete experience), 0.75 (active
experimentation), and 0.84 (reflective observation).
To measure users’ experience, a questionnaire was designed by
the researchers. The questionnaire’s face validity was confirmed
by four information system experts. The questionnaire had 20
questions with Likert scales measuring users’ familiarity with
the Internet and information system technologies, web search
systems, searching techniques, and the use of digital libraries.
Cronbach alpha was calculated to be 0.87 for the questionnaire,
which is a relatively high value.
After performing the tasks, participants completed another
short questionnaire about the usefulness of their interaction with
the digital library, their collaboration with their partner and with
the librarian, and the tools and resources. The questionnaire had
eight questions with a 5-point Likert scale that indicated low
level to high level of usefulness.
In the analysis, all variables related to CIS (e.g., number or
duration of interactions and collaborations) were considered as
dependent variables, and learning styles, experience, and task
difficulty were considered as independent variables.

3.2. Settings
Each pair of participants did their session separately at their
convenient time in a lab. The lab had two computers equipped
with Skype for interaction between partners and also between
them and a librarian, Camtasia for screen capturing, and access
to Tebyan Digital Library. The two partners’ computers were
two meters apart facing the same direction and the librarian’s
computer was in another corner of the room facing the opposite
direction. Sessions took between one to two hours. A pilot study
with four pairs was conducted before the main study.
The variables in the study included learning style, user
experience, duration of interaction, number of requests, number
of interactions with librarian, number of interactions with
partner, number of interactions as a giver, number of interactions
as a receiver, perceived usefulness of interaction, duration of
interaction with partner, duration of interaction with librarian,
duration of being a giver, duration of being a receiver, number of
instrumental requests, and number of executive requests.
3.3. Collaborative Information Seeking Tasks
Two tasks with different levels of difficulty were used for the
study. There was one easy and one difficult task. The topics
chosen for both tasks were related to research methods as all
students pass a research method subject as part of their course
regardless of their discipline. Students were told to suppose that
the tasks were part of a group assignment they needed to do
collaboratively for the research method subject. Collaborative
assignment and learning is believed to have benefits for learners
(Thompson & Ku, 2006). The easy task asked students to find
the answers to a few simple questions about scholarly journal
articles and different types of articles. The difficult task included
a few questions about differences between qualitative and
quantitative methods, and some of the features of experimental
research. The validity of both tasks was confirmed by three
research methods experts. Students could collaborate with their
partner and the librarian for doing the tasks. They were required
to use only the Tebyan Digital Library for their information
seeking and their answers had to be based on the resources they
could find in the digital library.
Tebyan Digital Library (https://library.tebyan.net) was chosen
as it is the largest and most popular Iranian digital library that
provides full-text access and it has multiple helpful features
such as searching, browsing, note taking, and personalization
features.

4. FINDINGS

3.4. Questionnaires
To examine participants’ learning styles, Kolb’s questionnaire
(Kolb, 1985) was used. Kolb’s model was chosen because it

The most common learning style among the participants
was converging (45%) and the least common learning style was
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into two groups based on the categorization by Taherbhai
(2005), which in turn was based on research by Nelson-Le
Gall (1981). The two types include instrumental help, which
is when users ask for a hint in order to solve the problem, and
executive help which is when users ask someone to solve the
problem for them (Taherbhai, 2005, pp. 30-31). Executive help
seeking is dependency oriented as it is a passive approach to
problem solving and involves surface level cognitive processing
strategies. Instrumental help seeking, on the other hand, is
mastery oriented as it requires a higher level of knowledge
(Taherbhai, 2005). Examples of executive help seeking are
“What keywords do you suggest I should use for the search”
and “How can I highlight the articles I downloaded?” Examples
of instrumental help seeking are “I think for a more precise
search I need to put the phrase in quotation marks? Am I
right?” and “Does the type of resource have to be journal
articles?” The number of executive requests was almost 10
times the number of instrumental help requests.
Mann–Whitney U tests showed no significant difference
between male and female participants in any of the CIS variables.
In term of the participants’ subject area, they were grouped into
two broad groups of humanities and social sciences (N = 38)
and science and engineering (N = 22). Mann–Whitney U tests
revealed significant differences between these two groups only
in two variables. Humanities and social science students made
more instrumental requests (Mdn = 1) compared to the other
group (Mdn = 0) (U = -1.98, p = 0.047). Also, humanities and
social science students had more interaction with their partners
(Mdn = 2) compared to the other group (Mdn = 1) (U = -2.947,
p = 0.003).

Table 1. Frequency distribution of respondents based on learning style
Learning style

N

%

Converging

27

45

Diverging

15

25

Assimilating

12

20

6

10

60

100

Accommodating
Total

accommodating (10%). See Table 1. ‘Convergers’ prefer technical
tasks and are less concerned with people and interpersonal
aspects. ‘Divergers’ prefer to watch rather than do, and they
tend to gather information and use their imagination to solve
problems. ‘Assimilators’ require clear explanations rather than
practical opportunities and they excel at understanding wideranging information and organizing it in a clear logical format.
‘Accommodators’ rely on hands-on skills for learning and prefer
intuition than logic, and take a practical, experimental approach
(McLeod, 2013).
A summary of statistics related to the CIS of participants
is presented in Table 2. While participants on average spent
51.56 seconds on each interaction in the easy task, the average
duration in the difficult task was longer (68.7 seconds). The
average number of requests made during the easy task was
slightly higher (0.68) than that of the difficult task (0.66). In
general, the number of interactions with the librarian was
higher than with partners in both tasks, and the number of
interactions with both the partner and the librarian was higher
in the difficult task than in the easy one. Requests were divided

Table 2. Collaborative information seeking variables by task
Easy task
Standard deviation

Difficult task
Mean

Standard deviation

Mean

Number of requests

0.87

2.53

1.55

3.48

Duration of interaction (seconds)

36.9

51.73

57.2

68.7

Perceived usefulness

10.3

71.33

11.95

70.19

Number of requests received

0.11

0.68

0.14

0.67

Number of requests made

0.14

1.93

0.16

2.75

Number of interactions with partner

0. 67

1.17

1.49

1.47

Number of interactions with librarian

0.88

1.35

1.07

1.98

Number of executive requests

0. 98

2.3

1.26

3.01

Number of instrumental requests

0.46

0.23

0.65

0.47

Duration of interactions as a giver (seconds)

18.19

12.85

24.91

13. 3

Duration of interactions as a receiver (seconds)

35.41

38.9

44.1

54.08
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were more likely to be receivers of information. The other
indicates that those with diverging learning styles were less
likely to be receivers (-0.319). These findings are aligned with
the characteristics of people with these learning styles; with an
increase in the difficulty of the tasks, divergent and convergent
learners show their difference as divergent learners are less
keen on being receivers. The third correlation is between the
accommodating learning style and the number of interactions
with colleagues. This group of learners is more reliant on other
people’s information. There was a relationship between the
number of help requests and the accommodating learning
style. This indicates that those with this learning style had more
interaction with their partners in the difficult task (Table 4).
When the values for the two easy and difficult tasks were
combined, overall, there were two weak positive correlations
between the frequency of being a giver of information and the
assimilating learning style (0.278), and between the number of
interactions with a partner and the accommodating learning
style (0.304) (Table 5).

4.1. Learning Styles and CIS
Table 3 presents the Spearman correlation coefficient values
between learning styles and the CIS variables in the easy
task. Grey cells are statistically significant at 0.05 level. There
is a significant but weak negative correlation between the
assimilating learning style and frequency of being a receiver,
which means those with this learning style were slightly less
likely to play the role of being a receiver of information. People
with assimilating learning styles rely more on abstract learning
than on others for learning. There is also a significant but weak
negative correlation between the accommodating learning
style and frequency of being a giver, which means those with
this learning style were less likely to be givers. Accommodating
learners tend to rely on others for information. There is also a
correlation between the accommodating learning style and time
spent as a giver. The weak negative correlation shows that those
with this learning style spend less time as a giver.
In the difficult task, there were four weak correlations. The
first one is between the converging learning style and the
frequency of being a receiver, as those with this learning style

Table 3. Correlation between learning styles and main variables of CIS in the easy task

Number of requests
Duration of interactions
Perceived usefulness
Frequency of being a giver
Frequency of being a receiver
Number of interactions with partner
Number of interactions with librarian
Number of executive requests
Number of instrumental requests
Duration of interactions with librarian
Duration of interactions with partner
Duration of acting as a giver
Duration of acting as a receiver

CC
p-value
CC
p-value
CC
p-value
CC
p-value
CC
p-value
CC
p-value
CC
p-value
CC
p-value
CC
p-value
CC
p-value
CC
p-value
CC
p-value
CC
p-value

Converging
-0.21
0.109
0.04
0.760
0.073
0.580
0.079
0.547
0.044
0.741
-0.106
0.419
0.016
0.902
-0.185
0.157
0.018
0.892
-0.007
0.955
0.112
0.369
-0.093
0.482
-0.032
0.806

CC, correlation coefficient.
*p ≤ 0.05.
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Diverging
0.21
0.106
-0.033
0.802
-0.074
0.572
-0.093
0.482
-0.032
0.806
0.112
0.396
-0.007
0.955
0.188
0.155
-0.016
0.901
0.016
0.902
-0.106
0.419
0.079
0.547
0.044
0.741

Assimilating
-0.119
0.366
-0.092
0.483
0.251
0.053
0.129
0.325
-0.275*
0.033*
0.02
0.877
-0.014
0.914
-0.05
0.707
-0.061
0.643
-0.014
0.914
0.02
0.877
0.295
0.022
-0.224
0.060

Accommodating
0.239
0.066
0.094
0.473
0.076
0.561
-0.271*
0.037*
0.13
0.323
0.066
0.619
-0.01
0.914
0.205
0.116
-0.009
0.946
-0.01
0.941
0.066
0.619
-0.271*
0.037*
0.13
0.323
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Table 4. Correlation between learning styles and main variables of CIS in the difficult task
Number of requests
Duration of interactions
Perceived usefulness
Frequency of being a giver
Frequency of being a receiver
Number of interactions with partner
Number of interactions with librarian
Number of executive requests
Number of instrumental requests
Duration of interactions with librarian
Duration of interactions with partner
Duration of acting as a giver
Duration of acting as a receiver

CC
p-value
CC
p-value
CC
p-value
CC
p-value
CC
p-value
CC
p-value
CC
p-value
CC
p-value
CC
p-value
CC
p-value
CC
p-value
CC
p-value
CC
p-value

Converging
-0.069
0.603
-0.028
0.834
-0.1
0.446
0.166
0.205
0.302*
0.010*
0.406
0.726
0.055
0.674
-0.011
0.404
0.029
0.825
-0.058
0.658
-0.033
0.800
-0.15
0.254
0.142
0.281

Diverging
0.09
0.496
0.044
0.737
0.084
0.522
-0.15
0.254
-0.319*
0.013*
0.033
0.800
-0.058
0.658
0.12
0.363
0.002
0.990
0.055
0.674
0.046
0.726
0.166
0.205
-0.124
0.347

Assimilating
-0.019
0.887
0.039
0.765
0.042
0.751
0.216
0.97
-0.31
0.816
-0.036
0.783
0.091
0.488
0.051
0.696
-0.1
0.448
0.091
0.488
-0.036
0.783
0.216
0.097
-0.031
0.816

Accommodating
-0.051
0.701
0.089
0.5
0.049
0.709
-0.05
0.705
0.194
0.138
0.317*
0.014*
0.039
0.769
-0.073
0.58
0.294*
0.023*
0.039
0.769
0.093
0.479
-0.05
0.70
0.194
0.138

Diverging
0.173
0.186
0.015
0.907
0.013
0.922
-0.15
0.254
0.209
0.109
0.015
0.912
-0.045
0.733
0.198
0.130
-0.008
0.095
0.048
0.715
-0.001
0.993
0.164
0.210
-0.193
0.139

Assimilating
-0.041
0.757
-0.013
0.919
0.16
0.223
0.278*
0.032*
-0.186
0.154
-0.024
0.857
0.055
0.674
0.01
0.941
-0.118
0.367
0.055
0.674
-0.024
0.857
0.229
0.078
0.245
0.059

Accommodating
0.071
0.587
0.101
0.445
0.01
0.939
-0.05
0.705
0.211
0.105
0.304*
0.018*
0.021
0.871
0.065
0.623
0.033
0.804
0.021
0.871
0.085
0.518
-0.192
0.143
0.211
0.105

CC, correlation coefficient.
*p ≤ 0.05.

Table 5. Correlation between learning styles and main variables of CIS in all tasks
Number of requests
Duration of interactions
Perceived usefulness
Frequency of being a giver
Frequency of being a receiver
Number of interactions with partner
Number of interactions with librarian
Number of executive requests
Number of instrumental requests
Duration of interactions with librarian
Duration of interactions with partner
Duration of acting as a giver
Duration of acting as a receiver

CC
p-value
CC
p-value
CC
p-value
CC
p-value
CC
p-value
CC
p-value
CC
p-value
CC
p-value
CC
p-value
CC
p-value
CC
p-value
CC
p-value
CC
p-value

Converging
-0.155
0.237
-0.001
0.993
-0.024
0.857
0.166
0.205
-0.193
0.139
-0.001
0.993
0.048
0.715
-0.019
0.146
0.35
0.793
-0.045
0.733
0.015
0.912
-0.16
0.221
0.209
0.109

CC, correlation coefficient.
*p ≤ 0.05.
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Table 7 shows the results of Spearman correlation tests
between user experience and CIS variables. There is a positive
but relatively weak correlation between user experience in both
tasks separately and combined with the duration of interaction
and the perceived usefulness. This could be because those
with more experience might better understand the interactive
environment of an information system. Duration of interaction
and user experience had a weak negative relationship in both
easy and difficult tasks and when combined. This shows that
more experienced users spent less time interacting with their
partner. In the easy task, those with more experience made
more help requests (0.318) but spent less time interacting with
their partner (-0.277). The latter was also true overall when both
tasks were combined (-0.280). When both tasks were combined,
those with more experience had fewer interactions with the
librarian (-0.299).

4.2. User Experience and CIS
More than half of the participants (33, 55%) had little
experience in using different information systems and 27
participants (45%) were experienced. See Table 6. To measure
users’ experience, the value of their responses to the user
experience questionnaire was scaled between 0 to 100, and those
with a value of 60 and above were considered as experienced
and those with lower values were considered as having little
experience.
Table 6. Frequency distribution of respondents based on user experience
User experience

Frequency

Percent

Mean

Little experience

33

55

45

Experienced

27

45

68

Total

60

100

55

Table 7. Correlation between user experience and the main variables of CIS

Number of requests
Duration of interactions
Perceived usefulness
Frequency of being a giver
Frequency of being a receiver
Number of interactions with partner
Number of interactions with librarian
Number of executive requests
Number of instrumental requests
Duration of interactions with librarian
Duration of interactions with partner
Duration of acting as a giver
Duration of acting as a receiver

CC

Easy

Difficult

Both

-0.058

-0.231

-0.231

p-value

0.662

0.076

0.076

CC

-0.323*

-0.298*

-0.339*

p-value

0.012*

0.021*

0.008*

CC

0.300*

0.300*

0.355*

p-value

0.020*

0.020*

0.005*

CC

-0.096

-0.092

-0.229

p-value

0.467

0.486

0.079
-0.068

CC

-0.236

-0.163

p-value

0.70

0.213

0.605

CC

-0.206

-0.144

-0.207

p-value

0.113

0.274

0.112

CC

0.308

0.028

0.041

p-value

0.774

0.832

0.754

CC

0.031

-0.087

-0.164

p-value

0.814

0.508

0.211

CC

0.318*

-0.064

-0.203

p-value

0.013*

0.626

0.119
-0.299*

CC

0.038

0.028

p-value

0.774

0.832

0.020*

CC

-0.277*

-0.213

-0.280*

p-value
CC

0.032*

0.102

0.031*

-0.090

-0.124

-0.134

p-value

0.494

0.345

0.307

CC

-0.291

-0.316

-0.339

p-value

0.024

0.014

0.008

CC, correlation coefficient.
*p ≤ 0.05.
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5. DISCUSSION AND CONCLUSION

This might be because experienced users were able to accomplish
the tasks in a shorter time and they required less interaction
with their partners or with the librarian. They also spent less
time receiving help, which might be due to the same reason.
However, they made more requests in the easy task. Given the
order of the tasks and the fact that their experience helped them
do more advanced searching, they were able to ask for help for
more features. Hölscher and Strube (2000) found that users who
have both domain specific background knowledge and technical
search expertise are most successful. Those who were novice
searchers but domain experts relied heavily on terminology and
avoided query formatting. Those with low domain knowledge
are less flexible in their strategies and return to previous stages of
their searches. In this research the number of participants with
a low level of experience (55%) was higher than experienced
users and inexperienced users need more help and direction
for a successful information seeking activity. We need to note
that the experience questionnaire showed that users’ experience
levels were generally higher for using Google and usual search
fields (title, subject, etc.) and lower in terms of using directories,
browsing, and help features of digital libraries.
Experienced users were more satisfied with their collaboration
and interaction and were more positive about it. Past studies
(Connell, 1995) showed that inexperienced users do not use help
possibly because they do not understand how help can be useful
to them. Therefore, to engage in collaboration and help seeking
through digital communication, some level of experience is
needed. Overall, the results showed that experience might result
in a reduction in the length of the period of interaction and an
increase in satisfaction from the CIS.
This study has some implications for the design of digital
libraries and the work of information professionals. Information
professionals should be trained for managing the interactive
environment of digital libraries. Part of their training should be
about psychological and cognitive differences among users and
the appropriate ways for communication with them. Although
the application of learning styles in information literacy
training has its own critics (Sanderson, 2011), awareness of the
differences can help design more inclusive training programs
and information systems. The need for diversified user training
has been highlighted in past studies (Zha, Wang, Yan, Zhang,
& Zha, 2015). Accommodating users with different learning
styles and learning needs can stimulate maximum engagement
and enthusiasm among users. Help, browsing, and directories of
digital libraries are among the features where designers can try
to accommodate the needs of different user groups. For instance,
including links to resources outside the digital library could be a
helpful feature for experienced users. Prior studies have shown

This study looked at the relationship of learning styles and
users’ experience with CIS in a digital library setting and found
some relationships between some aspects of CIS with learning
styles and users’ experience. Not many studies in the past have
investigated learning styles and CIS. Only Huang and Xie (2011)
studied the effect of learning styles on users’ interaction with
help features of digital libraries. Our research confirms their
finding in that learning style is related to the way users interact
with the digital library and help seeking. The research showed
that in difficult tasks, the differences among users with different
learning styles become more evident, and that generally
interactions increase in more difficult tasks.
Convergers tended to act more frequently as a receiver of
help and information in the difficult task. This is a bit surprising
because convergers prefer active experimentation and are not
as good at dealing with social interpersonal issues as users
with other learning styles were (Sugahara & Boland, 2010).
Divergers, on the other hand, were less likely to be receivers
of help and information in the difficult task. Divergers are
active, enjoy gathering information, and like working in groups
(Duman, 2010). Although they like working in groups, perhaps
the setting of the task did not allow them to be imaginative in
using new solutions and so they did not request information.
Assimilators were less likely to be receivers of help in the easy
task and more likely to be helpers. Accommodators served as
helpers more than those of the other three learning styles. This
shows the greater tendency of this group for offering help and
support. They are generally known for being keen on learning
from others and prefer to be presenters of information. They
take risks and are pragmatic and interested in interaction and
group work (Gogus & Gunes, 2011). They acted as helpers less
frequently and for shorter time periods in the easy task than in
the difficult task. This is not surprising, for there might be more
need for help in the difficult tasks. Generally, accommodators
had more interactions with their peers. In the difficult task they
had more instrumental requests. Instrumental requests require
a higher level of knowledge and information literacy compared
to executive requests. However, overall, the number of executive
requests in this study was much greater than the number of
instrumental requests. Zerehsaz (2017) found similar results
and attributed the high number of executive requests to users’
knowledge shortcomings and their passivity in the help-seeking
process.
In terms of user experience, most of the correlations were with
time-related variables and all of them were negative. Experienced
users spent less time interacting in the difficult task and overall.
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that collaborative search tools can also have potential drawbacks
for users (Capra, Marchionini, Velasco-Martin, & Muller, 2010).
For instance, they might be perceived as difficult and timeconsuming and users might reject any additional effort (Kelly
& Payne, 2014). However, the benefits probably outweigh the
drawbacks especially as more usage results in more optimistic
attitudes to the CIS (Wu et al., 2018). Improvement in users’
understanding of the topic concepts, enhancement of users’
skills in communication, research, information search, and
collaboration are among other benefits (Wu et al., 2018).
Finally, for future research it is suggested that the role of
cognitive characteristics and cultural components affecting
the CIS behavior of users in the digital library environment
be studied and analyzed. It seems that the collaborative
information-seeking behavior of users in the digital library is
influenced by these underlying factors, and knowing them can
help remove barriers to effective participation in this area. Also,
it is useful to study the field of personalization of help resources,
providing appropriate guidelines and recommendations to solve
problems and challenges of users when seeking information
on recommending systems in the digital library, according to
the different characteristics of learning styles and the level of
user experience, which was also examined in this study. Also, it
should be noted that this research was conducted in a specific
digital library environment with students for two specific
tasks in a lab setting. Therefore, one needs to be cautious in
generalizing the findings to other contexts and user groups. The
number of participants with different learning styles was not
equal and in some styles the number was low which might have
affected the analysis. It would be useful to conduct a similar
study where collaborative tools are embedded in, rather than
separate to, the digital library.
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ABSTRACT
Information need has been one of the main motivations for a person using a search engine. Queries can represent very different
information needs. Ironically, a query can be a poor representation of the information need because the user can find it difficult
to express the information need. Query Expansion (QE) is being popularly used to address this limitation. While QE can be
considered as a language-independent technique, recent findings have shown that in certain cases, language plays an important
role. Arabic is a language with a particularly large vocabulary rich in words with synonymous shades of meaning and has high
morphological complexity. This paper, therefore, provides a review on QE for Arabic information retrieval, the intention being
to identify the recent state-of-the-art of this burgeoning area. In this review, we primarily discuss statistical QE approaches that
include document analysis, search, browse log analyses, and web knowledge analyses, in addition to the semantic QE approaches,
which use semantic knowledge structures to extract meaningful word relationships. Finally, our conclusion is that QE regarding
the Arabic language is subjected to additional investigation and research due to the intricate nature of this language.
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1. INTRODUCTION

like WordNet to expand the original query independent of
the query and the retrieved outcomes (Pal, Mitra, & Datta,
2014). On the other hand, local approaches use the documents
retrieved from the initial query, envisaging the finding of useful
terms in these documents, to add them to the original query for
expansion. This relies on Relevance Feedback (RF) approaches.
For Information Retrieval (IR) purposes, the Arabic language
has been less studied than other European (and to a certain
extent Asian) languages (El Mahdaouy, El Alaoui, & Gaussier,
2018). However, in recent years, significant efforts have been
devoted to improve the performance of IR and Natural
Language Processing (NLP) tasks in the Arabic language (Batita
& Zrigui, 2018), although, due to the complex morphology of
Arabic, Arabic semantic IR is still an obstacle and challenge to
researchers in this field (Belkredim, El Sebai, & Bouali, 2009;
Bounhas, Soudani, & Slimani, 2020) .
Arabic is a right to left language, characterized by a typically
huge vocabulary, with ambiguity in the meaning of numerous
words (Abu-Errub, 2014). Four hundred and twenty-two
million people use Arabic as the local language, and another 250
million use it as a second language. According to Abouenour
(Abouenour, Bouzouba, & Rosso, 2010), the distinctive features
of Arabic, viz., its lack of capital letters, complex morphology,
and short vowels, pose significant challenges to the research
community. These exceptional features also confound Arabic
Information Retrieval (AIR).
Arabic consists of two major divisions: alphabets and
diacritical marks. Alphabets represent the consonant sounds,
whereas diacritical marks represent the short vowels causing
variations in pronunciation. For instance, the word “ ” can
bring more than one valid interpretation, depending on the
short vowels put on the letters of the word. “ ” means (he
wrote), but “ ” means (books). Another word is “ ”, which
means (he went), whereas “ ” means (gold).
Many methods have been recommended for the enrichment
of AIR (query correction, QE, as well as stemming and
lemmatization), most of which encompass a vital task between
NLP and IR. However, Arabic text comes with a new set of
challenges, for the complexity of the language is as problematic
as it is challenging. Farghaly and Shaalan (2009) consider
developing the Arabic language in the IR field a novel study. The
queries and research are quite inadequate compared to the work
in other languages like English.
The main aim of this paper is to review works related to QE
for AIR, the intention being to identify the recent state-of-theart of this burgeoning area. Earlier review papers (Atwan &
Mohd, 2017) regarding Arabic QE techniques focus merely on
reviewing and classifying the traditional QE techniques without

One outstanding and vital service of the Internet is web
search, where, with extensive web documents available on the
Internet, users discover and have access to valuable data and
materials through search engines. For instance, if a person
wishes to find out detailed information about
(common linguistic mistakes in the Arabic
language), he/she must just type
in any of the search engines, and a large number of related web
documents will be displayed, with the most suitable ones listed
on top. Each search result comes with a title, URL address, and a
snippet (a phrase or sentence taken by the search engines from
the related web documents) (Cui, Wen, Nie, & Ma, 2002).
As the Internet is eminently usable, and online information
and users’ web sites have multiplied manifold, this information
is usually not organized, posing difficulties to users in fulfilling
their information needs. To get better results, users must
formulate their queries properly, through which the correct
term could retrieve the related documents. Although observers
mandate that users’ queries should be short, comprising just two
or three words, formulating the user’s queries is considered to
be a tricky task (Berget & Sandnes, 2015). According to Belkin
(1980), it is difficult for people to define precisely what their
information need is, because that information is a gap in their
knowledge, which he called the Anomalous State of Knowledge
hypothesis.
Some methods have been proposed to fill the knowledge
gaps, one of which is Query Expansion (QE) (Azad & Deepak,
2019; Dalton, Naseri, Dietz, & Allan, 2019). The hypothesis of
QE is to suggest new related words to add to the original query
in order to retrieve more related documents. Search engines
such as Google and Yahoo offer suggestion-related queries to
users, where the user has the option to retain his or her query or
choose the suggested query (Wang, Lai, & Liu, 2009). QE is of
four types: Manual Query Expansion (MQE), Automatic Query
Expansion (AQE), Interactive Query Expansion (IQE), and
Hybrid Query Expansion (HQE). In this review, the focus will
be on AQE.
Over the years, AQE methods have been suggested as an
effective tool for overcoming the term mismatch problem
(Vechtomova, 2009; White & Horvitz, 2015). Vocabulary
mismatch occurs when a user’s query does not match the
content of the stored documents. AQE aims to improve
retrieval performance by inserting new words into the initial
query, provided these are related to the original query terms.
Researchers classify AQE techniques into local and global
approaches; the latter use ontology or other semantic resources
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highlighting current techniques like Word Embedding (WE),
considered one of the most important techniques for improving
retrieval performance. Therefore, our review endeavours
to cover all the Arabic QE techniques and highlight their
advantages and disadvantages.

2.2. Automatic Query Expansion Approaches
In this type, the whole process of the expansion, consisting of
getting the expansion terms set, choosing the proper terms from
this set, assigning a weight to each term, and then formulating
the query, is implemented by the system without involving the
user. AQE can be classified into 1) statistical approaches, 2)
semantic approaches, and 3) hybrid approaches (Raza, Mokhtar,
& Ahmad, 2018).

2. QUERY EXPANSION
QE occurs when a new word is added to the original query,
with the aim to enhance retrieval performance. As indicated
previously, there are four different ways to expand the query:
• MQE is based on the skilful decision of the user, who selects
the candidate terms and reformulates the initial query
manually. However, earlier studies found that manual
choice of candidate terms for the expansion may retrieve
only twenty-five percent from the relevant documents in the
collection (Sharma, Pamula, & Chauhan, 2019).
• IQE is also called semi-automatic, where the system gives
suggestion terms, and the user selects the proper expansion
terms which can retrieve more relevant documents in the
next iteration.
• AQE: The weight of each candidate term is computed, and
the highest weighted terms are selected to add to the initial
query (the system executes the whole process without
involving the user).
• HQE refers to combining two or more methods for the
expansion process, as in Han and Chen (2009), who
proposed a hybrid method combining two techniques:
ontology-based and neural networks.

2.2.1. Statistical Query Expansion Approaches
The idea of statistical QE approaches is to apply a statistical or
probabilistic method to the content of documents to mine term
× term association or term × query association, which is utilized
to identify the candidate expansion terms for the query. The
statistical QE approaches focus on the analysis of the document
corpus, which can be either a collection of web documents,
search and browse history documents, or text documents.
During the expansion process, non-relevant terms may be
added to the query as new expansion terms, which may cause a
query drift, i.e., straying to topics other than the main query. The
statistical QE approaches reduce the risk of such drifting.
2.2.2. Semantic Query Expansion Approaches
The semantic QE approaches use the original search query
to extract meaningful word relationships using semantic
knowledge structures, where the query can be expanded
semantically based on these relationships. The knowledge
structure, also known as thesaurus, lexicon, or ontology, consists
of a set of concepts and a set of relationships among the concepts
(Gruber, 1995). The knowledge structure can be generated
manually (e.g., WordNet (Miller, Beckwith, Fellbaum, Gross, &
Miller, 1990)), or automatically (e.g., similarity thesaurus (Qiu &
Frei, 1993)), and may be dependent on a specific domain, or be
independent, where the relationships between concepts can be
either synonym, antonym, part-of, hyponym, or located-at.

2.1. Automatic Query Expansion
In our review, we focus on AQE, which is the process of
automatically enhancing retrieval effectiveness, without
involving users in the assortment of terms. AQE selects the
words which have the highest weight, which will contribute to
the reformulation of the original query in improving retrieval
performance. For the results to be improved, suitable weight
terms are required (Ooi, Ma, Qin, & Liew, 2015). Fig. 1 shows
the main steps of AQE.

Ranked
candidate
features

Intermediate
feature
Query
Data

Data
pre-processing

2.2.3. Hybrid Query Expansion Approaches
The hybrid QE approaches combine two or more QE
approaches such as statistical or semantic, or a combination
of statistical and semantic approaches, to improve results by

Feature
generation and
ranking

Intermediate
feature

Feature
selection

Expansion
feature

Query
reformulation

Fig. 1. Automatic query expansion.
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obtaining the positive characteristics of each approach. The
main idea of hybrid QE approaches is to obtain an advantage
greater than that from applying only one approach, either
statistical or semantic. Recently, to overcome the limitations of
individual QE techniques, many studies have combined various
QE methods for achieving better performance.

known as the described expanded query that will be run into
the search box to get a better result. The process is to reconstruct
the original query and add the new candidate terms which have
the highest weight. Numerous methods, such as the Rocchio
algorithm, have been proposed to find the new candidate terms
correlated with the query terms, using diverse techniques that
depend on various data sources.

2.3. Automatic Query Expansion Stages
According to Ooi et al. (2015), AQE can be divided into
four phases, viz., pre-processing of the data, ranking and
generating the candidate terms, selection of the new terms, and
reformulating the query.

3. AUTOMATIC QUERY EXPANSION METHODS
Carpineto and Romano (2012) categorize AQE methods
into five groups based on the conceptual paradigm applied to
obtain enlargement features, viz., Linguistic Methods, CorpusSpecific Statistical Methods, Query-Specific Statistical Methods,
Search Log Analysis Method, and Web Data. The Linguistic
Methods, Corpus-Specific Statistical Methods, and QuerySpecific Statistical Methods are related to our review and are
described below.
Linguistic analysis refers to the scientific analysis of a
language sample, involving at least one of the five main
branches of linguistics, viz., phonology, morphology, syntax,
semantics, and pragmatics. Linguistic analysis can be used to
describe the unconscious rules and processes that speakers of
languages use to create spoken or written language and can
be useful to those desiring to learn a language or translate
from one language to another. It is usually found in thesauri,
dictionaries, or other related knowledge sources like WordNet.
As the development of features is generally made independent
of the complete query and the database’s content searched, it is
usually more sensitive to Word-Sense Disambiguation (WSD)
(Carpineto & Romano, 2012).
Query-Specific Local Methods are more effective than corpusspecific techniques because they exploit the local context
provided by the query. In contrast, corpus-specific techniques
might be based on documents that are found frequently in the
corpus which may be irrelevant for the query—additionally,
Query-Specific Local Methods utilize the top-ranked retrieved
documents (Carpineto & Romano, 2012).

2.3.1. Pre-processing of Data
A new suitable style of the data depends on this step, for
the query to be expanded. In this phase, the data source will
be transformed into another format to be more effectively
processed by subsequent phases (Carpineto & Romano, 2012).
In this phase, the following steps are to be followed:
•	Extracting the text from the source corpus, like Word Doc.,
PDF, etc.
• Tokenization (only the individual words are selected)
•	Stop-word Removal (prepositions and common words will
be deleted)
•	Stemming of the words (returning the deriving words to
their roots)
• Word Weighting (each term will be assigned a weight)
After these steps are applied, it is easier to deal with this
text, because each term has a weight, and each term is already
returned to its root.

2.3.2. Ranking and Generating the Candidate Terms
Ranking and generating the candidate terms are considered
the most crucial stage, because the selected terms will be a
small number that is added to the original query. The data
source and the users’ queries are the input in the current step,
and a collection of new terms with their weights is the output.
Generating and ranking of the new words is a task of the system.
2.3.3. Selection of the New Terms
The top candidate terms are selected after the query terms are
ranked. An individual basis is adopted to select the top terms,
and the mutual dependencies of the candidate terms are ignored
(Lin & Murray, 2005).

4. ARABIC QUERY EXPANSION APPROACHES
As mentioned earlier, Arabic has a large vocabulary. The
language used for official writing is Standard Arabic, which is an
antique Arabic language including borrowed words originating
from other languages. Different borrowed words and synonyms
tend to be applied in diverse writings. The Arabic structure style

2.3.4. Reformulating the Query
Reformulating the query is the last stage of AQE, also well
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also tends to differ across Arab countries (Abdelali, 2004).
Another prominent feature of Arabic is its great structure of
inflection morphology, its high incidence of word polysemy
and its shape, and root ambiguity like “Pattern Polysemy” and
“Root-Homonymy” (Haddad, 2014; Hattab, Haddad, Yaseen,
Duraidi, & Shmais, 2009). The human-system relations can
adversely affect each other, with cases of incomplete and
unreliable representation mostly due to little vague words, which
may also be diffused with cognitive phonetic spelling errors
(Haddad, 2014; Hattab et al., 2009), inducing inappropriate or
even appropriate information to appear, for example, reducing
precision or recall in the IR system and confounding the intercognitive message. Such inadequacy in communication can be
considered a type of misapprehension and a worrying intercognitive communication between machines and humans
(Hattab et al., 2009).
However, due to the vital position of the Arabic language,
the research to develop IR for it is still not adequate compared
to other languages (Abbache, Meziane, Belalem, & Belkredim,
2016a; Abu-Errub, 2014). Additionally, emphasis needs to be
placed on this language, so that assistance can be provided to its
users in their exploration and quests.
One benefit brought by QE is that there are more chances
of retrieving a relevant document that did not appear with the
original query words, with a clear increase in recall. For example,
if the query Al-Qaeda is expanded to Al-Qaeda, al-Qaida, alQa’ida, Osama bin Laden, terrorist Sunni organization, or
September 11, 2001, it can yield a better result. In this case, this
initial query not only retrieves or obtains the documents with
the original or initial term (Al-Qaeda), but also other spellings
in the other documents. Experiments and research efforts
investigating the active role of QE in the retrieval of Arabic text
are still few and far between, compared to studies carried out in
other languages like English (Farghaly & Shaalan, 2009).

to evaluate the two different datasets with different languages,
constructed with ASP.NET technology via C# language. The
proposed method deals with two different datasets—the Arabic
corpus and the English corpus. The content of each corpus is a
medical document. However, the system deals with queries in
different languages (Arabic and English). The proposed system
was able to scan and index the documents through the multithreaded procedure, where the output documents were stored
in the Structured Query Language (SQL) database, which
represents the inverted index. The proposed system had three
steps: to find the proper synonyms of each query term, to select
the best synonyms for the expansion, and the expansion process
based on the words chosen. Boolean Model, Vector Space
Model, and Latent Semantic Indexing model were employed
for conducting the experiments. The subsystem of the proposed
method expanded the original query based on WordNet
ontology in three steps:
1.	For each term in the original query, the set of synonyms
was found (synset).
2.	The most useful synonyms were selected to add to the
original query.
3.	Finally, the original query was expanded by adding useful
synonyms based on the retrieval model used.
In the same domain, Mahgoub, Rashwan, Raafat, Zahran,
and Fayek (2014) introduced a new AQE technique for semantic
QE using a domain-independent semantic ontology, which
depends on three Arabic resources: (1) Arabic Wikipedia,
(2) Al Raed Dictionary, and (3) Google WordNet Dictionary.
Two AQE strategies were explored, the first being to produce
a single expanded query wherever this query contains all the
expanded terms. The second strategy was to create multiple
queries by expanding each word at a time, thus getting a single
result list by combining the results of these queries. In the second
strategy, for each expanded query, the noise source was the only
one which was the expanded term, unlike the other words left
without expansion, making this strategy less sensitive to noise.
The expansion terms of every single query were set to be a
maximum of 50 expansion terms, to increase recall measure.
Light-10 stemmer was implemented due to its high performance
compared to other stemming methods. Instead of having the
entire quantity stemmed before indexing, the group of the
word was clustered with a similar stem and placed in a similar
document as a wordlist, which was then employed in extension.
This method reduced the possibility of similarity among dual
words conveying the same stem, but with different senses, which
must originate from a similar document in mass to employ
in extension. Al-Raed and Google WordNet can be used for

4.1. Arabic Query Expansion Based on WordNet
One of the linguistic QE techniques is to find the related
words of the given query, by using the thesaurus to pick the
synonyms for that word. One of the most common methods
is WordNet (Jiang & Conrath, 1996; Mandala, Takenobu, &
Hozumi, 1998), a lexical database that can group words into a set
of synonyms called synsets. This technique expands the original
query by analyzing the expansion features such as lexical,
morphological, semantic, and syntactic term relationships.
Trad, Mustafa, Koroni, and Almaghrabi (2012) presented
the AQE technique based on Arabic WordNet (AWN) Ontology
for the Arabic language; this work is compared and evaluated
with English WordNet ontology. A software system was built
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further development. The open-source domain Lucene utilizes
the proposed method. Lucene is an open-source IR library
authorized under the Apache Software License (Białecki, Muir,
& Ingersoll, 2012). Initially inscribed in Java, it has now been
extended to additional software design languages. To identify
how significant a document is to a user’s query, Lucene hangs on
the Vector Space Model (VSM) of IR and the Boolean Model.
The results showed both strategies outperforming the baseline,
with the second strategy performing better than the first.
Further, Al-Chalabi, Ray, and Shaalan (2015) presented the
AQE method, which added a semantic term to the original
query using the semantic resources AWN. Using the ontology
resource AWN, each word in the query extracted the top ten
synonyms. The Boolean operators (and & or) were applied to
reformulate the initial query; hence, the new query was tested
using the Google search engine. For example, the initial query
was:
(Which is the largest country in the
world). This query was expanded by employing AQE using
AWN, changing into the new query:
(Which is the largest or biggest or widest country
or land or homeland in the world). Fifty Arabic queries of
the TREC & CLEF dataset were selected to test the proposed
method.
Abbache, Meziane, Belalem, and Belkredim (2016b)
presented the AQE technique exclusively focusing on short
queries using the lexical database AWN and association rules
to generate the new query terms. The users usually send their
information needs as an initial query. However, short queries are
a poor representation of users’ information needs, and they do
not express the actual user’s intention; therefore, reformulating
these queries becomes necessary. The proposed technique
started in the pre-processing phase, where the stop words were
removed to make the query ready for the next step. The next
step was the extraction of the expansion candidate terms from
the term selection source AWN. The Analyser (Query Analysis),
which uses the light-stemming algorithm, was utilized to extract
the useful expansion terms. Two strategies were used to expand
the query: IQE and its application in sequence. In the first
strategy, IQE, the system provides the terms of a suggestion, and
the user must decide which term is to be selected to add to the
initial query. The user’s query is sent to the Index Search after
analysis by the Analyser to get the results. And for each term in
the initial query, the Synonyms Extractor supplies different parts
of speech to assist the user in the selection. The user chooses
the appropriate synonyms to add to the initial query, after
which the search will commence with the new query. Though
AQE employs the same steps as IQE, in the former, the system
chooses the useful synonyms instead of the user. There must be

a relation between the terms and their synonyms to ensure the
choice of useful synonyms. The choice of the QE terms is based
on the assumption that words occurring often in the documents
most probably contain related or connected meanings and, as
such, can be associated. The association can occur between the
synonym and one of the query terms or their synonyms. The
experiments were conducted with four different strategies:
(1)	Simple search, called (R1), performed using the Lucene
Index without expansion
(2)	AQE based on synonyms, called (R2), involving expansion
of the original query by synonym using Lucene
(3)	AQE based on WordNet, called (RS), which concerns
using WordNet and the association rules to expand the
original query
(4)	IQE, called (RI), where expansion depends on the user’s
selection of the new expansion terms
Based on the experiment results, all the proposed strategies
(R1, R2, RS, and RI) showed significant improvement in terms
of recall measure, while the strategies R1, R2, and RS indicated a
decrease in the precision measure, especially in the first strategy,
R1. The fourth strategy, RI, outperformed the others in terms
of mean average precision (MAP). The reason behind the
decreasing precision values was that the selection and addition
of all the valid synonyms could insert noise, which will hurt the
expansion, as justified by Abbache et al. (2016b). Additionally,
AWN is a global database and does not contain synonyms for
all Arabic words. Another challenge is the polysemous nature
of Arabic words, where a term could indicate many meanings,
making it ambiguous.
He and Wang (2009) used disambiguation on extended terms
in an English-Arabic Cross-Language IR (CLIR), which improved
the search performance. Corpus-based disambiguation was
selected to retain the highest appropriate extended terms in the
extended query. Words received utilizing QE were examined and
collated with the meanings of the initial query terms specified in
WordNet. The exact words employed in the meanings of a query
team were reflected in the last extended query. In this research,
an English-Arabic CLIR method employed QE, where English
queries were used to search for Arabic documents. When
this program received the input of the English query, it was
interpreted with an English-to-Arabic dictionary. In any case,
where one of the query words was not able to be construed or
translated, transliteration was used.
As soon as the Arabic query was prepared, QE was adopted by
Indril apparatuses. The extended terms were converted back to
English using an Arabic-to-English dictionary, and every word
was reflected by one translation. The word with the maximum
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chance was selected using a thesaurus-based disambiguation
approach, to improve the efficiency of that method. The
procedure of interpreting a query from one language to another
frequently presents ambiguity and uncertainty. Query terms
generally go beyond a single translation, and those translations
could hold alternative words. Ascertaining the accurate
translations to employ in the target query can be quite tricky.
The sole method employed to improve the query translation is
QE, used to improve the translated query with relevant terms
extracted from the collected document. The simple method of
QE comes in two phases; in the first phase, the assumed group
of related documents is ascertained. For the second phase, the
relevant terms are employed for query enhancement. This
procedure of accumulating the proper words to the translated
query helps improve the accuracy and recollection, as more
related documents could be recognized and retrieved (Ballesteros
& Croft, 1997). The experimental outcomes revealed that QE
improved by disambiguation provided better efficiency.
Beirade, Azzoune, and Zegour (2019) proposed the QE
method, which used the semantic relations between the words
of the Holy Qur’an in creating the Quranic ontology, exhibiting
the meaning of each term with their relations. The proposed
method has been developed to recognize semantic terms in
the Holy Qur’an. Apache Lucene’s search engine, which uses
an indexed dictionary of words in the Qur’an, was employed in
this study. The content of the indexed dictionary is the Quranic
exegesis of Ibn Kathir and Hadith of the Prophet Mohammed.
To enhance the performance of Arabic QE, the term-to-term
similarity and association techniques were utilized to create the
Arabic thesauri.
The proposed system had three main stages: preparing
documents, building a traditional IR system, and building the
thesauri. Besides this, the procedure of the QE had three phases:
the first was to send the query terms to the thesaurus, and the
second was to get the related terms, followed by reformulation of
the query. The experiment results demonstrated that the proposed
system was useful for using semantic treatments with ontology.

documents the useful terms to add to the initial query for the
expansion purpose. The selection of the proper words is done
automatically, without involving the user. Each word of the topretrieved documents will get a score based on its co-occurrence
of the query terms. Hence, the word with the highest score will
be selected to formulate the initial query. The findings of some
of the researchers who rely on this category are discussed below.
Atwan, Mohd, Rashaideh, and Kanaan (2016) proposed
the AQE method, which relies on the semantic information
to PRF to improve conventional IR processes for enhancing
the AIR framework. Besides this, several Arabic stemmers
were investigated, and a list of Arabic stop-words created. This
study utilized the Arabic newswire TREC 2001 dataset to
create an enhanced Arabic framework to improve the retrieval
performance of AIR. The experiments were done using three
lists of stop-words: the Khoja stop-words list, the Abu El-Khair
general stop word list, and the combined stop words list. The
third list combined the Abu El-Khair stop-words list with Khoja
stop-words to make a new, combined list. The combined list
was able to improve retrieval performance in terms of precision
and reducing the corpus size. To find the semantic similarity
between the query terms and the documents, AWN was utilised.
Experimental results demonstrated that the AIR techniquebased AWN was successful in picking up the useful synonym
and reducing ambiguity.
The process of combining different Arabic word formats to
their stem or root is called stemming. Indexing a text collection
using stems or roots is superior to using original word formats.
However, Arabic text stemming has adverse effects on words. It
conflates words with a different meaning under one index term.
It frequently occurs in Arabic when using stems, and it becomes
more frequent when choosing roots to index the collection.
Stemming is not always perfect, and stemming errors usually
occur.
El Mahdaouy, El Alaoui, and Gaussier (2019) proposed
incorporating WE similarity into PRF models for AIR, where
WE similarities were the similarity between two vectors
obtained via WE. The main idea was to select the expansion
terms using their distribution in the set of top-relevant
documents of PRF, along with their similarity to the original
query terms. This study hypothesized that WE can be exploited
in the PRF framework for AIR to deal with term mismatch,
since similar words and words that should be grouped to the
same stem would be close to each other in the vector space.
The main goal was to boost the weights of semantically related
terms to the original query terms. This work investigated three
neural WE models, viz., Skip-gram, Continuous Bag of Words
(CBOW), and the Global Vector (GloVe) models.

4.2.	Arabic Query Expansion Based on Pseudo
Relevance Feedback
RF is considered the most effective technique for expanding
query utilizing the extracted terms from retrieved documents
to reformulate the original query. The method most similar
to RF is Pseudo Relevance Feedback (PRF), also known as
blind feedback. PRF is a local and vital QE technique (Singh
& Sharan, 2017). PRF, proposed by ALMasri, Berrut, and
Chevallet (2016) and Croft and Harper (1979), assumes that
the top retrieved documents are relevant, and selects from these
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The WE similarities were incorporated into four PRF models,
viz., the Kullback-Leibler divergence (KLD) (Carpineto, De
Mori, Romano, & Bigi, 2001), the Bose-Einstein 2 (Bo2) of
the Family of Divergence from Randomness models (Amati
& Van Rijsbergen, 2002), and the Log-Logistic (LL), as well
as the Smoothed Power-Law (SPL) of the information-based
family of PRF models (Clinchant & Gaussier, 2013). Evaluations
were performed on the standard Arabic TREC 2001/2002 test
collection using the three neural WE models mentioned above.
This study aimed to learn how WE might be exploited in PRF
techniques for AIR. The results showed that the proposed
PRF extensions significantly outperformed the baseline PRF
models. Moreover, they enhanced the baseline IR model by 22%
for MAP and the robustness index by 68%. The difference in
performance among the three WE models (GloVe, CBOW, and
Skip-gram models) was not statistically significant.

system using frequency-inverse document frequency (TF-IDF)
to catalogue term weights. In the second, scholars employed
Similarity Thesaurus, using the VSM with four similarity sizes
(Dice, Cosine, Jaccard, and Inner product). TF-IDF was again
used to catalogue term weights, and the similarity dimensions
were compared for identifying the excellent one to be employed
in developing the Similarity Thesaurus. For the third IR system,
scholars employed an Association Thesaurus, using the Fuzzy
Model for terms’ weights to be catalogued.
The research dictates that the catalogued terms recur about
two to seven times in the text. Aljlayl and Frieder (2002), after
examining certain documents and recognizing the average
number of incidences for some words, found the superlative
catalogue terms recurring within the average would be the
ones used. The test revealed that the Jaccard (which measures
the degree of similarity between the retrieved documents)
and Dice (used as a threshold and weight in ranking the
retrieved documents) and the VSM model relationship
dimensions were identical, while the Cosine and Inner also
showed similar relationship dimensions. However, they were
better than the method of Dice and Jaccard measures, and all
the queries provided a closely similar position or standing.
The researcher felt it to be better to employ stemmed words
with the corresponding thesaurus in the retrieving system of
the Arabic language, than to employ complete terms short
of the thesaurus. Applying stemmed words with Association
thesaurus in the Arabic language retrieving system is far
better than employing complete words using Association
thesaurus. All other studies in different languages approve of
it. Association thesaurus is considered a better option than the
traditional retrieval system. Its retrieval performance is even
more enhanced than employing the corresponding thesaurus
for the Arabic language retrieval system. When the stemming
and Association thesaurus were jointly applied, excellent results
were accomplished.
Nwesri and Alyagoubi (2015) revealed how to apply stemming
from getting the same outcomes devoid of indexing the
stemmed text. This method was based on indexing the original
words and extracting different words using the stemmer, thus
adding them to the initial query. This study dealt with the Arabic
dataset, where the words in the language are constructed based
on pattern systems, as in other Semitic languages. The authors
constructed a table for each term in the corpus using a stemmer,
instead of applying stemming to all the terms in the corpus. The
main goal of this study was to overcome stemming issues such
as the conflating of the words under one index term. The use
of stemming was to generate stem-word clusters for expanding
the query, but the stemmed text would not be indexed. Four

4.3. Arabic Query Expansion Based on Stemming
Another linguistic-based approach which expands the
query globally is word stemming. Stemming is the process of
reducing inflected words to their morphological root or word
stem. The purpose of stemming is to combine the words with
one stem into one index term, assuming that these words have
the same meaning. The stemming technique can be either
simple, removing pluralization suffixes from words, or more
complicated, attempting to maintain meanings and incorporate
dictionaries (Farrar & Hayes, 2019). Stemming is considered
to be one of the earliest AQE techniques. The findings of
researchers who used this approach to enhance retrieval
performance are discussed below.
Khafajeh, Yousef, and Kanaan (2010) constructed an
Arabic thesaurus based on the Term-Term Similarity and
Association technique, which could be used to enhance the
retrieval performance in any unique domain, to retrieve more
documents relevant to the user’s query. Two hundred forty-two
Arabic abstract documents and fifty-nine Arabic queries were
chosen from abstracts related to information about computer
science and information system, presented at the Saudi Arabian
National Computer Conference. An automatic IR system was
devised and constructed from scratch to handle Arabic data.
The association thesaurus helped improve precision and recall,
compared to the similarity thesaurus.
However, the association thesaurus also contains numerous
restrictions beyond the traditional IR system, particularly in
precision and recall levels. Automatic stemmed words and full
word index were constructed using an inverted file technique.
Subject to these cataloguing words, scholars have created
three IR systems. The first IR system employs a Traditional IR
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stemmers were utilized: light10, Khoja, Buckwalter morphological
analyzer, and Alstem. Lemur Toolkit was used to run
experiments, where TREC 2001/2002 queries with the Agence
France-Presse (AFP) text collection used in this study. Lemur
Toolkit is an open-source software framework used to construct
language modelling and IR software. It supports sundry retrieval
models such as the VSM, Okapi BM25 model, and In-Query
Retrieval model. In this study, the In-Query Retrieval model
was utilised to test the experiments. The procedures applied to
investigate the effects of using the stemmers on AQE formed the
first step of this study: removing the diacritics, normalizing the
text, removing stop-words, and then indexing the collection. The
stemmer creates a list of stem-word pairs from the collection,
where the created pairs are sorted based on their frequency in the
collection from high to low. Hence, each query term is expanded
by stemming it, and the most repeated terms in that list would be
retrieved. These retrieved terms would be added to the original
query as synonyms to that query terms. Based on the experiment
results, the expansion using any of the stemmers could achieve
significant improvement if the number of the terms added to the
original query exceeded 40 words. Below ten terms, the results
were lower than the baseline; if the expansion terms were 10, the
results were at the baseline, and when it was 40 words, the results
outperformed the baseline. Besides this, recall measure showed
a good result when using light10, Buckwalter morphological
analyzer, and Alstem stemmers, while using the Khoja root
stemmer would hurt recall.
Hassan and Hadi (2017) developed an AQE technique
to improve the AIR system, adopting two stages. At the first
stage, the most relevant candidate terms were carefully chosen
by using the initial query and the best synonyms detected at
the same time via the corpus. At the second stage, extraction
of the most relevant candidate terms was done from the
first document set, and the query expanded to produce the
ranked list. WSD was utilized in this study, and three different
traditional semantic measurers: LCH, WUP, and PATH, were
applied to avoid any mistake arising from word sense. Based on
the experiment results, the PATH measure was found to be the
best to solve ambiguity among the other measures. The authors
claimed that their system outperformed the traditional method
of precision, recall, and latency.
Hammo, Sleit, and El-Haj (2007) presented a new searching
method without diacritics, where the Quran-related verses
matched a user’s query retrieved through AQE methods. The
recommended method used an interpersonal database search
engine accessible and mobile through Relational Database
Management System (RDBMS) platforms and offered
sophisticated and fast retrieval. The assimilation of the IR system

notion with RDBMS was improved to preserve and operate on
the scripts of the Quran. A search engine QE was mechanically
created to identify all the verses containing words interrelated to
the roots of the query’s bag-of-words (BOW), where stemmer
on the BOW was used. The root was obtained from the query,
the Root Index was searched, and all the words related to the
particular root were fetched from the Vowelized Words Index.
The next step involved the initial query to be submitted for the
second time for the Posting Table to search for the incidence of all
verses containing particular words. Simultaneously, intensifying
a quest query to search for the alternative words that the user
inserts can help to similarly improve the recall, sometimes even
accurately. When it is employed for IR, terms and their synonyms
are made better in the vector, allowing a new search to start.
Synonyms or words similar to the Quran’s words are gathered
and semantically clustered. A set of tests carried out on word
search of the Quran words showed that QE was favourable to
Arabic text search, with the bright possibility of its effectiveness
being enhanced more. Rule-based stemmer was employed in
this research to ascertain the efficiency of Arabic passage retrieval
and question answering. The results from the study showed the
efficiency of this method, particularly for a question answering
system (Hammo et al., 2007).

4.4.	Arabic Query Expansion Based on Co-occurrence
of Words
The primary way to quantify the semantic relations between
words is by computing the co-occurrence of these words. A
hypothesis by Harris (1968) and Lindén and Piitulainen (2004)
is that semantically similar words occur in the same contexts,
where they co-occur with the same other words. Therefore, the
co-occurrence of the term was used in IR systems for a while
(Pôssas, Ziviani, Meira Jr, & Ribeiro-Neto, 2005; Zaïane &
Antonie, 2002).
Shaalan, Al-Sheikh, and Oroumchian (2012) recommended
a method for AQE on AIR through Expectation-Maximization
(EM). EM is a statistical method used for finding the
maximum likelihood of parameters and is typically used to
compute the maximum likelihood estimates, given incomplete
samples. It is guaranteed to find a local optimum of the data
log-likelihood. In this research, EM is used to indicate the
similarity between two words based on their co-occurrence in
a set of documents. EM distance between word A and word
B is calculated by dividing the total number of documents in
which both the words appeared together, by the sum of the
total number of documents that each word appeared separately.
In this situation, the EM distance indicates the degree to which
word A and word B are bonded, in terms of their concurrence
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in similar documents. The hypothesis is that the less the EM
distance between two terms, the more bonded they are. EM
algorithm is used when related terms are selected, so that the
query can increase, and unrelated terms can be tidied out.
INFILE assessment gathering of CLEF2009 further verified
the algorithm. The recommended method revolved around
the simultaneous occurrence of words when queries were
expanded. In a paragraph about
(world cup), familiar
related words like (ball),
(football),
(goals),
- (excitement), and
(championship cup) are
commonly found. Such terms are also frequently found in
the documents that do not contain the correct connection to
the keywords
- (world cup). However, it still possesses
the word
, (Mondial) whose meaning is still related to
the (world cup). The recommended method started with the
examination of documents that possess the correct wording
of the query, so that a list of co-occurring contextual words
could be ascertained. This word list was utilized to expand
the existing query. From then on, the expanded query was
employed to expand the current query. A new set of documents
do not necessarily have the exact words as the original query.
This approach is likely to enlarge a query built on the similarity
of terms to refine AIR. The test results showed that expanding
queries regained more appropriate documents for queries,
compared to the baseline.
Further, expanding the query using the proposed method
improves the overall recall precision for the final list of retrieved
documents. The readings from the baseline revealed significant
data concerning the user information required in query titles
and explanations, both of which supplement each another. The
test runs showed that the recommended method enhanced the
retrieval process in Arabic, while retaining a similar precision.
Due to the complexity of Arabic morphology, Bounhas et al.
(2020) proposed the creation of a new morpho-semantic resource
from classical Arabic vocalized corpus, based on a text mining
process. The Classical Arabic Morpho-Semantic Knowledge
Graph (CAMS-KG) resource was generated to analyse complexity
in the Arabic text, with the proposed CAMS-KG resource rich in
semantic knowledge. Arabic words have inflections or Harakat,
also called Tashkeel, which are short vowels that can be positioned
either at the top of the letter in the word or below it. The meaning
of the words depends on these short vowels, with their position
causing change in the meaning of the words. To reduces the
ambiguities of Arabic words by identifying their actual meaning,
the short vowels were considered while creating this resource.
The proposed resource merges morphological and semantic
knowledge. To compute the similarities of the Arabic tokens
(terms), the BM25 model was employed.

The terms in the proposed resource most similar to the
original query terms were selected and added to the initial query
for the purpose of expansion, taking into account the contextual
relationships between tokens and their whole meaning. Based
on the BM25 model, the selected terms were weighted according
to a normalized similarity score. Tashkeela (64) and ZAD (65)
were two corpora utilized in this study for the experiments.

4.5.	Arabic Query Expansion Based on Word
Embedding
Traditional IR models are based on the BOW paradigm,
where relevance scores are computed based on the exact
matching of keywords between documents and queries, without
allowing distinct semantically-related terms to match each other
and contribute to the retrieval score. Although these models
have already achieved excellent performance, it has been shown
that most of the unsatisfactory cases in relevance are due to the
term mismatch between queries and documents (El Mahdaouy,
El Alaoui, & Gaussier, 2016). It is hence necessary to adopt a
method that can consider all semantically-related terms in each
document for a given query term.
Estimating distributed representation of each word is based
on term proximity in the large collection, such as co-occurrence
of the terms in the windows. Recently, the WE vector has gained
significant attention, and has been successfully employed in
various NLP and IR tasks (Kusner, Sun, Kolkin, & Weinberger,
2015; Vulić & Moens, 2015; Zhou, He, Zhao, & Hu, 2015).
Further, using the WE was found to be a promising technique,
sufficient for QE (Kuzi, Shtok, & Kurland, 2016; Sordoni,
Bengio, & Nie, 2014).
Though the WE has proved its success as a promising
technique for most of the NLP researchers in recent years, a
limited number of studies focus on this technique (Diaz, Mitra,
& Craswell, 2016; Zamani & Croft, 2016; Zuccon, Koopman,
Bruza, & Azzopardi, 2015).
The undermentioned studies focus on exploiting the WE
techniques by incorporating their semantic similarities into the
existing IR models.
El Mahdaouy et al. (2016) introduced a new Semantically
Enhanced Term Frequency (SMTF) based on the distributed
representation of word vectors for AIR. To compute the
semantic similarities between the query terms and terms of a
given document weighted by their within-document frequency,
three WE models were employed: CBOW model, Skip-Gram
model (Mikolov, Sutskever, Chen, Corrado, & Dean, 2013),
and the GloVe model (Pennington, Socher, & Manning, 2014).
The similarity between two-word vectors (trained using WE
models) was computed using the cosine distance in the vector
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W ·W

space given by cos(w1, w2) = || W1 |1| || W2 2 || . The resulting term
frequency (TF) was incorporated into the document growth
functions of the probabilistic family of Information-Based
models Log-Logistic Distribution (LGD), SPL Model , and the
Okapi BM25 model. The method tried to address the mismatch
between the query terms and the documents by calculating
the TF based on the occurrence of the term in the query with
semantically similar terms in the document. The experiments
were performed on the standard Arabic newswire dataset
TREC 2001/2002. Based on experiment results, the proposed
method of incorporating SMTF into the probabilistic IR models
outperformed the baseline BOW models. Moreover, the three
suggested WE models showed the same performance on most
test collections, with the CBOW and GloVe models found to be
more suitable and flexible in incorporating similarity into the
traditional IR models SPL and BM25.
Further, El Mahdaouy et al. (2018) proposed an AQE
technique by incorporating the WE semantic similarities into
the existing IR models. Language Model (LM), LGD Model ,
SPL Model, and Okapi BM25 were employed to incorporate the
similarities of the WE techniques into these models, to improve
the retrieval performance for Arabic text. Three neural WE
techniques were proposed: Skip-gram, CBOW, and the GloVe
models. The present work distributes the words in a vector
space in a low-dimensional vector to address the term mismatch
problem. The method proposed by these authors depends on
the merger of the word similarity into their scoring function,
where the suggested extensions contain substantial similarity to
the translation models presented by Baeza-Yates et al. (2012).
The set of translations for a given query was replaced by its set
of similar terms, where the letter set is a set created from the
top relevant words from the vocabulary corpus. The Semantic
Term Matching Constraints (SMTCs) proposed by Fang and
Zhai (2006) were utilized to investigate the proposed extension.
The SMTCs are a framework that are capable of merging the
semantic similarity and adjusting the term weights of the initial
query and their similar words. Two strategies were proposed in
this work, the first strategy is to select similar candidate words
from the retrieved documents, while the second strategy is to
selects the similar candidate terms from the whole corpus.
The experiments were conducted on TREC 2001/2002
Arabic newswire dataset. The results revealed that the proposed
extension techniques significantly outperformed the baseline
BOW models. The proposed method was better than three
WE-based IR language models, and exceeded the semantic
indexing approach proposed by Abderrahim (Abderrahim,
Dib, Abderrahim, & Chikh, 2016). Additionally, there was no
significant difference between the two strategies.

Since PRF has proved successful in dealing with the vocabulary
mismatch problem, El Mahdaouy et al. (2019) presented a new
method that incorporates the WE similarities into the current
PRF models to enhance the AIR. The hypothesis was that the
semantic terms which are relevant to the query terms are essential;
therefore, the work aimed to boost the weights of these vital terms.
The WE models Skip-gram, CBOW, and GloVe were utilised in
this study, representing each word in the vector space by a single
vector in a low-dimensional vector. Four PRF models, including
the Bo2 model (Amati & Van Rijsbergen, 2002), LL model, KLD
(Carpineto & Romano, 2012), and the SPL (Clinchant & Gaussier,
2013), were proposed to incorporate the semantic similarity of
the WE into these models. This work aimed to study how the WE
semantic similarity could be employed in PRF techniques. The
idea of the proposed method was to combine the distribution
of the expansion terms into the set of PRF in the integrated PRF
framework. The experiments and evaluations were performed
on the standard Arabic newswire TREC 2001/2002 dataset. The
proposed technique was better than the baseline IR model by 22%
for MAP. Additionally, there was no significant difference among
the three WE models (Skip-gram, CBOW, and GloVe models) in
terms of performance.
Maryamah, Arifin, Sarno, and Morimoto (2019) proposed
an AQE method based on BabelNet using the WE technique
Word2Vec. BabelNet is a semantic search dictionary that
combines the knowledge of Wikipedia articles and lexicography
from Wordnet (Navigli & Ponzetto, 2012). The use of WordNet
is to obtain the synset relationship between the words based
on lexical and semantic relationships, while Wikipedia uses
the relationship between entities on the Wikipedia page.
BabelNet can shorten the time compared to PRF, because this
method does not process all the articles in finding the relevant
documents of the query. GloVe, skip-gram, and CBOW
architectures were used for the representation of the word
vectors. The proposed method was focused on the semantic
AQE method to reduce the possibility of disambiguation
term problems. Synonym and WordNet were used as an AQE
method based on the WE technique. The purpose of using
BabelNet was to investigate how it works in semantic searching
to determine the documents highly similar to the original query
based on Wikipedia, and not to use the knowledge of BabelNet.
Based on the experiment results that used 40 queries, the
average accuracy of these queries was 90%, which makes this a
promising method for AQE in searching Arabic documents.
Alshalan, Alshalan, Al-Khalifa, Suwaileh, and Elsayed (2020)
introduced an embedding-based QE (EQE) technique that uses
the semantic representations obtained by WE for QE. Two QE
methods were introduced: first, embedding-based PRF (EPRF)
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Table 1. Summary of the studies which use QE approaches for the Arabic language
Author

Problem specification

QE approach

Dataset

Evaluation metrics

ambiguity caused by the
Hammo et al. (2007) The
short vowels in Arabic

QE based synonymy, QE based stemming,
QE through word sensing, & QE through
paraphrasing

The Holy Qur’an

Precision and recall

ambiguity in the user’s
He and Wang (2009) The
queries

CLIR and Cross-Language Latent Semantic
Indexing (CL-LSI)

Bilingual corpora

MAP

Khafajeh et al.
(2010)

The vocabulary problem

VSM, Jaccard, Dice & cosine similarity

242 Arabic abstract
documents

Precision and recall

Trad et al. (2012)

The ambiguity in the user’s
queries

Boolean Model, Vector Model, and LSI Model

Arabic & English medical Precision and recall
corpus

Shaalan et al. (2012) User’s queries are short

Expectation-Maximization (EM), Cut-off Run1,
Run2, & Run3

CLEF2009

Precision and recall

Mahgoub et al.
(2014)

The ambiguity in the user’s
queries

VSM single expanded queries & multiple
expanded queries

Zad Al Ma’ad book
written by the Islamic
scholar Ibn Al-Qyyim

Precision, recall, F-Score,
and NDCG

Nwesri and
Alyagoubi (2015)

The negative effects of the
Arabic text stemming the on
words

BM25 & InQuery retrieval model with four
different stemmers used: light10, Khoja,
Arabic TREC 2001/2002
Buckwalter morphological analyzer, and Alstem

MAP, precision @10, and
recall

Al-Chalabi et al.
(2015)

Term mismatch problem

Manual QE & AQE using Boolean operators
“AND” and “OR”

TREC & CLEF Arabic
questions

Mean Reciprocal Ratio
(MRR)

Abbache et al.
(2016b)

Term mismatch problem

Interactive QE & AQE

The Xnh-45004 Arabic
corpus

Precision, recall,
F-Measure, & MAP

El Mahdaouy et al.
(2019)

Term mismatch problem

LGD, SPL, LM, BM25, & PRF

Arabic TREC 2001/2002

MAP & P@10

Atwan et al. (2016)

The weakness of Arabic stopword list and stemming
algorithms

PRF and Arabic WordNet

Arabic TREC 2001

MAP, precision, and recall

Hassan and Hadi
(2017)

The ambiguity in the user’s
queries

WSD based LCH , WUP, and PATH semantic
measures

Zad Al Ma’ad book
written by the Islamic
scholar Ibn Al-Qyyim

Precision, recall, and
MAP

El Mahdaouy et al.
(2016)

Term mismatch problem

SMTF, LGD, & SPL models

Arabic TREC 2001/2002

MAP & P@10

Maryamah et al.
(2019)

Vocabulary mismatch problem Synonym & WordNet

Wikipedia and BabelNet Precision & recall

El Mahdaouy et al.
(2018)

Term mismatch problem

Arabic TREC 2001/2002

MAP & P@10

Beirade et al. (2019) Vocabulary mismatch problem Al-fanous system & semantic search engine

Holy Al Qur’an

Precision & recall

Bounhas et al.
(2020)

BM25 based different stemming algorithm

ZAD Test Collection

MAP Recall F-Score P@5
P@10 P@15 P@20

Rahman et al. (2019) Term mismatch problem

BM25 based DBpedia and Hypernym

SemEval-2016 Task 3
CQA dataset

MAP

ALMarwi et al.
(2020)

Term mismatch problem

Hybrid semantic query expansion based WE,
WordNet, and TF

News collected from AlAlam, BBC, CNN, and AlJazeera channels

Precision and recall

Alshalan (2020)

Term mismatch problem

Embedding-Based Query Expansion (EQE),
Embedding-Based PRF (EPRF), & PRF with
Embedding-Based Reranking (PRF+ERerank).

EveTAR test
collection

MAP

Term mismatch problem

LM, LGD, SPL, and BM25

QE, Query Expansion; Query Expansion; CLIR, Cross-Language Information Retrieval; MAP, mean average precision; VSM, Vector Space Model; LSI, Latent Semantic Indexing;
NDCG, Normalized Discounted Cumulative Gain; AQE, Automatic Query Expansion; LGD, Log-Logistic Distribution; SPL, Smoothed Power-Law; LM, Language Model; PRF,
Pseudo Relevance Feedback; WSD, Word-Sense Disambiguation; SMTF, Semantically Enhanced Term Frequency; CQA, community question-answering; WE, Word Embedding;
TF, term frequency.
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technique, which incorporates the WE similarity scores to
weight the additional query terms, and the second, embeddingbased re-ranking to re-rank the top documents retrieved by
PRF. Three different test collections of EveTAR (Hasanain,
Suwaileh, Elsayed, Kutlu, & Almerekhi, 2018) were employed for
the evaluations. Besides this, to incorporate the distributed WE
in the ad-hoc IR task, three methods were proposed: 1) EQE,
where the aim is, through the retrieval stage, to add semanticrelated words to the original query online; 2) EPRF, the
hypothesis of which is to get candidate expansion words from
the relevant tweets terms; and 3) (PRF+ERerank), PRF with
Embedding-Based Reranking. This method aims to re-rank the
PR documents by leveraging the pre-trained embedding model.
Based on the experiment results, the proposed EQE technique
under-performed the baseline PRF technique. The second
technique, based on PRF, significantly exceeded the baseline and
other approaches.
Further, a hybrid semantic QE method for AIR was offered by
ALMarwi, Ghurab, and Al-Baltah (2020). The proposed method
had the advantage of the statistical and semantic approaches.
Hence, the common limitation of the statistical approaches was
addressed by authorizing similar semantic terms to contribute
to the scoring function. The candidate expansion terms related
to the meaning of the whole query were generated. To calculate
the term weights and know the degree of importance of each
term, three pieces of evidence were considered: the WE, the
TF, and WordNet. In order to avoid query drift, the semantic
filtering method, particle swarm optimization, was utilized to
remove the noise from the candidate expansion terms. The
experimental results demonstrated that the proposed technique
improved the effectiveness of the IR system in terms of precision
values.

2009
2010 5%
5%

2007
5%

Rahman, Hisamoto, and Duh (2019) explored various QE
methods to overcome the issues of question re-ranking in a
CLIR setting for community question-answering platforms. The
proposed methods supposed that the mistranslations caused by
CLIR were often irrelevant to the original query concepts and
that using similar words for the expansion might retrieve the
needed related terms. The QE method introduced was based
on WE, DBpedia concepts linking, and Hypernym to expand
the query in question-question re-ranking tasks. The query
translation followed by QE was adopted to provide the initial
query. Moreover, using external resources to expand each word,
a search engine such as ElasticSearch was employed to match
those terms against the existing questions. The experiment
results revealed the proposed QE technique outperforming the
current methods on Cross-Language (CL) question re-ranking.
Table 1 summarises the studies in the literature review, based on
the problem of the research, QE approach, dataset used, and the
evaluation metrics.
Fig. 2 illustrates statistics of the reviewed papers based on
their publication year.
Fig. 3 shows the reliable resources (such as IEEE, Springer,
and ScienceDirect) of the published articles, where the top
resource in our review is Springer. Our survey covered studies in
the last ten years, except for two pieces of research in 2007 and
2009; they have been selected because they are too related in this
review.
Fig. 4 illustrates statistically the percentage of the Arabic
datasets used in the reviewed studies. In contrast, Fig. 5 showed
the percentage of statistical problem identification in the
studies of that review, where most of the researchers focused
on addressing the term mismatch problem between the query
terms and the documents.

2020
10%

Conferences
11%

2012
10%

2019
25%

Other resources
28%

2014
5%
2015
10%
2016
15%

2017
5%

IEEE
22%

ScienceDirect
11%

2018
5%
Springer
28%

Fig. 2. Percentage of the surveyed papers by publication year.

Fig. 3. Statistics of the surveyed papers, according to publishers.
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• PRF is a vital and common method for improving retrieval
accuracy. The importance of the PRF concept is its presumption
that a restricted number of top-ranked documents in the
initial retrieval results are significant, from which it selects
connected terms to improve the query representation
via QE. Although conventional PRF methods generally
improve retrieval performance on average, they are not
entirely adequate to assist some queries and upset other
queries, restricting their value in real retrieval functions
(Collins-Thompson, 2008); and this occurs due to continual
dependence on the top-ranked documents, which may be
irrelevant and can introduce noise into the feedback process.
Lastly, in this case, the QE process will be upset (Lee, Croft, &
Allan, 2008).
•	A stemming algorithm is an additional method employed
to expand queries. This method has been proven to
overtake the conventional method for QE. Further,
stemming reduces the words to their roots, where light
stemmer employs some set of rules to remove the suffixes
or prefixes. Arabic is different from other Indo-European
languages in terms of its syntax, morphology, and
semantics, and has broken plurals (inflections). However,
this kind of stemming algorithm fails with broken plurals
completely and conflates the words with a different
meaning under one index term. This happens regularly
in Arabic in applying stems, and it develops more while
selecting roots to index the collection (Nwesri & Alyagoubi,
2015).
	 A superior root-based Arabic stemmer, Khoja’s stemmer,
is another stemming algorithm proposed by (Khoja, 2001).
The rule of this algorithm is to remove suffixes, infixes,
and prefixes and use pattern matching to extract the roots.
However, this algorithm suffers a practical issue, relating
mostly to nouns and foreign names like those of countries
and cities (Larkey, Ballesteros, & Connell, 2007). Finally,
the central issue of stemming Arabic text is the lack of
knowledge of the stemmer in the word’s lexical category (e.g.,
noun, verb, and preposition).
• CLIR is another method which can be adopted to enhance
retrieval performance. This procedure of supplementing
connected terms to the interpreted query helps improve
precision and recall, as more important documents can
be recognized and retrieved. However, the process of
interpreting or translating a query from one language to
another often presents ambiguity. Another concern is
to translate the query from Arabic to English to get the
results and then retranslate it to Arabic, which is timeconsuming.

The Holy Qur’an
10%
Zad Al Ma’ad book
10%

Other collections
40%

Arabic CLEF
10%

Arabic TREC
2001/2002
30%

Fig. 4. Percentage of the data collections used in the literature review.

Queries are
ambiguity & short
25%

Arabic stopwords weakness
5%
Arabic stemmer
weakness
10%

Term mismatch
problem
60%

Fig. 5. Percentage of problem identification based on the literature review.

5. DISCUSSION
Based on our review presented above, QE methods may
enhance the retrieval performance by a certain percentage.
However, some of these methods may not consider the
relationship between query terms and their actual meaning
and cannot fully show the user’s intention; or, even if it is able
to improve retrieval performance, it still has its disadvantages
and drawbacks. Further, it indicates that QE for Arabic text
is incapable even of accomplishing perfect, significant results
due to the complexity and high morphology of Arabic.
Therefore, works on QE for Arabic are still subject to additional
investigation and research. Among the unused approaches
is the usage of large scale (big data) for backing up QE. The
following paragraphs discuss each QE technique, based on our
review.
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	 Trad et al. (2012) compared AWN Ontology with English
WordNet Ontology, finding no actual benefit concerning
Arabic development in any of the assessment measures
adopted, notwithstanding the employment of specialized
corpus. In other words, using A WN Ontology is weak,
compared to its English version. On the other hand, the
main issue of the pre-processing task for Arabic QE is
that there is no general standard stop-word list. Most of
the researchers, such as Larkey et al. (2007) and Larkey
and Connell (2001), used the list of stop-word Lemur
Toolkit, created by Khoja (2001) and containing only 168
words.
• Ontology and Thesaurus
	Using ontology or other similar resources such as WordNet
seems useful to improve retrieval effectiveness in some
cases. However, based on various studies, using ontology
does not enhance retrieval effectiveness continually.
Further, expanding the query based on ontology may
cause two main issues: first, the global/general ontology
often introduces ambiguity, with the possibility of insertion
of noise terms into the queries. Second, global ontology
cannot pick the specific properties of a domain (Bhogal,
MacFarlane, & Smith, 2007; Raza, Mokhtar, Ahmad, Pasha,
& Pasha, 2019).
	 Fig. 6 shows each reference with its number of citations.
In light of the aforesaid review, one can conclude that the
most cited papers are for Hammo et al. (2007), Shaalan et al.
(2012), Mahgoub et al. (2014), and Abbache et al. (2016b),

where all of these references have more than twenty-five
citations.

6. CONCLUSION
As mentioned earlier, users’ queries are usually short,
reflecting weakness of information knowledge and hence
incapable of expressing their information needs. Further, the
vocabulary term mismatch between the query terms and
documents in the corpus is the most common issue in the
IR system; hence the researchers’ attempt to fill this gap by
expanding the original query by adding some useful terms to it.
One of the most useful and vital ways to address the above
issues is AQE. The main aim of QE methods is to improve
retrieval performance by adding related terms to the initial
query. As already mentioned, AQE approaches can be classified
into statistical approaches, semantical approaches, and hybrid
approaches (Raza et al., 2018). Statistical approaches such as
TF and Term Co-Occurrence focus on computing the number
of terms occurring in the documents and selecting the most
frequent word. This, however, does not work well with short text
(Bhogal et al., 2007).
The statistical QE approach of document analysis provides
useful expansion terms but depends on the quality of the
document corpus. One of the major limitations of the
semantical QE approaches is that it may have more relevance to
the document collection than to the searcher’s query. Moreover,
the terms in the semantical QE approaches are ranked based

35
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Rahman et al.

Beirade et al.
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Fig. 6. Number of citations for each reference. Adapted from Al-Ghuribi and Noah. IEEE Access 2019;7:169446-169468.
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and Technology, 55(1), 23-28.
Abderrahim, M. A., Dib, M., Abderrahim, M. E. -A., & Chikh,
M. A. (2016). Semantic indexing of Arabic texts for
information retrieval system. International Journal of
Speech Technology, 19(2), 229-236.
Abouenour, L., Bouzouba, K., & Rosso, P. (2010). An evaluated
semantic query expansion and structure-based approach
for enhancing Arabic question/answering. International
Journal on Information and Communication Technologies,
3(3), 37-51.
Abu-Errub, A. (2014). Arabic text classification algorithm using
TFIDF and Chi Square measurements. International
Journal of Computer Applications, 93(6), 40-45.
Al-Chalabi, H., Ray, S., & Shaalan, K. (2015, April 17-20).
Semantic based query expansion for Arabic question
answering systems. 2015 First International Conference on
Arabic Computational Linguistics (ACLing). IEEE.
Al-Ghuribi, S. M., & Noah, S. A. M. (2019). Multi-criteria
review-based recommender system-the state of the art.
IEEE Access, 7, 169446-169468.
Aljlayl, M., & Frieder, O. (2002, November 6-8). On Arabic search:
Improving the retrieval effectiveness via a light stemming
approach. Proceedings of the Eleventh International
Conference on Information and Knowledge Management (pp.
340-347). Association for Computing Machinery.
ALMarwi, H., Ghurab, M., & Al-Baltah, I. (2020). A hybrid
semantic query expansion approach for Arabic information
retrieval. Journal of Big Data, 7(1), 39.
ALMasri, M., Berrut, C., & Chevallet, J. -P. (2016, March 2023). A comparison of deep learning based query expansion
with pseudo-relevance feedback and mutual information.
ECIR 2016: Advances in Information Retrieval (pp. 709715). Springer.
Alshalan, S., Alshalan, R., Al-Khalifa, H., Suwaileh, R., &
Elsayed, T. (2020, November 7-9). Improving Arabic
microblog retrieval with distributed representations. The
Information Retrieval Technology: 15th Asia Information
Retrieval Societies Conference, AIRS 2019 (pp. 185-194).
Springer.
Amati, G., & Van Rijsbergen, C. J. (2002). Probabilistic models
of information retrieval based on measuring the divergence
from randomness. ACM Transactions on Information
Systems, 20(4), 357-389.
Atwan, J., & Mohd, M. (2017). Arabic query expansion: A
review. Asian Journal of Information Technology, 16(10),
754-770.
Azad, H. K., & Deepak, A. (2019). Query expansion techniques
for information retrieval: A survey. Information Processing

on a documents database, not taking into account the intent
of the users, as proved by recent studies (Carpineto et al., 2001;
Carpineto & Romano, 2012).
On the other hand, the semantic approaches which use a
thesaurus or ontology, or those based on the WE, address the
ambiguity issue by relying on the meaning of the query in
context for the expansion purpose.
Semantic QE approaches can be more effective in
disambiguation of the query terms, compared to the statistical
QE approaches (Pinto, Martinez, & Perez-Sanjulian, 2008).
Although the semantic QE approaches have proved successful
in improving retrieval performance, they have some drawbacks.
The main issue is the difficulties in building a knowledge
structure with accurate concepts and relationships, which
requires an expert or a sophisticated knowledge system (Bhogal
et al., 2007). Another issue is the drifting of the query from the
real topic during the expansion process, due to the addition of
non-relevant terms.
However, all the previous approaches depend on the individual
terms in the expansion process. Expanding highly morphological
texts like Arabic based on individual query terms may hurt the
expansion process or change the meaning of the query.
Moreover, until now, no technique has been able to solve
the vocabulary mismatch problem in IR fully. Some of the QE
methods may ignore the relationship between query terms
and their actual meaning and cannot fully express the user’s
intention; thus, using such a term in the query does not reflect
the user’s intention. Further, it confirms the inability of the
semantic and statistical QE approaches for Arabic text to find
the proper expansion terms without shortcomings, resulting in
persisting issues relating to the expansion process. Therefore,
works on QE for Arabic should be subjected to additional
investigation and research.
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